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Eukaryotic cells are the fundamental constituents of all multicellular organisms.
Each cell has a complex internal ‘machinery’ that allows the cell to fulfill vari-
ous functions. This cellular machinery has a complex build-up and consists of
numerous components, such as DNA, proteins, organelles, small molecules and
ions. Many of these components are densely packed in the cytoplasm, where
they fulfill their cellular functions. One protein system found in the cytoplasm
is the so-called ‘cytoskeleton’. The cytoskeleton acts as the scaffold (’skeleton’)
of the cell and provides mechanical integrity. Additionally, the cytoskeleton, for
example, serves as tracks for motor proteins and is involved in the process of
cell motility. There are three main fibrous protein systems that belong to the cy-
toskeleton: actin filaments, microtubules and intermediate filaments. Each of
these fiber-forming protein systems has mechanical, chemical and electrostatic
properties. The interplay of all these properties determines the organization of
these filamentous systems in the cell.
The mechanisms behind the organization of the cytoskeleton are of fundamental
interest because of the central role of the cytoskeleton in the cell. However, the
cytoskeleton is a complex system in the cell due to the tremendous number of
‘players’ in the cytoplasm. Therefore, experiments of reduced complexity are es-
tablished in which purified parts of the cytoskeleton are investigated in vitro. This
way, the chemical, mechanical or electrostatic properties can be studied system-
atically and regulatory mechanisms are revealed step-by-step. One experimental
concept for studies on the electrostatic properties of cytoskeletal proteins is to
investigate their behavior in the presence of oppositely charged ions (‘counter-




Microfluidic drops have been established as an experimental tool for in vitro stud-
ies in various fields, among them cell and protein research. These drops are small
containers with a volume of typically a few nano- or picoliters and are sometimes
described as ‘miniaturized test tubes’. They are produced in microfluidic devices
in vast numbers by merging an aqueous and an oil phase in tailor-made channels.
During the process of drop production, a biological sample in the aqueous phase
is encapsulated into the drops, where it can be manipulated in manifold ways.
As a result, this microfluidic method becomes a tool for life sciences.
Here, we design such drop-based microfluidic tools to encapsulate purified vi-
mentin intermediate filaments. We use the drops to investigate the electrostatic
properties of vimentin filaments in the presence of counterions. The drops allow
us to study the influence of these ions on vimentin with respect to ion type and
concentration in a defined way. We are also able to record the dynamics of the
aggregation process. Moreover, we shed light on the polyelectrolyte nature of vi-
mentin filaments.
In chapter 2, we present the scientific background of the complex cytoskeleton
build-up in the cell and we give a literature review of experimental studies on
purified cytoskeletal components in vitro. Subsequently, we discuss the polyelec-
trolyte properties of biopolymers, which will help to understand the interaction
of vimentin and cations later on. We then describe flow characteristics on small
scales because this provides the theoretical basis for the microfluidic tools we
use.
In chapter 3, we discuss the fundamental procedures of our experimental ap-
proach. Subsequently, we describe the microfluidic devices that were tailored
for the investigations of vimentin aggregation (chapter 4). First, we discuss the
device, which we use to monitor the salt concentration dependence of vimentin
aggregation (‘device C’). Second, we show how another device gives access to
imaging the dynamics of vimentin aggregation (‘device T’). We discuss the char-
acteristics of these microfluidic techniques with respect to their application in
vimentin protein research (chapter 5). A detailed description of the data analy-
sis procedures is given in chapter 6. Subsequently, we apply the data evaluation




In addition to the experimental studies on vimentin, we investigate the electro-
static properties of the protein from a theoretical point of view. For this purpose,
we discuss the polyelectrolyte nature of vimentin in chapter 8. The findings from
our experiments and theoretical calculations are then discussed in detail in the
discussion found in chapter 9. In the first part of this discussion, we reflect on
the properties of the microfluidic techniques we have developed and applied. In
the second part, we combine the observational findings of vimentin aggregation
with the theoretical analysis of the polyelectrolyte nature of this protein. In doing
so, we shed light on the underlying fundamental principles of vimentin filament




State of the art and theoretical
background
2.1 Cytoskeletal proteins
The protein network in the cell that spans over the cytosol in all eukaryotic cells
is called the cytoskeleton (Fig. 2.1a). [2] One main function of the cytoskeleton is
to provide the mechanical integrity of the cell, but it has also other important
functions such as cell motility [103], cell division (Fig. 2.1b) [65], signal transduc-
tion or transport mechanism as it serves as tracks for motor proteins. The three







Figure 2.1: The cytoskeleton. a) Sketch of the cytoskeleton that consists of the three
major brous protein systems F-actin, microtubules and intermediate laments (adapted
from [2]). b) Fluorescence micrograph of a eukaryotic cell during cell division showing
its keratin network (green), the nucleus (blue) and microtubules in the mitotic spindle
colored red. (SK8/18-2 kidney carcinoma cell expressing keratins [142], courtesy of Britta
Weinhausen)
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mentous actin (F-actin), and a protein family called intermediate filaments (IFs).
Whereas the organization and mechanical properties of MTs and F-actin is known
quite well [2, 15, 66, 70, 108], there is much less known about intermediate fila-
ments. However, intermediate filaments gain more and more attention, among
other things, due to their connection to human diseases. [41,94,128] For instance,
there is a connection of mutations in neurofilaments to Parkinson disease [41] or
of vimentin to cataracts that evoke eye lens opacification [88]. IFs gather their
name from the fact that their filament diameter is with approximately 10 nm in
between that of F-actin ( ≈ 7 nm) and microtubules ( 25 nm). [2]
2.1.1 Intermediate Filaments
The members of the IF family are found in animal cells. [54] They clearly differ
from F-actin and MTs. [2] First, their assembly does not need an energy carrier
like adenosine triphosphate (ATP) for F-actin or guanosine triphosphate (GTP)
for MTs. Second, they are apolar and therefore do not serve as tracks for mo-
Coil 1A Coil 1B Coil 2A Coil 2B
L1 L12 L2
head α-helical rod tail
Figure 2.2: Intermediate lament structure. The shared tripartite structure of the
intermediate lament protein family consists of the exible and length-variable head (N-
terminus) and tail (C-terminus) domains and the rod domain. The rather sti rod domain
consists of the α-helical subdomains 1A,1B, 2A and 2B which are connected via linker
sequences L1, L12 and L2. (For reference, see [54] for example)
class example occurrence
I/II epithelial (acidic/neutral-basic) keratins epithelial cells, hair, nails
III vimentin-like vimentin cells of mesenchymal origin
e.g. broblasts, smooth muscle cells
desmin, paranemin, synemin muscles
IV axonal neurolament proteins neurons
V nuclear lamins envelope of nucleus
VI lensin, phakinin ber cells (lens)
Table 2.1: Intermediate lament classes. Classication of the intermediate lament
multigene family given for important IF examples. (From: [2, 41,64,135])
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tor proteins like myosins (F-Actin) or kinesins (MTs). Third, there are far less
intermediate filament associated proteins (IFAPs) known that are specific for IFs
compared to F-actin or MTs (see below). [33, 78] Fourth, the building blocks for
F-actin (globular actin) and MTs (tubulin) are globular proteins which are highly
conserved. [54] In contrast, IFs are a large protein family including over 70 pro-
teins with a very diverse amino acid sequence. Nevertheless, they all have a
tripartite build-up consisting of a head, rod and a tail domain. [65] The stiff rod
domain is α-helical and highly conserved in the IF family (Fig. 2.2). The head
and tail are variable in length and in comparison to the rod domain very flexi-
ble. [41,54,128] There is a classification of the intermediate filaments according to
features like assembly behavior, occurrence in the organism or location in the cell
(Tab. 2.1).
2.1.2 Organization in the cell
In the cytoplasm, there are many different proteins, small ions, organelles and
other biopolymers. This huge number of intracellular ‘players’ makes the or-
ganization of the cytoskeleton very complex. [2] However, important regulation
mechanisms are known. Proteins that are associated to at least one of the three
main cytoskeletal proteins have the ability to organize the cytoskeleton. For actin
and microtubules, there are a lot of proteins that regulate attachment, growth,
bundling and other manipulation mechanisms. [2, 38, 78, 80] In contrast, far less
intermediate filament associated proteins (IFAPs) are known that bind specifically
to IFs. [46, 78] One example of these specific binding proteins is filaggrin that
bundles keratin IFs. [33] A family of proteins associated to IFs are plakins which
are important cytolinker proteins. [73] These linker proteins bind to all major cy-
toskeletal filament systems and have other interaction partners like focal adhe-
sions or spectrins. One prominent protein of the plakin family is plectin which
is found in almost all tissues. In Fig. 2.3, the role of plectin in fibroblasts is
demonstrated as an example for the versatile role of plectin as cytolinker. [120]
It is believed that plectin is essential to the orchestrations of the cytoskeletal net-
work and therefore to the mechanical properties of cells. [140]
As the cytoskeletal proteins have distinct electrostatic properties, it is impor-
tant to investigate to which extent small ions organize the cytoskeleton in the
cell. In Tab. 2.2, typical ion concentrations in the cytosol of vertebrate cells are
7

















Figure 2.3: The versatile role of plectin in broblasts. [120, 140] Plectin acts as a
mechanical linker and can a) connect to actin stress bers, vimentin and microtubules, b)
bridge longer distances by self-connectivity, c) attach to microtubule associated proteins
(MAPs), d) link cytoskeletal laments to focal adhesions and to the submembrane spec-
trin/fodrin network. (Sketch adapted from [140] with permission of the Journal of Cell
Science)
given. As we will see in the next section, ions can directly orchestrate the ar-
chitecture of the fibrous cytoskeletal proteins, like F-actin or MTs, when studied
purified in vitro. However, in the cell, processes related to the ionic balance are
highly integrated into many cellular functions (for review see [72]). Cells have
to have certain concentrations to keep their metabolism intact. To this end, they
regulate their volume and therefore the concentration of components decreases
(cell swelling) or increases (cell shrinkage). One process for this regulation is the
transport of ions through ion channels in the membrane, which is also coupled to
water transport via aquaporins over the membrane. As a consequence, the ionic






negatively charged proteins 138
magnesium Mg2+ 0.8
calcium Ca2+ < 0.0002




gradient that is used during cell migration for which the cells have to mediate
strong cytoskeletal reorganization. During this migration, calcium ions stimu-
late gelsolin which leads to the depolymerization of F-actin at the rear end of the
moving cell, whereas the polymerization of actin takes place at the leading edge.
Ions are also important in extracellular fluids. For instance, biopolymers leave
the cell, when a cell dies. [60] It is found that in these cases extracellular ions
mediate the formation of large structures of DNA or F-actin in the extracellular
environment. In summary, small metal ions are a regulation mechanism of the cy-
toskeletal proteins. However, they have to be considered as part of the complex
metabolism of the cell.
2.1.3 Organization in vitro
The assembly and organization mechanisms of various biopolymer systems have
been studied in vitro. We first discuss the assembly behavior of the intermedi-
ate filament vimentin as it is the IF most expressed in cells of mesenchymal ori-
gin. [45] Subsequently, we focus on important findings in the field of biopolymer
aggregation.
Assembly mechanisms and network formation of vimentin
IF protein monomers associate to coiled-coil dimers in the rod domain (exam-
ple: Fig. 2.4). However, not all IFs form homodimers, which means that the
Rod
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0007294.g002
Figure 2.4: Structure of vimentin. Coiled-coil structure in a vimentin dimer. Both
monomers show the conserved IF tripartite structure as shown in Fig. 2.2. The non-
helical head domain of wild-type human vimentin monomers consists of 77 amino acids,
the rod domain of 334 amino acids that are connected via the non-helical linkers and the
non-helical tail domain of 55 amino acids. [52] (Figure adapted from: [100] with CCAL)
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head rod tailN C
b) dimer




Figure 2.5: Sketch of the vimentin assembly process from monomers to l-
aments. Two vimentin monomers (a) form a dimer (b). Two dimers associate in a
half-staggered manner and become a tetramer (c). d) When the ionic strength in the pro-
tein solution is increased, usually eight tetramers assemble laterally to form a unit-length
lament (ULF). The ULFs assemble longitudinally to a lament. The lament becomes
mature in a radial compaction step (e). The head and the tail regions are not shown from
b to e. (See e.g. [25, 97] for reference)
identical monomers can associate to dimers. [54] Vimentin assembles as a ho-
modimer as shown in Fig. 2.4. Two dimers associate to tetrameric vimentin
in a half-staggered manner with the heads pointing in opposite directions (Fig.
2.5b/c). This tetramer formation takes already place in low ionic strength condi-
tions. From this state, the assembly to a mature filament is triggered as the ionic
strength rises, e.g. the potassium chloride concentration of a tetramer solution is
increased. The tetramers form filaments in a hierarchical process [97]: They asso-
ciate laterally to form unit-length filaments (ULFs), which usually consist of eight
tetramers and are approximately 17 nm in diameter and 60 nm in length (Fig.
2.5d). Several of these short filament precursors anneal to filaments. Finally, in a
radial compaction step, the filament becomes mature as its diameter is reduced to
approximately 10 nm (Fig. 2.5e). Mature vimentin filaments have a persistence
length of 2 µm and – as the filaments also reach these length scales – vimentin is
a semiflexible polymer. [93]
The number of tetramers forming a ULF can vary. [52, 87] In the literature, this
phenomenon is described as ‘polymorphism’. Additionally, the filament proper-
ties also depend on the ion types that are present during the assembly. Brennich
et al. demonstrate that the properties of vimentin filaments differ when they are
assembled in the presence of potassium ions only compared to an assembly with
magnesium ions only. [25]
Beyond the steps that lead to the assembly of vimentin subunits to mature fil-
aments, the behavior of these filaments in the presence of multivalent ions was
10
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investigated. Vimentin filaments build entangled networks, given a sufficient
protein concentration. In rheology experiments, the influence of multivalent ions
on these networks has been investigated. It is found that magnesium ions act as
effective cross-linker of these networks and thereby stiffen them. [69, 76, 77] Lin
et al. hypothesize that parts of the flexible tail domain of vimentin (Fig. 2.4) play
an important role for the cross-linking of vimentin networks in the presence of
magnesium ions. [76] The importance of IF sidearms has been confirmed for neu-
rofilaments, which have comparatively long sidearms. These filaments connect
via a ‘hand-shake’ mechanism of their side arms (details are discussed in Sec.
9.2.4). [16] A further influence of charged ions on vimentin filaments is found in
light scattering experiments. These reveal the ability of polylysine, which carries
multiple positive charges, to mediate bundle formation of vimentin. [130]
In summary, these in vitro experiments demonstrate that ions have two effects on
vimentin protein: They initiate the assembly to vimentin filaments and they give
rise to the bundling and network formation of the filaments.
Inuence of multivalent ions on other biopolymers
There have been many studies of F-actin, MTs and IFs in vitro (see [56] for review).
Here, we give an overview of the findings that are related to the interaction of cel-
lular polymers with small ions. F-actin, MTs, IFs and DNA are biopolymers that
all share a net negative charge, i.e. they are polyanions. [60,145] That is why their
interaction with cations as counterions is important. In general, the presence of
multivalent ions can lead to structures of the biopolymer filaments that are de-
scribed with expressions like ‘bundles’, ‘networks’, ‘aggregates’ or other (more
specific) expression in the literature. All these expressions convey that multiva-
lent ions mediate a morphological rearrangement of the biopolymers.
Light scattering experiments have shown that F-actin undergoes lateral associa-
tion leading to bundle formation in the presence of multivalent ions. Bundling
is observed once the concentration of multivalent ions exceeds a threshold con-
centration cth. The threshold concentration cth follows the general trend that the
higher the cation valency is, the smaller is cth. For instance, the threshold values,
at otherwise identical experimental parameters, are approximately cth: 5.5 mM
(Co2+), 7 mM (Mn2+), 20 mM (Ca2+), 27 mM (Mg2+) or 3 mM (Co(NH3)
3+
6 ). This
example also shows that not only the valency but also other effects like ion ra-
dius and hydration are important. [131] Additionally, the onset of aggregation
11
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can depend on the ionic strength of the solution. In experiments where the ionic
strength is mainly determined by the monovalent ion concentration, a higher
ionic strength requires a higher concentration of the cationic bundling agents to
mediate bundling. [130] X-ray studies shed light on some interesting details of
F-actin attraction. F-actin can be organized into raft-like structures with increas-
ing divalent ion concentration before they take a bundle configuration at higher
salt concentration. [146] This shows the potential of small ions to induce sophis-
ticated network architectures. Using fluorescence imaging techniques, aster-like
F-actin networks are observed in the presence of magnesium ions. [57] In X-ray
diffraction studies, Angelini et al. have directly measured how counterions are
organized in bundled F-actin. The counterions show a wave-like density along
the F-actin bundles. [5]
When the cation concentration reaches a critical concentration, MT aggregation
is observed for many multivalent ions, leading to MT bundles. The bundles are
necklace-like for divalent ions and hexagonal arranged for cations of higher va-
lency. Interestingly, magnesium ions are, like monovalent ions, unable to mediate
aggregation of MTs, whereas other divalent cations are able to. [91]
DNA has a distinct polyelectrolyte character and is therefore an important biopoly-
mer to compare cytoskeletal filaments with. [21,22] In the presence of multivalent
ions, DNA undergoes substantial compaction when around 90% of its surface
charge is neutralized. The preferred structures are toroid-like. In aqueous solu-
tion this requires a counterion valency of 3+. This requirement for aggregation is
in agreement with the concept of counterion condensation theory (see Sec. 2.2.2).
Interestingly, it is observed that aggregated DNA can be resolubilized again once
the cation concentration becomes very high. [102]
In summary, many in vitro studies demonstrate that ions have a marked influ-
ence on biopolymers. We find no experimental examples in which monovalent
ions mediate attraction between polyelectrolytes. A theoretical explanation for
this observation is given in Sec. 2.2.4. There is often a threshold cation concentra-
tion needed until attraction between the like-charged biopolymers sets in. In this
way, diverse morphologies of aggregates can emerge, ranging from tight bundles
to structures of sophisticated architecture.
12
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2.2 Biopolymers as polyelectrolytes
Polymers which carry charges are called polyelectrolytes. [59] The important bio-
polymers like DNA, microtubules, filamentous actin or intermediate filaments
are also polyelectrolytes carrying net negative charges. [60, 145] As described in
Sec. 2.1.3 the influence of oppositely charged ions (counterions) can lead to strong
attraction phenomena between polyelectrolytes. At first sight this is counterintu-
itive as the two like-charged polyelectrolytes should electrostatically repel each
other. [22] Therefore, theories were developed to explain how polyelectrolytes in-
teract with counterions and under which circumstances counterions can mediate
attraction between polyelectrolytes. [145]
2.2.1 Ionic solutions
When a salt is dissolved in a solvent, the resulting solution is overall electrically
neutral. Here, we sketch the fundamental properties of these ionic solutions. [59]
The Poisson equation
∇2Ψ = − %
εε0
(2.1)
connects the electrostatic potential Ψ with the charge density % of the ions. [136]
In this equation ε0 is the dielectric permittivity and ε the relative permittivity of
the solution. The local concentration ni of the ith ion species of valency zi has the
Boltzmann weight






where e is the elementary charge, kBT is the thermal energy at a temperature T
and nbi is the bulk concentration of the ith ion type. Considering that % =
∑
i zieni,
we obtain the non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation from Eq. 2.1 and 2.2:










This equation is important as it is a fundamental approach to describe electro-
static effects in ionic solutions. [44] However, it is a mean-field approach, which
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neglects thermal fluctuations and ion correlations (see also Sec. 2.2.4). [136]









Herein, φ = eΨ/kBT is the normalized electrostatic potential and lD := 1/
√
8πnKCllB
the Debye-length. In this definition the Bjerrum-length lB is introduced. The Bjer-
rum length is the distance at which the thermal energy kBT and electrostatic en-





At room temperature (20◦C) in water this gives [131]
lB = 0.71 nm. (2.6)
This parameter is of great importance as it indicates that for charge separation
distances of l < lB the electrostatic interactions are important and otherwise ther-
mal fluctuations dominate.
For small potentials φ, Eq. 2.4 can be approximated by sinhφ/l2D ≈ φ/l2D (Debye-
Hückel approximation). Then the solution of Eq. 2.4 becomes
φ = φ0 exp(−x/lD). (2.7)
In this solution the Debye length indicates the decay of the potential of a charge
and describes at which distance the charge is screened by its surrounding ions.
[23]
In the general case of several ion species in a solution the Debye-Hückel approxi-
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2.2.2 Manning counterion condensation
The Poisson-Boltzmann equation provides a way to describe the distribution of
ions around polyelectrolytes. However, it can easily lead to mathematical diffi-
culties. Other approaches emerged that treat problems differently. [123] One of
them is the theory of counterion condensation as pioneered by Onsager, Man-
ning [81] and Oosawa [95]. The polyelectrolyte is considered as a cylinder with
radius R and linear charge density λ (Fig. 2.6a), the energy of a counterion of
valency z is investigated. [47] The electrostatic energy cost ∆W for a counterion
to move away from the surface of an assumingly infinitely long cylinder by the


















Figure 2.6: Model for a polyelectrolyte. a) Model for a polyelectrolyte as a cylinder
with radius R. b) Condensation of counterions of valency z1 onto the cylinder. c) Com-
petitive binding of counterions in the presence of a second counterion species of valency
z2.
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Further, the ion gains entropic energy by diverging from the surface
∆WS = −kBT ln(πr2/πR2) (2.11)
as the accessible space increases. The counterion remains bound (condensed)
given ∆W > ∆WS . Introducing the dimensionless ‘Manning parameter’:
ξ := lB/b (2.12)
with length b per unit charge along the filament
b := −e/λ, (2.13)
we obtain the condition for counterion condensation:
ξcrit = 1/z. (2.14)
This relation is interpreted as follows: When the charge density of the polyelec-
trolyte – represented by ξ – is high enough, counterions will condense onto it and
will thereby neutralize charges until its effective ξeff equals ξcrit. Otherwise the
charge of the polyelectrolyte is too low and no condensation will occur.
The fraction Θ of the charges of the polyelectrolytes which are compensated by
the bound counterions to obtain an effective ξeff = 1/z is [83]:
Θ =
1− 1zξ if ξ > 1/z0 if ξ < 1/z . (2.15)
For important biopolymer systems that were investigated using the concept of
counterion theory we compare these important quantities in Tab. 2.3. Note that
biopolymer ξ Θz=1 Θz=2 Θz=3 Θz=4
DNA [141] 4.2 0.76 0.88 0.92 0.94
F-actin [131] 2.8 0.64 0.82 0.88 0.91
microtubles [98] 20.9 0.95 0.98 0.98 0.99
Table 2.3: Charge neutralization in the Manning theory. Fraction Θz of compen-
sated polyelectrolyte charges for dierent biopolymers and counterions of valency z studied
in aqueous solution at room temperature.
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the table gives values for an aqueous solution. In other solvents, the Bjerrum
length (Eq. 2.5) is different to water and therefore the fraction of condensed
charges changes. For example, this is relevant for DNA. [22]
The Manning theory predicts which fraction Θ of the charge of the polyelectrolyte
is compensated by bound ions. In this theory the polyelectrolyte is considered as
a cylinder. For other geometries like a charged planar surface, the electrostatic
energy of a counterion increases proportional to the surface-counterion distance
r, instead of logarithmically as in cylindrical geometry (Eq. 2.10). As a result,
electrostatic attraction outperforms the entropic influence and the surface charges
are compensated completely by bound counterions. [90] The question whether a
polyelectrolyte is to be considered as a cylinder or planar, depends on the length
scales that are important for the system. As we discuss in the following section,
cylinders with a radius much bigger than the Debye length can be approximated
as planar surfaces. This is due to the fact that the relevant counterions (within
one Debye length distance) ‘see’ the cylinder as planar.
2.2.3 Ion competition
When more than one counterion species is in the neighborhood of a polyelec-
trolyte, there is a competition between the ions to condense onto the polyelec-
trolyte. We follow the concept of Rouzina and Bloomfield who investigated this
competition on the basis of the non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation. [105,107].
The concept considers the non-specific electrostatic binding of ions to the poly-
electrolyte. In general, there can be also ‘specific’ binding of ions to biopolymers,
where the ions have an affinity to bind at a preferred position at the polyelec-
trolyte. For DNA this phenomenon is found for magnesium. [3] The polyelec-
trolyte is modeled as a cylinder with radius R that carries elementary charges e
with a charge spacing b (Fig. 2.6a). This simplification implies that all molecular
details of the polyelectrolyte are reduced to two quantities. This way the surface





The surface charges of the polyelectrolyte attracts counterions to a final counter-
ion surface concentration of ns. When the radius R of the cylinder is greater than
the Debye length lD, the surface of the polyelectrolyte appears to the counterions
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as planar. In this case, it is shown that the relation between ns and the surface






Notably, ns is independent of the valency or the bulk concentrations of the counter-
ions and it is mainly determined by the surface charge of the polyelectrolyte as
long as R > lD holds (constant temperature and surrounding buffer assumed).
For DNA this value counts 6.65 M, which is much higher than the bulk counter-
ion concentration of the solution. [105] In the presence of one cationic counterion
of valency z1 its surface concentration ns1 takes the value ns (Fig. 2.6b). In the
presence of a second cationic counterion of valency z2 (surface concentration ns2)
the two counterion types compete to populate the polyelectrolyte.
In the case of a high surface charge of the polyelectrolyte1, the concentration of
the ions at the surface is mainly determined by the electrostatic surface poten-
tial Ψs. [105] In thermal equilibrium the surface charge densities nsi follow the
Boltzmann law at the surface of the polyelectrolyte [107]
nsi = nbie
−zieΨs/kBT , (2.18)
1This is the case for our experiments with vimentin, see Sec. 8.1







z2 = 2  














Figure 2.7: Ion competition on the surface of the polyelectrolyte. The fraction
ñs1 of the condensed ion population of a monovalent ion z1 = 1 during competitive binding
with a multivalent ion with z2 = 2, 3, 4. (Calculated as in [107])
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where nbi is the bulk concentration of the ith ion. When two counterion species









The sum of the surface concentrations of the competing ions are equal to Eq. 2.17:
ns = ns1 + ns2. For the derivation of this Eq. we refer to references [105, 107],
where the non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation is investigated in the case of
a highly charged surface of the polyelectrolyte. Taken this ‘boundary condition’










=: Y , (2.20)
where the fractional surface concentration ñs2 := ns2/ns and ñs1 := 1 − ñs2 are
introduced. Y is a parameter that considers the bulk concentrations and the sys-
tem variable ns only. Using these equations the fraction of condensed ions can be
calculated as given for the case of a monovalent ion in competition to one multi-
valent ion type (Fig. 2.7). When we set the monovalent bulk concentration nb1 to
a certain value and increase nb2, then Y will grow. It is expected that the share of
the multivalent component increases, too. This is represented in the course of the
dashed lines in Fig. 2.7.
Andresen et al. measured the distribution of mono- and divalent ions around
DNA. [4] Their findings are generally in agreement with an investigation of the
competitive ion binding that is based on the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The
latter theory is also extendable with regard to the number of competitive counter-
ions as well as for the consideration of counterion radii. [107]
2.2.4 Attraction mechanisms
Although there are many experiments that prove the ability of metal ions to in-
duce attraction between polyelectrolytes (Sec. 2.1.3 and [145]), there is no consen-
sus about the precise mechanism. [6, 47, 91] We review one published idea that is
relevant to our system.
The counterions that condense on a polyelectrolyte can basically move freely
along its polymeric chain and can be seen as an ideal gas. As the condensed
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counterions are mobile there are thermal fluctuations in their density. When two
polyelectrolytes approach each other the charge fluctuations can locally couple
leading to a Van-der-Waals-like attraction mechanism. [13] This concept gives
the origin of like-charge attraction of polyelectrolytes. However, it remains un-
clear why monovalent ions do not have the ability to mediate attraction, whereas
multivalent ions do (compare Sec. 2.1.3). Within the Poisson-Boltzmann the-
ory, attraction between two polyelectrolytes cannot be explained for any valency
of counterions, since it predicts that like-charged objects should always repel
each other. An explanation is given in the different capabilities of ions to cor-
relate. [47, 90] For this theory we follow the work of Naji et al. [90] Consider pos-
itively charged ions of valency z in front of a planar surface that has a surface
charge density σ. The Gouy-Chapman length µ gives the distance between sur-
μ
d)  











Figure 2.8: Ions in the vicinity of charged planes. a) and b): Ion species of valency z
in the vicinity of a surface with charge density σ. a) In the weak-coupling regime (Ξ 1),
the ions form a diusive 3D-layer, whereas the ions form a 2D array when they couple
in the case of a strong coupling regime (Ξ  1) (b). Due to repulsion, each ion `sits'
in a correlation hole with an approximate size a⊥. c) and d): Ions between two surfaces
separated by distance D. c) For weak coupling of the ions, the osmotic pressure leads to
a repulsion of the surfaces. d) However, in the case of strong coupling, D is much smaller
than a⊥ and attraction between the walls can emerge as a result of attraction between the
particles and the plate. (Sketch from [90] with permission of Elsevier)
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face and an ion, at which the surface-ion attraction energy equals thermal energy





The electrostatic interaction of two elementary charges goes into the definition of
the Bjerrum length (Eq. 2.5). The interaction between like-charges of valency z













It therefore compares the repulsive interaction energy between the ions among
themselves to the interaction energy with the surface. Notably, it depends on the
square of the ion valency. Two regimes are given as limiting cases: the regime of
weak coupling, where Ξ 1 and the regime of strong coupling Ξ 1. The different
coupling strengths lead to a different arrangement of the ions in front of the sur-
face. For weak coupling (Fig. 2.8a) the ions arrange in a 3D manner. In contrast,
they arrange into a 2D manner as the ions repel each other in the strong cou-
pling regime (Fig. 2.8b). Each ion has its own ‘hole’ in which its neighboring ions
are depleted. Within this configuration the ion-surface distance (≈ µ) is much
smaller than the spacing a⊥ between the ions. Considering the z-valent ions be-
tween two planar surfaces (Fig. 2.8c and d) we have a situation that is relevant
for polyelectrolytes of comparatively large radius as we find in our experiments
(Sec. 8). It is interesting to look at the osmotic pressure that emerges between
the walls. For weak coupling it is always repulsive, for strong coupling it is the
more attractive the higher the coupling parameter Ξ (see [90] for the quantitative
details).
In summary, the attraction mechanism can be explained by correlations between
the counterions that condense onto the macro-ions. We describe the two limiting
cases of weak and strong coupling. In a real system the coupling strength is in
between the two cases, but nevertheless the concept is the same. Naji et al. con-
sider the case of a coupling parameter in the range of 10 < Ξ < 100, where they
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also find an onset of attraction.
The theories described above provide explanations for experiments in which at-
traction of polyelectrolytes is observed. However, there are also other factors
that can make the interaction of polyelectrolytes and counterions more complex:
These can be for instance hydration and size of counterions or polyelectrolytes. A
biopolymer will only follow the assumed geometry in the models in approxima-
tion. Depletion forces and entropic forces may also play a role. [59, 145] Never-
theless, the theoretical concepts discussed here are important to understand the
experiments we present later on.
2.3 Microuidic techniques
Microfluidic methods are used as tools for applications in biophysics. [17, 137] In
this section, we first present the fundamental physics that make microfluidics a
useful tool and we will afterwards cover more detailed findings that are impor-
tant for discussions later on.
2.3.1 Flow on small scales
The Navier-Stokes equation is the differential equation that determines the ve-






+ (~v(~r, t)∇)~v(~r, t)
)
= −∇P + η∆~v(~r, t) + fext, (2.24)
where ρ is the fluid density, η the viscosity, P pressure and fext a term for other
external forces (per volume). To interpret this equation – particularly with regard
to microfluidics – a renormalization to characteristic velocity U , time τ , length








= −∇̃P̃ + ∆̃~̃v, (2.25)
where any external forces are neglected for simplicity and the ˜-quantities indi-
cate the renormalized values. Additionally, the Reynolds number Re is introduced
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For microfluidics we typically have aqueous solutions at room temperature, the
length scales are in the order of µm and the velocities in the order of mm/s.
Therefore, a typical order of Re for microfluidics is Re 1 which is referred to as
low Reynolds number. The implications of a low Re for bacterial swimming have
been vividly demonstrated by Purcell. [99] As a consequence of a Re 1 the left
hand side in Eq. 2.25 – which represents inertial forces – becomes generally irrel-
evant for microfluidics and the flow velocity is governed by the balance between
pressure (left side) and friction (right side):
∇P = η∆~v. (2.27)
This equation is known as the Stokes equation and it indicates that in a typical mi-
croflow experiment inertia and time play no role and therefore any turbulence is
suppressed by friction. Instead, we have a purely laminar flow. [99] The lami-
narity of the flow is what makes microfluidics a precise tool. Note that there are
exceptions to this rule and there are special cases in which inertia plays a role in
microflow. [37]
2.3.2 Droplets as microcontainers
When two immiscible fluids like oil and an aqueous phase get in contact, one of
them can disperse to microfluidic droplets. This production of droplets can take
place in a defined way in a flow focusing geometry in which the dispersed phase
is focused by the continuous phase. [7] The continuous phase exerts shear on the
dispersed phase, which pinches off. [112] To avoid coalescence of droplets a sur-
factant is added to the continuous phase. [11]
Droplets are used as microcontainers as they have a typical diameter in the or-
der of 1-100 µm. [7, 114] They have been successfully used in different fields
of research, e.g. for cell encapsulation [28, 67, 68, 109, 111] and high-throughput
screening enzymatic activity [12], protein networks [42], directed evolution [43]
and X-ray studies on liquid crystals [147] to mention a few. The wide spreading
of droplets may well be due to their striking advantages like small sample con-
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a) dropspots
top view top view side view
b)  anchors c)  U-traps  
top view
hole
Figure 2.9: Drop trapping concepts. Microuidic methods for drop trapping via a)
constrictions [109], b) small holes in the channel walls [1] and c) U-shaped traps [58].
sumption of precious samples (generally a feature of microfluidics), their large
number (high-throughput) [12,43], their small volumes so that chemicals become
rapidly detectable, i.e. metabolic products of cells, or the very small confinement
they provide. [67] Although the permeability of oil phases and devices are often
exploited during cell culturing in drops [67], droplets are more commonly con-
sidered as isolated containers. However, it is known that there can be exchange of
chemicals between drops which depends on the oil, the surfactant and the aque-
ous phase of the droplet emulsion. [10, 116]
Droplet-based experiments benefit from the various techniques available to ma-
nipulate droplets like drop fusion or splitting, sorting or other types of manipu-
lation [112]. For our purposes, methods for drop trapping are of particular inter-
est. We discuss three important concepts to trap drops: An array of constrictions
along the channel wall leads to a trap mechanism when the flow in the channel is
stopped (Fig. 2.9a). [109] Another method bases on holes in the channel ‘roof’ [1].
Both techniques profit from surface energy minimization leading to drop trap-
ping. A third method drives the drops into a U-shaped trap by flow. [58] In all
these techniques the drops can be released again by changing flow rates appro-
priately. Additionally, there exist further drop trapping principles [115] and also
modifications of the illustrated examples [10, 96, 126, 127]. An important issue
during trapping of water drops in oil as carrier fluid can be drop shrinkage since
one of the common microfluidic device materials PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane)
is permeable to water. [58, 61, 109, 113]. Ways prevent or decrease this effect are,
for example, switching to water impermeable device materials [14], channel coat-




2.3.3 Diusion and mixing
Turbulence is an important mechanism to mix in the macroscopic world, mixing
coffee and milk is one example. However, since the Stokes equation (2.27) dictates
that microflow will be laminar, this mechanism is not applicable in microfluidics.
Instead, mixing is based on diffusion processes. Molecules with a diffusion con-
stant D will diffuse in a three dimensional space over a distance L within a time
t. L is approximated by the second moment of position given for an ensemble of
these molecules:
L2 ≈ 〈~x2〉 = 6Dt. (2.28)
Fast mixing is often needed in microfluidics. Convection flows can be used to
accelerate mixing times. Because the diffusion process itself cannot be acceler-
ated, the length scales that particles travel by diffusion have to become shorter to
accelerate mixing. This principle has been realized impressively by the staggered
herringbone mixer, which uses channel wall structures to force chaotic patterns
onto the fluids which shortens diffusion paths. [125]
Another effect in which convection accelerates mixing is Taylor dispersion. [119,
133] The mechanism is best illustrated for of a plug-like fluid segment of test
particles with a diffusion constant D in Poisson-flow. (Fig. 2.10, with descrip-
tion). Taylor dispersion will blur the plug-like concentration profile as the fluid
flows. The strength of this process is expressed by the dimensionless Péclet num-











Figure 2.10: Taylor dispersion. a) A segment of test-particles (yellow) moves forward
in a laminar ow. b) If there was no diusion, the segment would be stretched into a
parabolic-like form. c) However, radial diusion superimposes this process and blurs the
prole in all directions. d) Continuing the overlay of these two processes leads to a particle
concentration prole that is Gaussian-like in ow direction. (Based on [119])
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a)  b)
Figure 2.11: Flows inside of drops during drop movement. During the movement
of plug-like drops, internal vortices emerge which are a) stationary in the drop for a straight
channel and b) periodically changing over time in a serpentine channel. (See e.g. [27] for
review)
with the characteristic length a and the axial velocity U . Using Pe, the effective








For other channel geometries this relation would differ. As Pe is often large in mi-
crofluidics (see below), mixing by Taylor dispersion is very effective (Deff  D).
For microfluidic droplets there is also a mechanism that accelerates mixing and
we follow Bringer et al. for its description. [27] This phenomenon occurs in mov-
ing drops that are plug-like, which means that they have channel-wall contact
during movement (Fig. 2.11). There are basically two situations to compare:
plug-like drops moving through a straight channel and plug-like drops moving
to a serpentine channel. In the first case, the drop-wall contact of the drop induces
two (stationary) vortices into the drop internals (Fig. 2.11a). Due to this circula-
tion in the drop the striation length s (length to diffuse) is reduced continuously






where s(0) is the initial striation length and l the drop length. This can be a quite
effective process: For example, when a drop has traveled only ten times its own
length, the time for mixing tmix can be approximated with Eq. 2.28 to ≈ 0.01 tdiff
compared to the case of the immobile drop where mixing happens via diffusion
only in the time tdiff. Mixing becomes even more effective, when the drops pass a
serpentine channel which induces instationary internal vortices in the drops (Fig.
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2.11b). In this case a chaotic pattern emerges in the drop internals and the ratio







where m denotes the plug length in units of the channel width. As Pe numbers
are often large (typical: 10 < Pe < 105 [124]), the mixing time for the drops






In this chapter, we will discuss the applied materials and methods that are used
for the experiments. Although many of the used methods are well established
in the microfluidic or protein research field, there are some steps that are special
and indispensable to reproduce the experiments. [34]
3.1 Preparation of vimentin protein
3.1.1 Vimentin mutants
The one-letter1 representation of the human vimentin (hVim) wild-type amino
acid sequence is provided by the European Nucleotide Archive database (identi-
fication: Z19554). [8] The head and tail domain flanking the rod domain are indi-
cated. The segmentation of the sequence into head, rod and tail is made as in ref-
erence [52]. There are also other publications that provide another segmentation
(e.g. [32]).
10. 20. 30. 40. 50.
hVim MSTRSVSSSSYRRMFGGPGTASRPSSSRSYVTTSTRTYSLGSALRPSTSR︸ ︷︷ ︸
head domain
1A=alanine, C=cysteine, D=aspartate (aspartic acid), E=glutamate (glutamic acid),
F=phenylalanine, G=glycine, H=histidine, I=isoleucine, K=lysine, L=leucine, M=methionine,
N=asparagine, P=proline, Q=glutamine, R=arginine, S=serine, T=threonine, V=valine,
W=tryptophan, Y=tyrosine. (From: [78])
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60. 70. 80. 90. 100.
hVim SLYASSPGGVYATRSSAVRLRSSVPGVRLLQDSVDFSLADAINTEFKNTR︸ ︷︷ ︸
head domain
110. 120. 130. 140. 150.
hVim TNEKVELQELNDRFANYIDKVRFLEQQNKILLAELEQLKGQGKSRLGDLY
160. 170. 180. 190. 200.
hVim EEEMRELRRQVDQLTNDKARVEVERDNLAEDIMRLREKLQEEMLQREEAE
210. 220. 230. 240. 250.
hVim NTLQSFRQDVDNASLARLDLERKVESLQEEIAFLKKLHEEEIQELQAQIQ
260. 270. 280. 290. 300.
hVim EQHVQIDVDVSKPDLTAALRDVRQQYESVAAKNLQEAEEWYKSKFADLSE




360. 370. 380. 390. 400.
hVim FAVEAANYQDTIGRLQDEIQNMKEEMARHLREYQDLLNVKMALDIEIATY
410. 420. 430. 440. 450.
hVim RKLLEGEESRISLPLPNFSSLNLRETNLDSLPLVDTHSKRTLLIKTVETR︸ ︷︷ ︸
tail domain
460.
hVim DGQVINETSQHHDDLE︸ ︷︷ ︸
tail domain
We use a human vimentin plasmid that is modified compared to its wild-type
amino acid sequence and kindly provided by the group of Harald Herrmann
(German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ), Heidelberg, Germany). The resulting
vimentin mutant has two point modifications compared to the wild-type protein:
The cysteine at position 328 is replaced by an alanine and there is an additional
cysteine at the C-terminus of the protein. The repositioning of the cysteine to
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the end of the flexible tail allows for the attachment of a fluorescent label that
does not disturb lateral annealing of vimentin filaments. [50, 104] These are mi-
nor changes compared to the wild-type human vimentin and they do not change
the net charge of vimentin (Sec. 8.1). For simplicity we refer to the mutant only
as ‘vimentin’ (Vim). This protein is used in most of our experiments and we ex-
plicitly mention where this is not the case. For special questions we investigate
two other mutants that have a (partly) truncated tail compared to the wild-type:
‘∆C455’ and ‘∆C411’. For these three mutants the one-letter code are given at the
positions, where changes compared to the wild-type occur:
vimentin:




∆C455 vimentin (∆C455Vim) misses the last 11 amino acids compared to hVim
[76]:
400. 410. 420. 430. 440.




∆C411 vimentin (∆C411Vim) misses the last 55 amino acids compared to hVim
[76]:
400. 410.
∆C411Vim YRKLLEGEESRI︸ ︷︷ ︸
rod domain (part)
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3.1.2 Production and labeling
Escherichia coli is transformed with the plasmid for vimentin and the expressed
protein is purified from inclusion bodies following the protocol of Herrmann et
al. [53]. The protein is then stored in a storage buffer consisting of 8 M urea, 5 mM
tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (TRIS) at pH 7.5, 1 mM ethylenediaminete-
traacetic acid (EDTA), 0.1 mM ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTA), 1 mM DTT
(dithiothreitol) and 10 mM methyl ammonium chloride at -80◦C.
We fluorescently label our protein similarly to the description in [143]. For this
purpose, long-time stored vimentin is dialyzed first against 4 M urea, 12 mM
phosphate buffer (PB, pH=7.5) for 0.5 h, against 20 mM PB for first 0.5 h and
then another time for 1 h. For this step a dialysis tubing with a molecular weight
cut-off (MWCO) of 50 kDa is used (Spectra/Por 7, Spectrum Europe B.V., Breda,
Netherlands). 150 µg Alexa Fluor R© 488 dye (C5 maleimide, Invitrogen GmbH,
Darmstadt) dissolved in 20 µL dimethyl sulfoxide (purity ≥99.8% sterile filtered,
Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany) is added to 900 µL of pro-
tein (c=1 mg/mL). After light protected incubation overnight, 100 µL of 1 M L-
cystein is added to bind unspecifically bound label. The labeled protein is finally
eluted in MidiTrapTM columns (PD MidiTrapTM G-25, GE Healthcare, München,
Germany) following the manufacturers protocol with the following elution buffer:
9 M urea,10 mM phenylmethylsulfonylfluoride (≥99%, Serva Electrophoresis
GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany), 10 mM DTT and 10 mM TRIS (Carl Roth GmbH
+ Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany, pH=7.5). The elution process is done twice to op-
timize the labeling results. This way the free label is removed and the protein is
transferred into a storage buffer. The protein is then stored at -80◦C. The labeling
efficiency is high and measurements suggest that a fluorescent dye is attached to
each vimentin monomer during the labeling process.
The tail truncated vimentin mutants are labeled analogously using ATTO 647N
dye (N-Maleimide, ATTO-TEC GmbH, Siegen, Germany) and dialysis tubing of
MWCO 25 kDa (Spectra/Por 7, Spectrum Europe B.V., Breda, Netherlands).
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3.1.3 Dialysis and assembly
The protein concentration is diluted during the labeling process. As we mix un-
labeled protein of higher concentration with labeled protein, the overall protein
concentration increases and the assembly results are optimized. Prior to the us-
age in the experiments the protein has to be reconstituted from storage buffer.
Additionally, we tune the vimentin concentration to the desired value with this
method. Mixing of the protein prior to dialysis is also important, since tetramers
carrying both unlabeled and labeled monomers are formed only then. We use two
assembly protocols which lead to an average filament length of about 10 µm (pro-
tocol A) or 5 µm (protocol B). Additionally, the protein concentration is smaller
with protocol B. The protocol B is the preferred one, since the protein solution
with smaller filament lengths and at lower protein concentration is more easily
encapsulated in microfluidic drops (further discussed in Sec. 5.3 and 9.1.5).
Assembly to filaments: protocol A
(for experiments with device C; Sec. 4.1 and 7.1)
Dialysis steps: 1 h against 6 M urea, 0.8 mM PB pH=7.5, 1 h against 2 mM PB
and again over night against 2 mM PB. The total protein concentration after dial-
ysis is c=1.2 mg/mL (40% labeled). The dialyzed protein is assembled for 15 h
in an epi cup at the following assembly conditions: c=0.6 mg/mL, 100 mM KCl,
2 mM PB, pH=7.5, 37◦C.
Assembly to filaments: protocol B
(for experiments with device T and on cover glasses; Sec. 4.2, 7.2 and 7.4)
Dialysis steps: 1 h against 6 M urea, 0.8 mM PB pH=7.5, two times against
2 mM PB for a total of 3 h. The total protein concentration after dialysis is
c=0.44 mg/mL. This protocol is also used for the tail-truncated mutants. For
∆C411 vimentin we obtain a total concentration of ≈ 0.3 mg/mL and for ∆C455
vimentin ≈ 0.1 mg/mL. The dialyzed protein is assembled for 6 h in a small
cup at the following assembly conditions: c=0.22 mg/mL (20% labeled), 100 mM
KCl, 2 mM PB, pH=7.5, 37◦C. The mutants are assembled using the same protocol
(c∆C411=0.15 mg/mL (all labeled), c∆C455=0.05 mg/mL (all labeled)).
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3.2 Fabrication of microuidic devices
3.2.1 Photolithographic methods
We produce the microfluidic devices following the concept of ‘soft lithography’.
[39, 101] For this purpose, we design our microfluidic channels using AutoCAD
software (Autodesk, München, Germany). The resulting photomasks (simplified
example in Fig. 3.1a) are printed as emulsion film on polyester (JD PhotoTools,
Oldham, United Kingdom and Selba S. A., Versoix, Switzerland) with a suffi-
ciently high resolution for features with a minimum size of about 5 µm.
The production of a ‘master’ for the PDMS devices is performed in a cleanroom
to avoid dust impurities on the structures and unwanted photoresist exposure






















Figure 3.1: Sketch of device production. The microuidic devices are produced using
PDMS-based soft-lithography. a) In this procedure, photomasks (exemplary sketched with
a simple channel design) are used to cover photoresist during UV-light exposure (b,c). In
doing so, a `master' of the microuidic channels is created (d) which is molded with the
polymer PDMS (e). After curing in the oven, the hardened, but exible device is sealed
with a cover slide (f). Optional treatment of the devices, like water saturation, can be
performed before usage. To minimize the risk of leakage, the tubing connection is sealed
with glue (g). The diameter of the wafer is two inches and the channel thickness is scaled
up for demonstration purposes in the sketch.
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Figure 3.2: Double-layered devices. Device `master' imaged with reected light-
microscopy: Silicon-wafer as substrate for the photoresist that molds the microuidic
channels. These devices contain two layers of resist, which results in a at and high
channel region in the device. This concept is used for droplet manipulation (Sec. 4.2).
(Adapted from reference [35] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry)




≈ 18 µm SU8-3025 5000 rpm 15 min 18 s 5 min
≈ 15 µm SU8-3025 10000 rpm 15 min 18 s 5 min
Table 3.1: Lithography parameter. Details for the production of the `master' copy
device production. A two layered device is obtained by applying both recipes for one layer
in sequence. The given values can only be considered as guidelines, as resists change their
viscosity when aging. To be sure about the obtained resist thickness, the resulting layers
are measured using a prolometer. (PEB= post exposure bake)
dried at 200◦C on a hot plate for 10 minutes so that any isopropanol or water
layer evaporates. SU-8 negative photoresist (MicroChem, Newton, USA) is spin
coated onto the silicon wafer. After spin coating, the resist is placed on a hot plate
at a temperature of 95◦C in a soft bake step. Using a mask aligner (MJB4, Süss
MicroTec AG, Garching, Germany) the photomask is brought into vacuum con-
tact with the coated wafer and exposed with UV-light at a wavelength of 365 nm
in regions where the mask is transparent (Fig. 3.1b). The exposure time is chosen
with respect to the resist type and resist height. The exposed resist is baked in a
post exposure step for 5 minutes. During this process the exposed regions in the
resist are cross-linked. [85]
In cases where only one resist layer is wanted (Sec. 4.1) the wafer is then de-
veloped in SU-8 developer (MicroChem), i.e. resist which is not cross-linked is
dissolved completely. In cases where another layer is to be deposited on the first
layer, the procedure starting from spin coating to the post exposure step is re-
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peated accordingly using the mask for the second layer (Fig. 3.1c). Details of the
production process are given in Tab. 3.1. The resulting resist - wafer unit is called
device ‘master’ of the microfluidic channel design (Fig. 3.1d). Its actual channel
height is measured after its production using a profilometer ‘Dektak 6’ (Veeco
Instruments Inc., Mannheim, Germany). In Fig. 3.2 we show two wafers of the
device design as described in Sec. 4.2. These wafers consist of two layers, which
results in a comparatively flat (18 µm) and a high region (18+15 µm).
3.2.2 Device production
One master of the microfluidic device can be used to produce many microfluidic
devices. For this purpose, the master is molded with PDMS mixed with cross-
linker at a ratio of 10:1 (Silgard 184, Dow Corning GmbH, Wiesbaden, Germany).
This mold is baked at 65◦C in an oven for at least one hour (Fig. 3.1e). The re-
sulting PDMS replicate is peeled off the wafer and holes for tubing connection
are punched into the device (diameter = 0.75 mm). This device and a cover slide
are surface-treated in an air plasma cleaner (Harrick Plasma, Ithaca, USA) and
bonded as they are brought into contact afterwards (Fig. 3.1f). The devices are
stored in Milli-Q water for 1-2 days and are water saturated. This reduces un-
wanted drop shrinkage during the experiment. This treatment is used for exper-
iments in which drops are in wall contact for a longer time on the order of hours
(Sec. 4.1). For experiments in which the drops have only contact to the walls
for some minutes (Sec. 4.2) this treatment is not used since drop shrinkage is so
small that its influence is acceptable (Sec. 5.2). Another treatment of the devices
is the flushing of the channels with ‘Ombrello’ (Autoserv, Sinzheim, Germany).
Ombrello binds to the channel walls and renders them hydrophobic. This step
is performed in each experiment and ensures that the oil phase of the droplet
emulsion wets the channel walls. Polyethylene tubing (IntramedicTM PE20, BD,
Franklin Lakes, USA; inner diameter = 380 µm) is inserted into the punched holes
and self-sealed as the outer tubing diameter (1.09 mm) exceeds the punch diam-
eter. Using the fast curing ‘Loctite’ glue (two component: Loctite 406 and 770,
Henkel, Düsseldorf, Germany) the tubing connection is sealed before the experi-
ment to minimize the risk of leakage (Fig. 3.1g).
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3.3 Emulsion production in microuidic channels
The microfluidic devices are connected to gastight glass syringes (250-2500 µL
volume, Hamilton, Bonaduz, Switzerland) via polyethylene tubing. These sy-
ringes are driven by precise syringe pumps (neMESYS, Cetoni GmbH, Korbußen,
Germany). In a flow focusing geometry (Sec. 4.1 and 4.2) the aqueous, protein
carrying phase (see Sec. 3.1.3) is focused by an oil phase and thereby the aque-
ous phase is encapsulated into drops. The oil phase consists of a fluorocarbon oil
(FluorinertTM FC-40, 3M Deutschland GmbH, Neuss, Germany) to which a sur-
factant (Raindance Technologies, Lexington, USA) is added at 1.8% (w/w). The
surfactant stabilizes the emulsion while minimizing interaction of its head groups
to the drop content. The surfactant is a biocompatible block-copolymer. [55] The
aqueous phases are composed of three different aqueous fluids. The composition
of the three aqueous components is in detail (Fig. 4.1 or 4.4):
Left channel (aq 1): A multivalent salt (one of the following: 31 mM MgCl2,
18 mM Co(NH3)6Cl3 or 7 mM Co(NH3)6Cl3), 100 mM KCl, 2 mM PB. Central
channel (aq 2): 100 mM KCl, 2 mM PB. Right channel (aq 3): The protein is sup-
plied in its assembly conditions (Sec. 3.1.3) with the exception that it is at room
temperature. As a consequence of this setup the assembly conditions (100 mM
KCl, 2 mM PB, pH=7.5) remain the same for the protein when it is encapsulated
in drops, but only multivalent salt conditions change.
3.4 Fluorescence microscopy
For a general review of (fluorescence) microscopy we refer to [75] and give the
specifications of the imaging setups we use. Microfluidic devices and time-lapse
series of moving drops are imaged with an inverted microscope (IX71 or IX81,
Olympus, Hamburg, Germany). These images are taken in brightfield microscopy
using typically a 10× objective. Rapid image sequence recording is needed in
cases where drops are moving fast. For these records we use a fast camera (pco.
1200s, PCO AG, Kelheim, Germany).
Fluorescence images are taken with the IX81 microscope. For experiments with
device C (Sec. 4.1 and 7.1), we use a 40× oil-immersion objective (UPlanFLN,
Olympus) in epifluorescence microscopy and record the images using an Orca-R2
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camera (Hamamatsu Photonics Deutschland GmbH, Herrsching am Ammersee,
Germany). The microfluidic devices are stored in a microscope incubation cham-
ber (INUG2E-ONICS, Tokai Hit CO., Ltd, Gendoji-cho, Fujinomiya-shi Shizuoka-
ken, Japan) during image acquisition to minimize drying of the water-saturated
PDMS devices. Air condition is roughly 37◦C at saturated humidity in the cham-
ber.
For experiments with device T (Sec. 4.2 and 7.2) and cover glasses (Sec. 7.4.2),
confocal microscopy with a silicone-oil immersion 60× objective (UPLSAPO 60XS,
Olympus) is used at the IX81 setup (with FV-1000 confocal unit, Olympus). For
fluorescence imaging of protein tagged with Alexa Fluor R© 488, an argon laser
(488 nm) is used as light source, the excitation dichroic mirror is DM405/488/561/
633 and the emission filter BA505IF. For imaging of protein tagged with a ATTO
647N dye, a diode laser is used for exitation (635 nm) and the emission filter
BA575-675 is used. The images in Sec. 7.4.1 are also taken with the same micro-
scope, but in epifluorescence mode (filter set U-MNIBA2 in combination with a




Microuidic devices for protein
studies
The aggregation of vimentin filaments was studied in drops within microfluidic
devices. We tailored the ‘device C’ and the ‘device T’ to answer different ques-
tions about the aggregation of the protein in the presence of salt.
4.1 Device C : Concentration dependence
In this section, we describe a microfluidic device that was designed to study the
dependence of vimentin protein aggregation on salt concentration. In the follow-
ing, this device is abbreviated as ‘device C’, accounting for its main purpose –
concentration studies.
4.1.1 Motivation
The concept of the device C is as follows: Microfluidic drops are produced and
in the aqueous phase of the emulsion, protein filaments and multivalent ions
initially get in contact. While the drops are produced, the multivalent ion con-
centration is changed over time. A series of these differently composed drops is
conducted into constrictions and – as the overall flow in the device is stopped
– the drops are trapped for hours. The content of a few hundred drops is then
imaged. We have described a precursor device in [34].
The main advantage of investigating proteins with this microfluidic tool is the
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encapsulation of the protein into drops, which prevents sticking of the protein
to the channel walls. Furthermore, magnesium ion concentrations in a series of
produced drops are tuned precisely. This way the microfluidic studies allow di-
rect comparisons between the protein networks at different multivalent ion con-
ditions because all small ‘test tubes’ are treated the same before the protein is
imaged. This underlines the high reliability of the findings. The confinement
of the protein in the small drop volume and low sample consumption are also
of relevance. A detailed discussion of the meaning of these features is given in
Sec. 9.1.6. We have published the function of this tool as well as the results of its
application to vimentin in Biomicrofluidics. [36]
4.1.2 Device design and function
The device for the production, collection and long-time storage of aqueous mi-
crofluidic drops is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. It is equipped with one oil inlet, another
oil supply at the bottom that functions either as inlet or as outlet and six outlets
(Fig. 4.1). Additionally, there are three aqueous inlets that jointly compose the
dispersed phase of the emulsion. [118] Typical flow velocities during the usage
of the device are listed in Tab. 4.1. For the three aqueous components, we choose
multivalent salt solution on the left side (aq 1) and at the opposite side the pro-
tein solution (aq 3) (Fig. 4.1b). In between, there is the inlet that contains only
buffer (aq 2). This way, the first contact of multivalent salt and protein solution
is retarded (Sec. 5.1). Due to the laminar flow regime, the three solutions flow
side-by-side. When the aqueous fluid reaches the cross channel, it is focused by
the oil phase and – as a result of the interplay between shear and interfacial forces
– drops pinch off (Sec. 2.3.2). [7] A constant flow rate is applied for the protein
procedure utop oil ubottom oil uaq 1 uaq 2 uaq 3
startup 23 +4 4.7 4.7 4.7
drop collection 23 -2 zig-zag: 0-9.4 9.4-uaq 1 4.7
drop content imaging 0 0 0 0 0
Table 4.1: Flow velocities. Typical average ow velocities u in mm s−1 applied during
the dierent procedures of device operation. In the zig-zag pattern, uaq 1 is increased
linearly from 0 to 9.4 mm s−1 within 7.5 s, and subsequently, it is decreased again to 0
in the same time. The pattern is repeated leading to a periodicity of 15 s. Details on the
zig-zag ow velocities are further discussed in Sec. 6.1.
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Figure 4.1: Concept of the device C. The aim is to image vimentin protein laments
at dierent magnesium concentrations. For this purpose, the device consists of several
modules for uid manipulation. In the drop composer (b), three aqueous uids (aq 1, aq 2,
aq 3) join up shortly before they are encapsulated into drops by focusing them with a lateral
oil ow. [7,118] c) A zig-zag ow prole is applied for aq 1 and aq 2. d) The drops pass a
serpentine channel, to ensure fast mixing of the drop content. [27] e) In a drop basin, the
drops are densied and excess drops are rejected laterally. The bottom of the basin leads to
a `collecting channel'. At the beginning of the experiments, there is an oil inow from this
channel into the basin. Consequently, no drops enter. Drop collection is initiated when this
oil ow is inverted (Fig. 4.2). Drops are collected for about one minute into a delay line
(f), which ensures smooth drop collection. From the delay line, the drops are conducted to
the `drop storage' (g). In this storage, there are 500 constrictions in the channel walls. [109]
When the overall ow in the device is stopped, these constrictions immobilize the drops.
The content of the drops is then imaged with uorescence microscopy. (Adapted from
reference [36] with permission from AIP Biomicrouidics)
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containing fluid (aq 3). The flow rates of the other two components follow a pe-
riodic zig-zag course (Fig. 4.1c) and their flow rates taken together are constant.
This way monodisperse drops are produced. At the same time, the concentration
of the multivalent salt is changed from drop to drop in a defined manner. The
drops pass an approximately 3 mm long serpentine channel (Fig. 4.1d). During
this passage they undergo strong internal mixing by means of chaotic advection
(Sec. 2.3.3). [27]
The drops are produced at a rate of about 400 Hz and mixed directly afterwards.
The microfluidic system has to be considered as an entity of the syringe pump,
the tubing and the channels. For the zig-zag flow rate profiles we have to choose
a minimum periodicity of about 15 s, so that the microfluidic system has enough
time to respond to the set flow rate profiles. In one period of 15 s, 6000 drops are
produced. This number is too large to observe the content in all of these drops
with the method we use (see below). Therefore, the number of drops is reduced
as the drops are conducted into a region with 18 lateral channels and one central
channel (Fig. 4.1e). Most of the drops are rejected in this ‘basin’ as they flow into
one of the lateral channels, which lead to outlets. The most important channel is
the channel at the very bottom of the basin. At the beginning of an experiment,
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Figure 4.2: Drop collection process. The collection process of drops is initiated when
the inow into the drop basin from the collecting channel (a) is inverted to an outow
(b). After a short delay time the drops begin to enter the collecting channel. This process
is recorded in detail with brighteld microscopy. (b and c). The details of the collection
process are important for calculating the composition of each collected drop later on. d)
For this purpose, the number of collected drops as a function of time is analyzed (Sec. 6.1).
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ter. A drop ‘collection process’ is initiated as the oil inflow is changed to negative
values. Then the drops are collected for about one minute (Fig. 4.2b/c) and enter
a straight channel, which is used as a delay line (Fig. 4.1f). Its straight channel
walls (compared to the drop storage region, see below) allows for a smooth drop
collection. The drops enter collection channel at a rate of 5 Hz. Therefore about
1% of the initially produced drops is collected. Since there are at maximum three
drops in parallel in the basin, the chronological drop order is preserved to a great
extent in the collection process. [34]
The drop collection process is recorded in brightfield microscopy (Fig. 4.2b-d).
This image series is used to determine the exact drop composition for each inves-
tigated drop (Sec. 6.1). When enough drops have been collected into the delay
line, the oil syringe at the bottom is controlled by hand and the drops are con-
ducted into a channel with constrictions at the channel walls (Fig. 4.1g and 4.3)
giving the ability to trap 500 drops at maximum (see Sec. 2.3.2). [109]. All tubings
are then cut-off, which stops the flow all over the device. The drop content can
be imaged for a few hours, due to the water saturation of the PDMS device (Sec.
3.2.2 and 5.2).
With this procedure not all of the positions are occupied by the drops. For the
experiments with vimentin we have about half the positions in the drop storage
occupied (Fig. 4.3b). When the drops are stored in the constrictions, up to eight
drops are imaged in parallel. All drops are recorded, as we take the images con-
secutively (Fig. 4.3b). This procedure takes about 1-2 h time when the whole
storage region is imaged. Orientation marks next to the channel walls (Fig. 4.1f)
have proven necessary during image acquisition and data analysis. [34]
4.1.3 Application to vimentin aggregation
The device C is used to encapsulate vimentin in drops and image the behavior
of the protein at different magnesium chloride concentrations. Prior to the exper-
iment, vimentin is assembled to filaments following assembly protocol A (Sec.
3.1.3) and used as component ‘aq 3’. This component ‘aq 3’ is introduced during
the device startup by using the ‘staggered fluid method’ (Sec. 5.3). Component
‘aq 1’ contains 31 mM MgCl2 and ‘aq 2’ no multivalent ions (Sec. 3.3). The con-
tents of the drops are given in Fig. 4.3. A 40× objective is sufficient to image a
217× 165 µm2 sized field-of-view with brightfield or epifluorescence. Using this
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method, we image up to 8 drops in parallel from two neighboring parts of the
drop storage channel (Fig. 4.3c). We take both a composite image of brightfield
and fluorescence microscopy as well as a fluorescence image only. The former
is used for orientation in the storage and the latter is used for analysis of the vi-







a) The pathway of the drop storage channel 
b) An overview of the drops
c) Selected regions in detail
1st collected drop
from the delay line
Figure 4.3: Overview of encapsulated vimentin in a device C. According to the
pathway of the drop storage channel given in a), the collected drops pass the storage in
a chronological order. The rst collected drop is the leading drop (green circle, see also
Fig. 4.2). In b) an overview of the drop storage from one experiment is given. This
overview consists of images that have a eld of view to capture a maximum of eight drops
at once. They are brighteld and uorescence composites to visualize channel geometry
and vimentin aggregation in parallel. They are stitched together for the overview. c) In
the experiment we have dierent magnesium concentrations in the drops. Therefore, the
images A-F show qualitatively dierent network morphologies. A detailed analysis of this
type of experiment is presented in Sec. 7.1.
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of the vimentin aggregation for the whole storage (Fig. 4.3b). This overview
shows a qualitative difference between the vimentin networks within the drop
series in the storage. It is shown in a detailed analysis in Sec. 7.1 that this differ-
ence is due to the different magnesium concentrations in the drops of the whole
drop series. Note that in two neighboring channels, the drops do not necessarily
have the same magnesium concentration due to the pathway of the drop storage
channel (Fig. 4.3a). Therefore, there is a qualitative difference in the vimentin ag-
gregates (Fig. 4.3c-B: compare networks in the upper (magnesium concentration
is ≈ 6 mM) and lower (≈ 12 mM) channels in the drops).
4.2 Device T : Time-lapse studies
In this section, we describe the properties of the device T in which the dependence
of protein aggregation is investigated as a function of time at fixed multivalent ion
concentrations. We published the microfluidic concept as well as the results on
vimentin (Sec. 6.2 and parts of Sec. 7 and 8) in Lab on a Chip. [35]
4.2.1 Concept
The concept of the device T shares the first steps with the device C (Sec. 4.1):
Protein and multivalent ions are encapsulated as microfluidic droplets. Shortly
before the drops are formed, protein and multivalent ions get in contact for the
first time. The content is mixed quickly. Then an individual drop is trapped and
its content is imaged for several minutes.
A key feature of this device is that it provides imaging of the interaction of protein
and the multivalent ions rapidly after the first protein-salt contact at time tinit.
‘Rapidly’ means that data are recorded already after 1-5 s. Rapid content imaging
could also be achieved faster by following drops along a serpentine channel. [118]
However, the details of filaments in the moving drops are smeared out as the
drops move through the channel. Our approach provides both rapid imaging
and good imaging results of the drop content over time. This combination of a
rapid imaging start and a trapped drop is the main benefit of this microfluidic
concept.
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4.2.2 Device design and function
The microfluidic device design to image the drop content rapidly after drop pro-
duction is shown in Fig. 4.4. Aqueous drops are produced in a flow focusing
geometry. [7] Similar to the device C, the aqueous phase is composed of three
aqueous components aq 1, aq 2 and aq 3 that join up into one channel shortly
before the aqueous phase is dispersed (Fig. 4.4b). [118] The aq 3 component is
supplied using the method of staggered fluids (Sec 5.3). After their production,
the drops pass a 2.5 mm long and straight channel (Fig. 4.4a and c). In this chan-
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Figure 4.4: Concept of the device T. The aim of the device T is to image individual
drops containing vimentin and a multivalent salt over time and rapidly after the rst
contact of the multivalent salt and the protein. b) The three aqueous components get into
contact shortly before they are encapsulated as drops. [118] c) Ecient mixing is achieved
as the plug-like drops move through a straight channel. [27] d) In `U'-shaped traps [58],
the content of drops is imaged over time. The trap region is at because of a step in the
channel. The reduced channel height improves the stability of drop trapping. To empty
the traps, a higher counter oil ow can be applied. This allows for serial drop imaging.
(Adapted from reference [35] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry)
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procedure utop oil ubottom oil uaq 1 uaq 2 uaq 3
device startup for ≈ 1 h 2.4 4.8 1.2 1.2 2.4
drop trapping and imaging 2.4 24 1.2 1.2 1.2
drop release for ≈ 10 s 2.4 ≈ 48 1.2 1.2 1.2
Table 4.2: Flow velocities. Typical ow velocities u in mm s−1 applied during the
dierent procedures of the device T operation. They apply for imaging of drops which
have a diameter of 100 µm.
it used to achieve fast mixing. [27] In contrast to the device C, the drops within
the device T have a larger volume at the flow speeds we typically use (Tab. 4.2).
Therefore, their plug-length would span over several serpentine windings, if they
passed a serpentine channel as in the device C (Fig. 4.1d). The fast moving drops
would most likely break up into smaller drops. Therefore, we use a mixing chan-
nel in the device T that is straight (Fig. 4.4c). Like in the case of the serpentine
channel, fast mixing of the drop content is achieved. By calculation the mixing
should be finished within two seconds after drop production (Sec. 2.3.3; calcula-
tion in Sec. 5.1).
After the straight channel, the drops enter a broadened region where they are
densified as most of the oil and excess drops leave the device via two lateral out-
let channels (Fig. 4.4d). In the center of the broadened region the drops face a
step in the channel. At this step the channel height is reduced from 33 µm to
18 µm. The drops accumulate in front of this barrier and they are continuously
exchanged by newly arriving drops. The adjoining flat region has several ‘U’-
shaped traps. [58] When the oil counter flow from the bottom is relatively low
(Fig. 4.4a and d), drops enter the flat region and flow into the traps. In this po-
sition, the drop content is imaged over time. The dwell time of the drops in the
traps can be more than 10 min. However, this time shows large variation (Sec.
4.2.3) due to the small slit at the lower end of the traps. During drop content
imaging, the flow in the device is not stopped. As a result the drops are some-
times squeezed through this slit. At the same time, the slits are needed to empty
the traps by an increase in the bottom oil flow (Fig. 4.4d). This allows for a serial
imaging of the drop content. A further improvement of the device T could be an
adjustment of the size of the slit. A smaller slit would increase the time in the
drop. At the same time, the slit has to be large enough to ensure trapping and
release of the drops.
The first row of the trap region is the most important one, as it is the fastest row
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Figure 4.5: Multiple-sized drop traps. A device T that can trap drops with a diameter
of 55 µm up to 250 µm. The drops are imaged in the traps that t best to the drop
diameter. Drops that do not t the trap size are ignored during imaging. (left: lithography
master, right: corresponding PDMS device)
reached. The time that passes between the first contact of the aqueous compo-
nents and the first image acquisition of a drop content is about 1-5 s (Sec. 4.2.3).
The flat region in the device is essential. First, it renders the drop trapping more
stable. Second, it reduces the number of incoming drops that could disturb drop
content imaging. We find that the trapping mechanism is not restricted to a cer-
tain drop size. Complementary to the usage of one trap size as given in Fig. 4.4, a
design with traps of different sizes works, too. This way it can be decided in each
experiment, which drop size is of interest (Fig. 4.5). For drops of about 100 µm in
diameter (flat region), we give typical flow speeds in the device in Tab. 4.2.
4.2.3 Trapping characteristics
The time from drop formation to the rst image
For the concept of the device T it is important to know how much time t0→trap
passes between the drop production and the point in time when the drop content
is imaged. The first interaction of the drop content can be seen as the point in
time of drop production. This aspect is related to mixing and is further discussed
in Sec. 5.1. Given the flow speeds in Tab. 4.2, t0→trap is estimated. For the travel
through the straight channel, the drops need 0.3 s. They pass the broadened
region in front of the trap region within 0.8 s (measurement of mean drop speed
in this region). In the flat trap region, the drop speed is on the order of 10−4 to
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10−3 m/s. This gives an additional time of about 1 s until the drops reach a trap
in the first row. In sum, this rough estimate gives a travel time of the drops of
about 2 s. However, further deviations from this value should be considered.
On the one hand, this time could be decreased by an increase of the overall flow
velocity in the device. On the other hand, it takes some extra time until slow
drops reach the traps on the plateau. Consequently, it is most reasonable to give
an approximation: t0→trap= 1-5 s.
The dwell time in the traps
The analysis of the dwell time of the drops shows two classes of flow regimes
that are correlated to the dwell time of the drops in the traps. The first flow
regime leads to short dwell times of the drops in the traps. In this regime, the
drops just stay a few seconds in the traps until they leave it via the small slit. On
the one hand, this is a disadvantage, when one aims at imaging the content of
a drop as long as possible. On the other hand, this is an advantage, when the
content of a drop already indicates the quality of aggregation in the drop within
the short dwell time. Then many drops are imaged in sequence, which leads to
good statistics. This concept is exploited in Sec. 7.2.1 (Fig. 7.3 and 7.4).
In the second flow regime, very stable drop trapping is possible and the release of
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Figure 4.6: Dwell time of drops in the traps. a) For N = 100 drops the dwell time
in the `U'-traps is analyzed (bin width is 60 s). b) The 50 drops from the rst bin in a)
(0-60 s) are shown in detail.
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trapped drops is initiated by application of the drop release mechanics by a high
counter oil flow. Within this regime, long time-lapse studies can be achieved.
Accordingly, the distribution of dwell times accounts for this qualitative picture
(Fig. 4.6). About half of the drops show a dwell time of less than 60 s.
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Vimentin in drop devices
5.1 Mixing characteristics
Mixing effects in the device C as well as the device T are important, as pro-
tein structures will be influenced by local inhomogeneities in the distributions
of multivalent ions or the protein itself. The diffusion of the multivalent cations
is important as well as the diffusion of the filaments. The diffusion constant of
the small cations is given by their hydrated radius leading to the diffusion con-
stants D given numerically in Tab. 5.11. The semiflexible vimentin filaments are
ion D[m2/s]
Mg2+ 7× 10−10 [138]
Co(NH3)
3+
6 9× 10−10 [138]
Table 5.1: Diusion constants for metal ions in aqueous solutions at 25◦C.
not globular and their diffusion constant is approximated by the consideration
of the diffusion of a cylinder. An approximation of the diffusion constant will be
sufficient, as the filament length follows a broad distribution (Fig. 7.10). For a
cylinder diffusion parallel to its rod axis (‖), perpendicular (⊥) and rotational dif-
fusion (rot) has to be considered. When L is the cylinder length and d its diameter
1Tang et al. point out that data on the hydrated radii of metals ions (and therefore also the
diusion constant) vary in literature. [132] Consequently, the given diusion constants should be
understood as approximations. In any case, the order of magnitude for the diusion constants is
realistic. For the discussions found here the accuracy will be sucient.
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3 ln(L/d) + 2γ‖ + γ⊥
4πηL
. (5.4)
Herein, the addition of the parallel and perpendicular diffusion give a combined
translational diffusion constant Dtrans. For the case L/d = ∞, the coefficients γ
are given as γ‖ = −0.114, γ⊥ = 0.886 and γrot = −0.447. [74] Practically, the
filaments are much longer than their diameter, e.g. L/d = 100 for a filament
of 1 µm length. Therefore, the application of the limiting case L/d = ∞ will
lead to a good approximation of the diffusion constants (Fig. 5.1a). For filament
lengths where the condition does not hold (L/d ≈ 1), the diffusion constant D
is underestimated and therefore diffusion times overestimated. As the drops in
our microfluidic devices are oblate (18 µm drop height compared to about 40 µm
and 100 µm diameter, respectively), we consider a two dimensional diffusion of
the filaments. The times t for traveling a distance x are given for several filament
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L = 10 µm
L = 5 µm
L = 0.2 µm
L = 1 µm
L  [µm]    Dtrans [10
-12 m2/s]
  0.2           7.7
  1      2.4
  5      0.6
10      0.4
Figure 5.1: Diusion constants of vimentin laments. a) Estimate of the transla-
tional diusion constant Dtrans of vimentin as a function of lament length L. b) Time
t required to pass a distance x =
√





















Figure 5.2: Side-by-side ow. Before the aqueous phases are encapsulated as drops,
they stream in a side-by-side manner. [134] During this phase, only the small ions diuse
signicantly, as the large laments diuse slowly.
lengths in Fig. 5.1b.
We now investigate the effect of mixing in the drop system. For this purpose, we
consider the two steps, in which mixing effects take place in the drops: mixing
between the parallel flowing liquids before they are in the drop (Fig. 5.2) and
the time when the plug-like drops move along the channel. In the first part of
mixing, the three aqueous fluids flow in a side-by-side manner over a distance of
160 µm. For the device C, this means a passage time of about tC = 10 ms and for
the device T, tT = 50 ms at the typical flow speeds as given in Tab. 4.1 or Tab.
4.2, respectively. The diffusion constant for vimentin is comparatively small and
the distance traveled by diffusion in y-direction is < 1 µm for very small filament
fragments of 0.2 µm length (applies for device C and device T). For small metal
ions (‘mi’) the order of magnitude of the diffusion constant is important. For both
magnesium ions and hexammine cobalt it is Dmi ≈ 10−9 m2/s (Tab. 5.1).
We consider first mixing in the device C. Here, the small metal ions diffuse in
the side-by-side flow over a distance of x =
√
2DmitC = 4 µm (one-dimensional
diffusion in y-direction). As the channel width for the three aqueous components
is 35 µm in width, the small ions might in some cases reach the protein phase
before the drops are formed. This is especially the case when the flow rate of the
aq 1 component is higher than the aq 2, due to the smaller striation length (Sec.
2.3.3) of the aq 2 component in the side-by-side flow. However, strong mixing
between the fluids will start after drop formation. The drops pass the 4 mm-
long serpentine channel (serpentine channel contour length) with a velocity of
typically 60 mm/s (Fig. 4.1). This mixing passage takes 70 ms. For a 10 µm-long
filament and a channel of 35 µm width, the Péclet number is Pe = 5.3 × 106 (Eq.
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2.29). The required mixing time can be compared to the mixing time for pure






= 3.4× 105. (5.5)
An interesting view on this high acceleration of mixing is the consideration of
an effective diffusion constant Deff = D × tdiff/tmix. Considering a 10 µm long
filament with D = 4 × 10−13 m2/s, it is effectively mixed in the drop in the same
time as a (hypothetical) particle with Deff = 1.4 × 10−7 m2/s in a completely im-
mobilized drop. This is an outstanding performance of the mixer, as Deff is two
orders of magnitude larger than for small metal ions (see Tab. 5.1). The resulting
mixing time for a 10 µm long filament is on the order of 10 ms. Considering also
the mixing of the filaments, the drops are completely mixed when they leave the
serpentine channel. We considered the slowest component of the system, i.e. a
10 µm long filament. All other components are diffusing faster and are therefore
mixed even faster. As the diffusion constant of the metal ions is about three or-
ders of magnitude larger than for the filaments, the mixing time for these ions is
also orders of magnitude smaller (Eq. 2.28). Therefore, the metal ions are almost
instantly distributed all over the drop, once the drop is in the serpentine channel.
For the device T, the three aqueous phases flow side-by-side with a lower veloc-
ity compared to the device C. In these experiments, filaments have an average
contour length of 5 µm (Fig. 7.10). In the side-by-side flow, metal ions diffuse
by x =
√
2DmitT = 10 µm. Consequently, the small metal ions reach the protein
containing aqueous phase like in the device C. In the device T, the protein fila-
ment diffusion is also below 1 µm. The aqueous phases are then encapsulated in
drops with a diameter of ≈ 100 µm (18 µm channel height). After these drops
have passed the straight channel of 2.5 mm length in 300 ms, the striation length
is 1 µm (Eq. 2.31). The 5 µm long filaments pass this distance within 1 s. Conse-
quently, the drops should all be well mixed also in the device T, when the drop
content is imaged in the trap.
In summary, the calculation presented for this mixing process give approxima-
tions to the mixing processes. We find that for both approaches – the device C
with its serpentine channel as well as the device T with the straight channel –
good mixing of the drop content should be accomplished very fast. In direct
comparison to the pure diffusion of filaments in an immobilized drop (Fig. 5.1b),
mixing in the moving plug-like drops is orders of magnitudes faster. The use of
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serpentine channels is outstanding for mixing, but the use of the straight chan-
nels is still sufficient for mixing.
These theoretical calculations predict that the drops are well-mixed. To verify
this statement, representative drops produced in the device T are investigated
(Fig. 5.3). A typical observation is that the two drop hemispheres are divided
by a stripe of low fluorescence in the center of the drop. This is likely due to
the two symmetric vortices that exist when a plug-like drop moves through a
straight channel (Fig. 2.11). Overall, the fluorescence and therefore the protein
filaments are distributed everywhere in the drops, since the fluorescence is above
the background level everywhere in the drops. However, there are regions of
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Figure 5.3: Vimentin distribution in drops. Drops containing vimentin laments
imaged during their movement in front of the step in the device T (compare Fig. 4.4d).
In a), no multivalent ions are in the drops, whereas in b), 10 mM magnesium chloride
is present. In both cases, the intensity proles show that there are regions in which the
uorescence is more pronounced.
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pronounced fluorescence. In Fig. 5.3, drops without multivalent ions (a) are com-
pared with drops that contain multivalent ions (b). As there is no observable
difference between these two cases, the observed inhomogeneities cannot be ac-
counted for filament aggregation in parallel to the mixing process. A possible
explanation for the imperfection of the mixing in the drops are the filamentous
properties of vimentin. Steinhauser et al. show that in flow, filaments do not be-
have like spherical particles. [122] The theory of mixing in drops could therefore
be especially valid for small dyes and is likely to be inaccurate for the complex
behavior of filaments. Additionally, the effectiveness of mixing can depend on
very small details during the drop formation process and gets less effective the
longer the plug-like drops are during their movement through the channel. [134]
Nevertheless, the drops are well mixed compared to the initial state right after
drop production (side-by-side fluids, Fig. 5.2 and 5.6b) and the result of the mix-
ing process is sufficient for our studies of the interaction of vimentin filaments
and salts (Sec. 7). This result is also transferable to mixing in the device C, where
the mixing performance is better due to the serpentine channel and the smaller
drop size. The general problem of mixing is further addressed in the discussion
section (9.1.4).
5.2 Drop volume changes and concentration steadi-
ness
PDMS devices are permeable to water. [20] As a consequence, the aqueous drops
can shrink or grow during the time course of the experiment. The devices C are
saturated with water during the experiments to prevent drop shrinkage. As a
result the drops grow very slightly. In order to quantify this growth, we investi-
gate drops that are kept continuously in humidified atmosphere for a long time
after the ordinary experiments were carried out (Fig. 5.4). After 405 min the drop
volume has increased by a factor of 1.28. The relative drop volume Vr(t) is given
by the volume of the drop after time t compared to the initial volume. Assuming
a linear behavior of the drop growth, it is found that Vr(t) = 1.2×10−5 s−1× t+ 1.
This assumption of linear growth will somehow overestimate Vr(t) for smaller
times, as larger drops have more PDMS contact and therefore more water will
diffuse into these drops per time. When possible, it is beneficial to avoid water
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a) t = 405 minb)t = 0
c)
Figure 5.4: Changes of drop volume. a/b) Device C: Long-time study on the drop
volume shortly after drop trapping (a) compared to the same drops 405 min later (b). The
drop volume increases by a factor of 1.28. c) Device T: Relative drop volume Vr that is
normalized to the drop volume at t = 0. Each color shows Vr for a dierent drop. The




saturation of the PDMS devices, since this procedure impedes the treatment of
the devices with Ombrello (Sec. 3.2.2) and diminishes the overall cleanliness of
the devices.
For the device T, the relevant time scales are completely different to those of the
device C, since the imaging of the drop content is achieved in most cases within
600 s. Therefore, these devices are not water saturated and the shrinkage of the
drops is accepted instead. To quantify this shrinkage, we analyze several relative
drop volumes on the basis of experiments with aggregating vimentin in the drop
in Fig. 5.4. The consequences of drop volume changes are that the concentration
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device C device T
Figure 5.5: Impact of the changes in drop volume. Estimated changes in concen-
tration c(t) due to drop growth (a, device C) or shrinkage (b, device T). The concentration
changes are negligible on the relevant time scales.







(1+1.2×10−5 s−1×t) for the device C
cinit
(1−0.0001 s−1×t) for the device T
, (5.6)
where cinit is the initial concentration in the drop and Vr(t) the relative drop vol-
ume after a time t compared to the initial drop volume. In Fig. 5.5, we compare
concentration changes of magnesium ions for different initial concentrations and
different times. A key result is that within the relevant time for the device C or the
device T (0-2 h or 600 s, respectively), the changes in magnesium concentration
almost never exceed 1 mM and are typically smaller. For instance, an initial con-
centration of 10 mM turns into 9.79, 9.59, 9.39, 9.20 after 1800, 3600, 5400, 7200 s
for the device C and 10.01, 10.06, 10.20, 10.47, 10.64 mM after 10, 60, 200, 450,
600 s for the device T. Concentration changes within this range will be negligible
for the questions raised here.
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5.3 The challenge to encapsulate vimentin in drops
For both the device C and the device T, the startup procedure of the microfluidic
device is the most challenging step during the experiment. In both devices the
aqueous component aq 3, which contains the vimentin protein filaments, is the
most critical one (Fig. 4.1b and Fig. 4.4b): Vimentin filaments stick firmly to glass
and PDMS surfaces as many tests on cover slips have shown. Therefore, compo-
nent aq 3 tends to cover the channel walls of the microfluidic devices. Further, the
risk of channel clogging will notably increase, if vimentin is in contact with mul-
tivalent ions before these two components are encapsulated in drops. Especially
during the startup of the device, when no stable drop formation is established,
this risk is high. Then the multivalent ion salt might accidentally flow into the aq
3 channel and lead to clogging. In Fig. 5.6, a well-established drop production is
compared to a channel where protein clogging occurs. To reduce the stickiness of
the protein to the channel walls, a channel wall coating might be a solution, pre-
venting that vimentin sticks to the walls. However, we coat the channels walls
aq 1
aq 2






Figure 5.6: Challenges in drop production. a) Well established drop production.
b) Inverted grayscale uorescence image of a well-established drop production, where no
protein clog is in the channel. c) A dominant clog in the device that has accumulated over
time. In b) and c) the intensities are adjusted dierently for illustration purposes: The
clog in c) is much brighter compared to any uorescence in b).
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with Ombrello (Sec. 3.2.2). Therefore, any second channel coating is in competi-
tion with that first layer. Secondly, it is not clear which surface treatment could
effectively passivate the surfaces against vimentin. Flushing of bovine serum al-
bumin (BSA) through the channels has no effect and instead disturbs the drop
production. Sigmacote (Invitrogen), which is successfully used to prevent F-actin
from sticking to surfaces, [57] also does not lead to success. However, a change
in the microfluidic technique compared to the standard approach is introduced.
The straightforward way to supply the aq 3 component is to plug in the respec-
tive tubing and then pump the protein solution. When the drop production is not
established yet, this can lead to the aforementioned difficulties during the startup
procedure of the device. Therefore, a 70 cm long tubing is used for the aq 3 com-
ponent (Fig. 5.7a). The tubing is filled with 45 µL protein filament solution first,
then with 3 µL air cushion and finally with 5 µL assembly buffer. When this tub-
ing is plugged into the device and component aq 3 pumped through the device,
then first the assembly buffer enters the device, then the air cushion and finally
the protein. This way, the drop production is initiated smoothly with the assem-
bly buffer and prevents the clogging of the channel. The air barrier in the tubing
prevents premature mixing of assembly buffer and the protein, which could oth-
erwise occur due to Taylor dispersion (Sec. 2.3.3). In Fig. 5.7b, we investigate
the operation of this staggered fluid approach directly. Except for a small ‘protein
leakage’ into the assembly buffer, the staggered fluid approach performs well.
The air is not encapsulated into drops, but instead flows downstream and the
drop production remains unimpaired for the following protein solution. This
way the success of an experiment is greatly improved and the procedure was
crucial for many results presented here. Although this is an important step for
the encapsulation of vimentin protein into drops, it still does not assure the suc-
cess of an experiment and protein clogging remains a challenge. This aspect is
further discussed in Sec. 9.1.5.
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Figure 5.7: Staggered uid setup. a) During the startup of the device, the supply
of the aq 3 component consists of three components that enter the aq 3 channel in this
order: assembly buer, airplug and then protein laments in assembly buer. The method
is used to ensure a smooth device startup procedure. b) During the startup procedure,
the mean uorescence intensity in the aq 3 channel only is investigated (illustrated area
A in (a)). During pumping of the buer, a small `uorescence leakage' is detected leading
to uorescence signal during the time where buer only should ow. Then, the airplug
goes through the channel, and accordingly, no uorescence is detected. After that, a
steep increase in the uorescence signal indicates the arrival of protein lament solution.
Interestingly, the shaded uorescence area of the `leakage' is almost of the same size as the





The analysis of the experimental data from the device C as well as the device
T demands sophisticated algorithms. For the device C, we present a method to
calculate the concentration for each drop in the drop storage (Fig. 4.1g). In order
to analyze the experiments with the device T, we need algorithms that quantify
network aggregation.
6.1 Concentration determination in the device C
The knowledge about pump speeds of the fluids, the delay time of the device,
the recording of the drop collection process and the chronological order of the
drops in the drop storage is the key to determining the magnesium concentration
in each drop that is stored in the drop storage.
Changes in the flow rates for the magnesium chloride and buffer component (aq
1 and aq 2, Fig. 4.1b and c) cannot be realized immediately, as there is a lag time
in the method, so that flow rates at a certain position in the microfluidic channels
are delayed. For instance, the drops do not immediately have the corresponding
chemical composition in the moment the flow rates are changed. Let td be the
time between the setting of a flow rate to the syringe pumps and the time-point
when the drops with the corresponding chemical composition reach the collect-
ing channel (Fig. 4.1 and 4.2). This delay time is due to damping effects of the
elastic microfluidic device materials as well as the time that drops take to reach
the collecting channel.
Further, we use triangular zig-zag shaped pump profiles for the fluids with a pe-
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riodicity of 15 s. As this periodicity is rather short, the pumped flow rates do not
reach the extreme values, i.e. the zig-zag (Fig. 4.1c) shaped flow profiles become
actually more sine-like ones. This effect can be thought of as an effect of inertia,
too. This phenomenon can be understood with the following thought: When the
periodicity of the zig-zag pump profile gets smaller and smaller approaching the
technical limit of 200 ms of the syringe pumps, the inertia of the system will not
allow the flow rates to be accurately pumped. Instead, the flow rates will turn
out as average values. As the periodicity is increased, the actual pump speeds
will more and more follow the set values.
To characterize the realized outcome of the zig-zag pump profiles, calibration
measurements of the fluorescence intensity of fluorescein are taken into account.
For these experiments the aqueous component aq 1 is a 100 µM fluorescein so-
lution and aq 2 as well as aq 3 are water. First, the fluorescein concentration is
set to a constant value for a long time. This way no inertial effects of the sys-
tem are present and the fluorescein concentration in the drops can be calculated.
The comparison of these calculated fluorescein concentrations to the mean fluo-
rescence intensity in the drops shows a linear dependence (Fig. 6.1a). In exper-
iments with the periodic zig-zag pump rates, the concentration of fluorescein in
the drops is directly calculated on the basis of the input flow rates. Addition-
ally, the concentration can be calculated from the mean fluorescence intensity in









































Figure 6.1: Fluorescein concentration in drops. a) At constant pump rates, the
uorescence intensity shows a linear dependence (t) on the uorescein concentration. The
intensity at 33 µM uorescein is set to 1. b) The input pump rates follow a zig-zag course
with a periodicity of 15 s. From these input rates, the calculated uorescein concentration
is given (black). These calculated concentrations are compared to measured concentrations
(green). The resulting concentration prole has the shape of a sine-function and appears
retarded by the time td.
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the whole drop (Fig. 6.1b). The measured fluorescein concentration shows the
aforementioned retardation by the delay time td and the sine-shape of the con-
centration profile in comparison to the calculated profile.
The quantity of interest is the actual concentration of fluorescein cFl in the drops,
or the magnesium chloride concentration in the actual experiment with vimentin.
This concentration is a function of the time tk, when the kth drop in the drop se-
ries is collected (Fig. 4.2). Considering the delay time, the concentration in the




×Q(tk − td), (6.1)
where csyr is the concentration of fluorescein (or magnesium chloride) in the sy-
ringe,Qaq the overall flow rate of the three aqueous components andQ(tk−td) the
flow rate with which the kth drop is produced. The flow rate profile Q(t) is mea-
sured on the basis of eight measurements of fluorescence intensity in the drops as
shown exemplary by the green curve in Fig. 6.1b. A fit gives the amplitude and
the offset in the resulting flow rate:






+ (10.2± 0.1) µL/h. (6.2)
This corresponds to a zig-zag flow profile of 15 s periodicity ranging from 0 to
20 µL/h at maximum for aq 1 and Qaq = 30 µL/h. When the first drop of the
series is collected (Fig. 4.2), we set t = tk = 0. The phase φd is a parameter of each
experiment and considered in the determination of the delay time. However, the
first drop is not composed at the flow rate Q(t = 0). Considering the delay time
td, it is produced some time earlier, i.e. Q(0 s − td). The same holds for the kth
drop, and that is why Eq. 6.1 has the given form.
The delay time is in the range between 3-5 s. We determine its exact value for
each experiment with a regression method, which will be explained on the basis
of the following example. In Fig. 6.2, we give the number of collected drops as
a function of time and the measured fluorescein concentration cm that is deter-
mined by the fluorescence intensity in the drops. The fluorescence intensity is
the first method to determine the fluorescein concentration in each drop. For the
second way, we use Eq. 6.1 and therefore determine the concentration with the
knowledge of the flow rates that the drops are filled with. For this purpose, an
arbitrary delay time td ∈ [0, 14.9 s] is chosen. This way a fluorescein concentra-
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Figure 6.2: Properties of drops during the collection process. Example for concen-
tration determination for uorescein in drops. a) Number of collected drops. b) Fluorescein
concentration in the drops based on the uorescence determination in each drop.
tion cFl for each drop is calculated (examples: Fig 6.3a/c/e).
The content in each drop has to be characterized by a single scalar (‘signal’). The
signal in this example is the intensity in each drop, which is equivalent to the mea-
sured fluorescein concentration cm. For the experiments with vimentin the signal
is a scalar that characterizes protein aggregation. In Fig. 6.3a, c and e, the cal-
culated concentration cFl is shifted to the signal cm owing to different values of
td. The cm value is a parameter of each drop. However, the assigned cFl value
changes with the choice of td. For a given td, the cm value of each drop is plotted
against the cFl value of each drop in b, d, and f. Interestingly, the resulting graphs
are Lissajous curves, as in the figure the data points are scattered following sine-
like functions for the x and y coordinates. [84] It will be necessary to group drops
of similar concentration cFl (3 µM concentration bin width). In our example ex-
periment, the delay time is td= 5 s. In b it can be seen that for this delay time, the
data points in each group show the least scattering for the same concentration
cFl in comparison to d and f. This relation is used to actually determine td. The
average c̄m,i together with its error δi is considered for each group. A ‘penalty





Since the grouping of the drops into classes depends on the delay time td, E is a
function of td. Like in Fig. 6.3b, the deviation of the data points for each bin will
be much smaller, when ‘signal’ cm and cFl lie on top of each other. Therefore, min-
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Figure 6.3: Meaning of the delay time for drop grouping. In a,c,e dierent example
delay times td determine the shift between the calculated uorescein concentration cFl and
the measured concentration cm (`signal'). For a given time td, cm is plotted as a function
of cFl. The result are Lissajous curves (b,d,f). The concept of testing dierent delay times
as shown for the three examples in this image is used to determine the actual delay time
(see Fig. 6.4).
imization of E with respect to td results in the best fit. In Fig. 6.4a, E is given with
respect to td. Two clear minima are found in this curve. The first minimum at td
is the relevant one. The second one would correspond to the non-physical case
of maximum fluorescence at the lowest fluorescein concentration and is therefore
meaningless. Using this delay we give the averaged intensity c̄m,i of each concen-
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Figure 6.4: Extremal principle for the determination of the delay time. a)
Minimization of the E value (Eq. 6.3) determines the best tting delay time to td = 5 s.
Since the approximate delay time is 3-5 s, the second minimum can be neglected. It would
correspond to the non-physical case of decreasing uorescence intensity with increasing
uorescein concentration. b) The resulting average for each concentration group is given.
The straight line has a slope of 1.
tration group in Fig. 6.4b. The data follow nicely a straight line with a slope of
1. Of course, in this case this is what we expect, as we determine the fluorescein
concentration using two methods. This example shows the high precision of the
determination of the content in the drops. In Sec. 7.1, we will use this method
to determine the magnesium chloride amount in each drop, which is not directly
accessible the way the fluorescence intensity is in this case. The morphologies of
the vimentin filament networks are used as a ‘signal’ and they are represented
by a scalar. There the algorithm as explained here is needed and will reveal the
otherwise unknown magnesium chloride concentrations.
In general, the algorithm is also applicable to other systems. The only require-
ment is that the ‘signal’ measured in the drop has a monotonic dependence on
the chemical that is changed from drop to drop and it is of scalar form.
6.2 Network morphologies in time-lapse studies
6.2.1 From raw data to network morphologies
In the time-lapse studies with the device T, vimentin filament aggregates were
imaged with a confocal microscope (Sec. 3.4). The scanning of the images has to
be done quickly, as the network of filaments changes continuously. At the same
time, the laser intensity for the excitation of the fluorophores has to be moderate,
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Figure 6.5: Fluorescence intensity regions in the drops. The intensity prole along
the line in (a) is given in image (b). The images are divided into three regions: The region
outside the drop, the background region in the drop as well as the signal region in the
drop. The black arrows indicate the `step' in intensity which is used to determine the drop
outline.
to keep photo bleaching of the Alexa 488 dye as small as possible. Within these
limits, the fluorescence of the labeled filaments is often only slightly above the
noise level from the background. In Fig. 6.5, an example is given. In this example
three regions can be identified. The first region is the region outside of the drops.
It can be clearly distinguished from the drop region (second region), as there is
always a step in fluorescence intensity (Fig. 6.5b). Consequently, the background
signal in the drops cannot only originate from noise from the detector, as the re-
gion outside the drop has a smaller background signal. It is most likely due to
small labeled vimentin filament precursors (Sec. 2.1.3). The third region consists
of pixels that show fluorescence signal from vimentin filaments. Within the drops
dense filament clusters are detected easily (peak region in b). However, next to
these clusters there are filaments or small filament clusters, which have a fluo-
rescence signal only slightly above the noise level. In the analysis of the whole
image stack, it is also a problem that photo bleaching changes the absolute inten-
sities over time. [71]
Therefore, the data require an algorithm that accounts for this type of noisy im-
ages. A key challenge during analysis is the decision whether a pixel in the image
belongs to a filament or background noise.
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6.2.2 Binarization of images
The simplest method to discriminate between pixels in the data image that show
noise and pixels that show signal is thresholding by intensity. This way the sig-
nal is best identified when the signal is considerably higher than the noise, i.e.
the signal-to-noise ratio is large. However, thresholding gets worse as soon as
the signal intensity values are only slightly above the noise level. When thresh-
olding the image in the latter case, two types of mistakes are made: Let Ψ be the
intensity threshold and I(m,n) the intensity of a pixel at position (m,n). The first
type of error is made when a pixel with I > Ψ is detected that is noise but treated
as part of the signal. The second type of error is made for pixels with I < Ψ that
belong actually to the signal but are treated as noise. In this section we will dis-
cuss how to avoid these two types of error by the consideration of side conditions
for the signal during image binarization.
Image analysis is performed with MATLAB R© (MathWorks R©, Natick, USA). The
confocal images of aggregating vimentin are recorded with a typical frame-to-
frame time of 1.6 s, 207 nm pixel size and a dwell time of 4 µs for each pixel
of the 512 × 512 px2 images. Due to the dynamical range of the photo multi-
plier of the confocal microscope, intensities take a value in the range of 0 to 4095
(12 bit) for each pixel. First, a Gaussian filter is applied to each image (region
3 × 3 px, standard deviation 0.5). This levels out noise a bit, while the details of
the networks are preserved. Ten reference regions, which show background only,
are selected in the whole image series (Fig. 6.6a). These background regions are
stable to bleaching throughout the image series, which is due to the material ex-
change of the small molecules with off-focus regions. From the intensity analysis
in the reference regions an average ‘fingerprint’ of the background is determined.
A histogram of this average is given in Fig. 6.6b. The fingerprint follows a Gaus-
sian distribution quite well. However, there is no need to perform a fit here, since
the fingerprint is used directly in the following steps. For each frame of the image
sequence, it is then decided for each pixel whether it contains ‘signal’ from a fil-
ament or background. The following steps are explained for the example image
in Fig. 6.6c.
The intensity distribution for the total drop is shown in Fig. 6.6d. In this his-
togram, intensity within a bin width of 10 have been grouped. A first glance on
this histogram also mirrors the challenge in data analysis: There is only one vis-
ible peak. This means that background and signal pixel have a strong overlap.
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Figure 6.6: Investigation of image intensity details for background detection.
a) An example of a reference region for background pixels. Several of these reference
regions in the time-lapse image stack are taken to get the ngerprint of the background
intensities (b). d) The total intensity histogram of an example image (c) is analyzed for
the contribution of the background and the `signal' (= vimentin laments). e) For each
intensity in the image, a probability P is assigned. P (I) gives the probability to detect a
randomly chosen pixel with intensity I as signal, although it belongs to the background.
(Subgure a) is adapted from reference [35] with permission from The Royal Society of
Chemistry)
Analysis would be much easier, if there were two distinct peaks, for background
and signal each. The fingerprint of the background is scaled up to the histogram
of the total drop, so that the difference of the total histogram and that of the back-
ground is minimal in the range from 0 to an intensity of 393, which is the average
of the background. This step is motivated by the reasonable assumption that be-
low the mean background value, the histogram of the intensity in the total drop is
composed of background pixels only. Notably, in the histogram of the total drop
a shoulder is found at the left side of the background histogram. This shoulder is
due to background pixels found at the edge of the drops and can be neglected (see
also ‘steps’ in Fig. 6.5). When the background histogram is subtracted from the
total histogram, the resulting histogram represents the histogram of the signal,
i.e. intensity that arises from the fluorescence of filaments. In this signal curve,
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any intensities smaller than the background average are set to zero. The analysis
of the composition of the histogram leads to three different regions of intensity:
A, B and C (Fig. 6.6d). If a pixel has a low intensity in region A, which reaches
from 1 to the background average 393, it is part of the background signal. From a
certain intensity value, all pixels show signal intensity (start of C). Between these
two regions, for each pixel there is a certain probability that a pixel belongs to


























Figure 6.7: Errors for detecting background as signal. a/b) Errormaps: Probability
to make an error, when a pixel is treated as lament/signal. In b) this error is averaged over
a 3× 3 neighborhood. In c) and d) the basic idea of the interpretation of the errormaps is
illustrated. The question is whether the central (blue) pixel shows the signal of a lament
or not. In c) and d) the blue pixel shall have the same intensities Ib, and therefore the same
error of P (Ib) = 0.5. As the pixel in b) is close to a lament, its neighboring pixels have a
high intensity and therefore a lower error probability P compared to the neighborhood in
d), where the central pixel is surrounded by background pixels. Accordingly, the resulting
3× 3 average gives a lower error probability for the pixel distribution illustrated in c).
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the probability of the following event: When a pixel is chosen randomly in the
drop, how large is the error probability, when this pixel is treated as signal? An
error is made, when the pixel belongs to the background, but is treated as part
of a filament. Based on the histograms we give the value of P as a function of
intensity I of a pixel by (Fig. 6.6e)
P (I) = 1− abundance of I in signal histogram
abundance of I in total histogram
. (6.4)
The region in the curve of P where it is not 1 or 0 is quite narrow (Fig. 6.6e).
However, it is also important as many of the pixels have their intensity in this
region (compare region B in Fig. 6.6d). Based on this error probability P each
pixel is assigned an error probability, leading to ‘errormaps’ for a whole image
(Fig. 6.7a). Additionally, the errormap is averaged over its 3 × 3 neighborhood
(b). These errormaps help to distinguish two pixels that have the same intensity.
At first, they cannot be distinguished because of the equality of their intensity.
However, when the neighborhood pixels are taken into account, a quantitative
criterion makes the pixels distinguishable. This principle is demonstrated in Fig.
6.7c/d in which the averaged error probability is lower in the neighborhood of a
filament. It is reasonable to accept these pixels as signal rather than pixels which
have background around them.
For the whole image, all pixels with the same intensity are analyzed simultane-
ously. Pixels are accepted as signal starting with the pixel that have the low-
est 3 × 3 averaged error probability. Subsequently, pixels with a higher 3 × 3
averaged error probability are accepted. The acceptance of a pixel as signal is
stopped, when the number of accepted pixels equals the number of pixels that
actually build the signal histogram (Fig. 6.6d). The resulting binary image (1:
signal/filament, 0: background) is in conformance with Eq. 6.4. In a final step,
small isolated clusters are removed (less than 40 connected pixels), as these are
too small to represent filaments.
In Fig. 6.8, the outcome of the analysis of a time-lapse image stack is given exem-
plary. In a) and b) it can be seen that this method neglects small regions of back-
ground, where the filaments are dense. Instead, only regions of large background
are detected as background regions. Therefore, the method detects clusters of pix-
els best. The key elements of this detection are the fingerprint of the background


















a) b) c) d)t = 0 t = 11 s t = 488 st = 138 s
Figure 6.8: Binarization of images. In a time-lapse series, the raw image data are
compared to the binary form (black: pixel detected as `signal', white: background). In the
lower row, only the signal is given (raw data without background pixel). The image side
lengths are 106 µm. (Partly adapted from reference [35] with permission from The Royal
Society of Chemistry)
ually. The latter preference is reasonable as the fluorescence of micrometer-sized
filaments should lead to fluorescence clusters and not to an isolated fluorescence
pixel.
An alternative to the method presented here are auto-thresholding methods, which
can provide a good binary image of the networks in some cases. However, a
threshold is a fixed value for each image. For instance, two pixels of equal inten-
sity like in Fig. 6.7 would be treated the same, although they do not represent the
same. Additionally, these methods do not work for all of our datasets. Especially
in cases where the overall signal of the filaments is weak compared to the back-
ground and where bleaching effects increase over time, these auto-thresholding
methods have shown to be not reliable for our data. In contrast, our method is
stable for entire time-lapse stacks of several hundred images in virtually all cases.
At the same time, highly bleached filaments are still detected to a large extent.
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6.2.3 The convex hull of networks
We carried out time-lapse studies with the device T using the confocal micro-
scope. The resulting images provide details on the networks of vimentin fila-
ments (Fig. 6.8). The challenge is to quantify the different morphologies. In this
analysis many factors play a role. Most importantly, bleaching effects occur due
to repeated imaging of the same filaments. Therefore, analysis methods that sen-
sitively depend on absolute intensity are not suitable.
For instance, the absolute value of the standard deviation depends on the overall
intensity in the drop. For the measurements in the device C, this is not an issue,
as the networks are imaged once and bleaching does not play a role (Fig. 7.1). The
area of the binarized images is also in principle a measure for the expansion of the
network in the drops. However, this method is highly influenced by bleaching.
For example, as the visible diameter of a bleached filament shrinks over time. Ad-
ditionally, this parameter depends also on the imaging details, like the step size
of the pixels in a scan. There are other methods that account for the mesh sizes
or measures for the inter-filament distances in networks. For example, ‘bubbles’
are fitted into meshes giving an estimate of the mesh size of the networks. [86,89]
Statistics on the filament to filament distance are considered. [9, 62, 63] However,
our networks are in most cases so dense that most of the details of the meshes are
simply not resolved, and cannot be analyzed with these methods.
One distinct property of the networks is their pronounced compaction over time
(Fig. 6.8, from a to d). Within this compaction the area of an envelope to the
whole networks gets smaller over time. For a clear quantification of the area of
such an envelope, the convex hull1 is considered. This quantification has two ad-
vantages: First, the convex hull has a clear mathematical definition and is there-
fore unique for each binary image. Second, the way the raw data is converted
to binary images (Sec. 6.2.2) and therefore prepared for the convex hull analysis,
is much more robust against bleaching effects compared to the above mentioned
techniques. The convex hull for a binary image is found by the usage of the MAT-
LAB function ‘regionprops’, which is fast and straightforward to use.
In Fig. 6.9, the examples of convex hulls are shown. In the first row, it becomes
obvious that, if the convex hull is taken for the total binary image, it is dispro-
1The convex hull of a binary image is the smallest set of pixels that contains all non-zero pixels
as well as all pixels that are in between a straight line between two arbitrarily chosen non-zero
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A= 0.92 A= 0.85 A= 0.62 A= 0.05
A= 0.90 A= 0.83 A= 0.29 A= 0.04
A= 0.04
A= 0.04
A= 0.83 A= 0.22 
A= 0.90 A= 0.83 A= 0.22 
Figure 6.9: Convex hull of binary images. For the binary images from Fig. 6.8,
the convex hull is given. In the dierent rows, the convex hull is chosen in a way that it
covers at least IC = 100%, 95%, 90% or 50% of the total network intensity (IC: intensity
conserved). For cases of, IC = 90% and lower, the calculated hulls are robust against
outliers that distort the hulls disproportionally. Additionally, the relative drop hull area A
is given. (Partly adapted from reference [35] with permission from The Royal Society of
Chemistry)
portionately influenced by outliers. To make the convex hull a robust quantity,
the intensity of the network is taken into account. The binary images consist of
one or more connected regions (‘islands’). For the ith island, the intensity in the
corresponding region of the raw data image is summed up to a value Si. The
total intensity S of the network is then the sum over all Si. Starting with the is-
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lands with the smallest Si, the islands are excluded from the convex hull until a
certain fraction IC of total intensity in the drop is still conserved by the remaining
islands. For example, for IC = 90%, small islands are removed until at least 90%
of the total intensity is still there. This concept leads to different outcomes of the
convex hulls (Fig. 6.9). It is found that IC = 90% is a value, at which most of the
low intensity outliers are excluded from analysis, while the characteristic part of
the network is enclosed in the convex hull. For lower values than IC = 90%, the
hull does typically not change, as the largest part of the intensity is in one big
island.
The area of the convex hull (IC = 90%) characterizes the expansion of the char-
acteristic part of the network in the drop. To compare between drops of different
sizes, it is reasonable to normalize this area to the area of the drop, leading to
the relative hull area A (Fig. 6.9). For instance, when two drops of different sizes
have a network that is spread everywhere in the drop, the networks should be
characterized by the same quantitative value. The relative hull area A is then the




Interaction of vimentin and
multivalent ions
7.1 Concentration dependence
The device C is used to study the dependence of vimentin filament aggregation
on the magnesium ion concentration (Sec. 4.1). We have published the results
in Biomicrofluidics. [36] Fig. 7.1 shows vimentin networks at different magnesium
ion concentrations cMg2+ . The three examples show that magnesium ions mediate
an aggregation of the vimentin filaments in the drops. In direct comparison of
the drop with cMg2+= 6.5 mM to the other higher concentrations, there is a qual-
itative difference. In the first case, the filaments spread over the whole drop and
are freely fluctuating. In contrast, a network of filaments emerges at higher mag-
nesium ion concentrations. Consequently, a threshold concentration is expected
between cMg2+= 6.5 mM and 12.5 mM. For a detailed investigation of the concen-
tration dependence of this aggregation, we apply the algorithm as described in
Sec. 6.1. Therefore, a scalar ‘signal’ from each vimentin network in the drops is
needed to determine the exact magnesium ion concentration for each drop. We
take the standard deviation σI of the intensity over the same area for each drop
(orange circles in Fig. 7.1). Additionally, we normalize the total intensity for each
drop to 105 (a.u.), as σI depends on absolute intensities. This way, the standard
deviations between different drops are comparable. For our examples in Fig.
7.1a-c, σI rises as the magnesium concentration rises. Consequently, the standard
deviation fulfils the monotonicity criterion required (Sec. 6.1) and is a parameter
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Figure 7.1: The standard deviation of the intensity quanties network mor-
phology. The gures show inverted grayscale uorescence images of vimentin at dierent
magnesium concentrations in the drop. The images are adjusted in brightness for display-
ing purposes. At higher magnesium concentration, network compaction increases. The
standard deviation σI describes intensity variations within a whole drop (area within an
orange circle, drop diameter 40 µm). For this purpose, the total intensity in the circle is
normalized to obtain comparable σI values. The standard deviation increases for higher
magnesium concentrations. Therefore, σI is a parameter of aggregation. (Reused from
reference [36] with permission from AIP Biomicrouidics)
Figure 7.2 (facing page): Determination of drop compositions and drop content
grouping. Vimentin lament aggregation in the presence of magnesium ions studied in
the device C for two independent experiments A and B. The data analysis is based on the
method described in Sec. 6.1. The rate of the drop collection determines how many periods
of the magnesium concentration the stored drops have (a and e). As the drop collection
is faster in example B, about two magnesium periods can be investigated (g, open blue
circles), whereas in A there are about four magnesium periods (c, open blue circles). The
analysis of the E-value shows a clear rst minimum and determines precisely the delay
time (b and f). A comparison between the magnesium ion concentrations cMg2+ in the
drops and σI (c/g) shows a correlation between these two quantities: For high magnesium
ion concentrations, σI is also high. We group the drops according to their concentration
cMg2+ (bin width = 1 mM) in order to determine the average standard deviation σ̄I of each
group (d/h). As a main result of the analysis, we nd that the onset of aggregation is at
about cMg2+, onset ≈ 10 mM in both cases.
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7 INTERACTION OF VIMENTIN AND MULTIVALENT IONS
characterizing the aggregation. For two independent experiments, the analysis
is documented in Fig. 7.2. The aggregation is characterized for each drop in
the experiment by the σI-value (c and g, closed green circles). In analogy to the
test experiments with drops that contained different concentrations of fluores-
cein (Sec. 6.1, Fig. 6.4), the E-values show a clear first minimum (Fig. 7.2b/f).
This leads to a consistent match between the magnesium concentration and the
σI values in Fig. 7.2c/g. Grouping drops of similar magnesium ion composition,
yields the dependence of vimentin filament aggregation as a function magnesium
concentration. Based on plots in Fig. 7.2d/h, the main findings are:
• The aggregation of vimentin filaments shows a monotonic increase with
respect to the magnesium amount in the drops.
• There is a threshold magnesium concentration (cMg2+ onset ≈ 10 mM) upon
which the aggregation of filaments sets in.
7.2 Time-lapse studies
We use the device T to investigate the aggregation behavior of vimentin in the
presence of magnesium ions. We have published the results of this study in Lab
on a Chip. [35] For these experiments, two types of analysis methods are carried
out. The first analysis is based on data from short and long dwell times of the
drops in the traps (Sec. 4.2.3). These data are analyzed qualitatively only (Sec.
7.2.1), and show high consistency to the results obtained with the device C (Sec.
7.1). In a second step, several of the datasets with long dwell times in the traps
are then analyzed in detail (Sec. 7.2.2).
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7.2.1 Qualitative aggregation analysis
In the device T, the drop dwell time in the traps follows a broad distribution (Sec.
4.2.3). This is due to the fact that drops can be squeezed through the small slit
at the bottom of each trap (Fig. 4.5). Consequently, not all drops can be used to
study the filament interaction over time in detail. However, there is also valuable
information in drops that have a short dwell time in the traps (typically less than
a minute) as aggregation to networks starts immediately after a drop arrives in
a trap. In this analysis, we evaluate the interaction of filaments during any time
the drops are in the traps. We distinguish filaments that show (first beginnings
of) aggregation from those that show no aggregation. The example images in
Fig. 7.3 illustrate that such a qualitative evaluation of the filament appearance
is reasonable. The result of this analysis is given in Fig. 7.4. The restricted ob-












cMg2+ = 4.1 mM
Figure 7.3: Vimentin aggregation observed for short trapping times. Already in
the very rst seconds after the drops arrive in the trap (t = 0 s) it can be seen whether
the vimentin laments (inverted grayscale uorescence) show aggregation (green, cMg2+ =
14.5 mM or 16.5 mM ) or not (blue, cMg2+ = 4.1 mM). Domains of pronounced intensity,
where the laments are connected, are a clear indicator for aggregation. The image side
length is 106 µm.
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servation time in this analysis raises the question whether an aggregation takes
place after the drops left the traps. But with respect to the clear result of the long
time observations in Sec. 7.2.2, we know that when aggregation occurs, then the
filaments start to aggregate from the beginning on. This point is supported by
the fast distribution of the small metal ions in the whole drop (Sec. 5.1). When
the magnesium ions are everywhere at the beginning of the experiment, aggre-
gation starts also at the beginning. The analysis of aggregation in the presence
of magnesium chloride are shown Fig. 7.4a/b. The relative numbers in Fig. 7.4b
indicate a threshold concentration at cMg2+= 10.3 mM. Below that concentration,
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Figure 7.4: Qualitative drop content analysis in the device T. The qualitative




≈ 0.5− 2.4 mM (c/d). Variations in pH (7.2 to 7.5) do not inuence the free
uctuation of vimentin laments as we observe no aggregation in all cases (e). Ntotal gives
the total number of drops that are considered in a), c) or e), respectively.
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no aggregation is observed and above this concentration in almost all cases the
filaments aggregate. At 10.3 mM, the outcome of the experiments seems to be
heterogeneous. As we identify a threshold of aggregation, this heterogeneity is
explained in the light of small flow rate dosing inaccuracies or effects of magne-
sium ion inaccuracies by drop shrinkage (Sec. 5.2). This inaccuracies explain that
the actual magnesium chloride concentrations can show a small variation and
therefore clarify the observed heterogeneity at 10.3 mM. The aspect of concentra-
tion accuracies is further discussed in Sec. 9.1.3.
In addition to our study with magnesium ions, we also test the aggregation be-
havior of vimentin in the presence of hexammine cobalt chloride (Fig. 7.4c/d). In
these experiments, the onset concentration of aggregation is notably lower com-
pared to magnesium ions. In all cases, we observe aggregation for cCo(NH3)3+6 ≥
2.4 mM and this result is based on the analysis of 19 drops. For cCo(NH3)3+6 <
2.4 mM, the data show a heterogeneity that is interpreted as a threshold like in
the case of magnesium chloride. As we observe no aggregation for cCo(NH3)3+6 ≥
0.5 mM, the threshold for cCo(NH3)3+6 is therefore in the range of 0.5 mM− 2.4 mM.
The lower bound of 0.5 mM might need further confirmation by more measure-
ments. Nevertheless, these results are convincing in terms of two aspects. First,
there must be a threshold, as for cCo(NH3)3+6 = 0 there is only potassium chloride. At
these filament assembly buffer conditions no aggregation is observed. Second,
the threshold is below 2.4 mM as all the data at these concentrations indicate fil-
ament aggregation.
In additional experiments with multivalent ions, drops without any multivalent
salt content were produced. Instead, the component aq 1 (Fig. 4.4) contained
100 mM KCl at a pH other than 7.5. In this way, we tuned the pH in the drop.
The experiments clearly indicate that no aggregation occurs in the pH range of
7.18 to 7.5 (Fig. 7.4e). This is a further check, as the observed filament aggrega-
tion is not influenced by small inaccuracies in pH adjustments of the chemicals.
Additionally, this also verifies that at our filament assembly conditions, potas-
sium chloride only does not lead to vimentin aggregation (no multivalent ions
present).
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7.2.2 Details on aggregation over time
In this section, we investigate how filament aggregation evolves over time. For
this purpose, we study in detail drops with a prolonged residence time in the
drop trap (dwell time > 60 s). In Fig. 7.5, five examples of these time-lapse ex-
periments are given. On a qualitative level, the observed network morphologies
are grouped into three classes. In the first case, the filaments do not show an
aggregation or attraction mechanism. Instead, they fluctuate freely during the
whole observational period. These morphologies are found for magnesium con-
centrations in the range of cMg2+= 0.8-4.1 mM (see example in Fig. 7.5a). We
chose a magnesium concentration of cMg2+= 14.5 mM to investigate the aggrega-
tion mechanism (see Fig. 7.5b-e). This magnesium concentration is well above
the threshold concentration for the onset of aggregation (Sec. 7.1 and 7.2.1).
For these cases, we sort the networks into two groups. The first group is given
by networks which spread over a larger region in the drop (Fig. 7.5b,c). These
networks are like a scaffold as more and more free filaments in the drop attach to
this scaffold firmly over time. Attached to this scaffold, their fluctuation is largely
reduced. For the second group, the filaments also attract to each other. But in-
stead of a scaffold-like widespread aggregate, the final state is more a point-like
aggregate that gets more and more compact over time. Gradually, the vimentin
filaments are firmly integrated into these aggregates as well, while the network as
a whole is compacted in parallel. In both the latter cases, an attraction principle
is clearly recognizable.
The reason for the two different network formation behaviors (scaffold-like vs.
point-like aggregation) is not well understood as random processes seem to be
involved. However, the fundamental principle of network formation can be illus-
trated by the idea of an ’energy landscape’: Locally, filaments start to aggregate
randomly. Over time a network emerges. The first option is that the network
evolves into a scaffold-like structure. This construct is stabilized against further
compaction at some point, as the network is ‘trapped’ in a local energy minimum.
It has little potential for further compaction as a high energetic barrier separates
its current energetic state from a lower energy minimum. The second option is
that there is no stabilization over the micrometer range. Then the network is not
stable and compacts more and more. This way the network reaches an overall
very low energetic state. In the end, this network becomes point-like. In any
case, the mechanism is observed as a local interplay of filament attraction, net-
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work compaction and the stabilization as a result of the attraction.
In Fig. 7.6a-c, we give a detailed view on these principles of aggregation. A





















a) b) c) d)   e)   
cMg2+ = 4.1 mM cMg2+ = 14.5 mMcMg2+ = 14.5 mM cMg2+ = 14.5 mMcMg2+ = 14.5 mM
Figure 7.5: Time-resolved vimentin aggregation observed in trapped drops.
For dierent magnesium chloride concentrations (a: 4.1 mM, b-e:14.5 mM), networks of
laments (inverted grayscale uorescence) are shown at time points relevant for each time-
lapse series. The network morphologies are classied into free laments (a), scaold-like
or elongated networks of laments (b,c) and point-like aggregates (d,e). The side length
of the images is 106 µm. The grayscales for the dierent time series studies were slightly
adjusted for displaying purpose. This correction procedure was the same within a time
series. (Partly adapted from reference [35] with permission from The Royal Society of
Chemistry)
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a) b) c)t = 50 s t = 85 s t = 379 s
d)
firm253 s 301s 427s
166 s 177 s 185 s 190 s 198 s
207 s 222 s fastened
Figure 7.6: Principles of network formation. a-c) Details of the network shown in
Fig. 7.5b. The outline of the network already connected in b (orange) is also plotted
in a) and c). The comparison of this outline to the networks in a) and c) illustrates the
compaction mechanism. From a)-c) the number of free laments (black boxes) decreases
as the laments are integrated into the main network (see also Fig. 7.5b-e). In d) the rm
attachment of laments to other laments is illustrated over time (part of Fig. 7.5c). The
dotted line illustrates the shifted contour line of the lament as it rst uctuates markedly
(166 s to 301 s). After 301 s, its uctuations are notably reduced due to the rm integration
into the local network structure. At the same time, the whole network stabilizes. Therefore,
it becomes more rigid and self-stabilizes its morphology. This example shows the general
mechanism of reduction of the lament uctuation, as it is integrated into the network.
typical appearance are filaments or filament bundles that are ‘half-bound’ at the
periphery of the main aggregate: One part of the filament is attached to the net-
work whereas the other is freely fluctuating. The free filament part fluctuates
until it comes close enough to another filament to become part of the network
aggregate (Fig. 7.6d).
The details of the network structure are analyzed using the method of image bi-
narization and convex hull detection as described in Sec. 6.2. We take the relative
convex hulls that covers at least CI = 90% of the the network intensity (Fig. 7.7).
At low magnesium ion concentration, no aggregation of vimentin filaments to
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Figure 7.7: Relative convex hulls of vimentin networks during aggregation. a)
For low magnesium ion concentrations (cMg2+ = 0.8-4.1 mM), the relative hull area A is
close to 0.9 for all cases. This indicates that the laments are distributed equally over
the whole drop (Fig. 6.9). b) For cMg2+ = 14.5 mM, the aggregation of the laments
to networks of laments start from the very rst moment of observation, indicated by
decreasing slopes. The point-like networks aggregate fast into compact structures. In
contrast, scaold-like networks show a shallower slope and their compaction takes longer.
Each color represents the data points for the network in one drop. (Adapted from reference
[35] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry)
networks is expected. Accordingly, the relative convex hulls are largely constant
(Fig. 7.7a). Small deviations from a more or less constant value are explainable:
For instance, the longest curve, which corresponds to the network in Fig. 7.5a,
has a ‘kink’ in between 700 and 800 s. This is due to the severe bleaching of the
fluorescence label. However, the analysis method of the convex hull proves ro-
bust against this influence as only little decrease is observed.
For a magnesium concentration favoring network formation (cMg2+= 14.5 mM),
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Figure 7.8: Maximum network compaction. a) The volume occupied by the laments
is reduced during the time course of vimentin aggregation in the oblate drops. b) For the
case of maximum compaction, we observe that the mass density increases by the 45-fold
compared to the initial mass density in the drop. This demonstrates the high ability of
multivalent ions to mediate strong lament attraction. (Adapted from reference [35] with
permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry)
we identify once more the two classes of network morphologies based on their
hull area: Point-like aggregates decrease rapidly in size whereas scaffold-like net-
works show less overall compaction (see Fig. 7.7b). In all cases, the aggregation
curves decrease directly from the first seconds of observation. Therefore, the in-
fluence of the multivalent ions is directly mediating attraction between the fila-
ments. It is important to investigate how much compaction can in principle be
induced by the presence of multivalent ions. Therefore, we investigate the max-
imum compaction we found in our experiments (Fig. 7.8). In this example, the
volume of the point-like network is estimated based on the geometry of a cylin-
der spreading over the entire height of the oblate drops (18 µm height, ≈ 100 µm
diameter). The base area of the cylinder is approximated by the convex hull area.
This estimation yields a maximum compaction of the 45-fold compared to the ini-
tial mass density of the filaments in the drop. In the highest compaction state, the
point-like aggregate has a diameter of about 7 − 11 µm. For further compaction,
the persistence length of vimentin (2 µm [93]) might act as a barrier.
In addition to the time-lapse studies of vimentin in the presence of the divalent
magnesium ions, we also tested the influence of the trivalent hexammine cobalt
ions. Examples for the behavior of the filaments over time are given together
with the convex hulls (IC=90%) in Fig. 7.9: At cCo(NH3)3+6 = 0.5 mM, no aggrega-
tion of the filaments is observed (a). In contrast, an example of a scaffold-like
network is given (b). For these two examples, the filaments show no deviation
from the behavior of vimentin in the presence of magnesium: Where the fila-
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30 s 48 s 71 s
15 s 192 s 312 s
98 s 220 s 567 s
Figure 7.9: Interaction of vimentin laments with hexammine cobalt chloride
a) No aggregation (cCo(NH3)
3+
6
= 0.5 mM). b) Aggregation into a scaold-like network
(2.4 mM). c) Point-like aggregation: The laments arrive highly aggregated in the drops.
The corresponding convex hulls are given in d). The scale bars are 20 µm. (Adapted from
reference [35] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry)
ments do not aggregate, they just show thermal fluctuations and therefore the
convex hull is also constant around A= 0.9. For the example in b), the network is
also compacted over time and free filaments are integrated into the main aggre-
gate. Only the time scale of aggregation (mainly within the first ≈ 100 s) is faster
compared to any experiment with magnesium (Fig. 7.7). Qualitatively spoken,
we observe the same aggregation principles at this concentration as in the pres-
ence of cMg2+= 14.5 mM. For the example c (6 mM), the vimentin aggregate is
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already present when the drop arrives in the drop trap. It is not clear whether
this observation is an experimental artifact or whether it indicates a new aspect
of aggregation. It may be that the drop was delayed during its passage through
the device before imaging. However, this is rather unlikely as we never observed
any drops that were ‘stuck’ in the microfluidic pathways. Nevertheless, it is con-
sistent that aggregation occurs at 6 mM. Additionally, the few filaments that are
initially in the drop vanish over time and are therefore also integrated into larger
filament clusters.
7.3 Time-scales in the aggregation process
Using the method of the convex hull analysis, we investigate the morphologies
of the aggregating vimentin filaments over time. One characteristic feature is
that the curves decrease to small hull values, i.e. small aggregates, within a time
span of 10 min (Fig. 7.7). Here, we investigate whether the observed time scales
for aggregation can be explained and to which extent. For this investigation, the
10 µm














Figure 7.10: Filament length distribution. a) Selected region of vimentin on a
cover glass. b) The measurements of the contour length for 500 laments are shown in
a histogram. The mean contour length is 5 µm. For this measurement, laments that
are assembled following assembly protocol B are diluted 160-fold with assembly buer
(Sec. 3.1.3). With the help of this dilution, the individual laments are clearly identied.
The analysis represents those laments that are resolved using the confocal microscope.
However, the lament length should exceed 200 nm rapidly during the lament assembly
process as lament assembly on this length scales is expected within one minute. [51]
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length scales over which attraction force is mediated are important. The order of
magnitude for this force is accessible. The investigation of the mixing process in
the drops shows that the multivalent ions are everywhere in the drop when the
drops arrive in the traps (Sec. 5.1). Consequently, the ions around each filament
interact directly with the filament. The length of Debye charge screening and the
Gouy-Chapman length are on the order of 1 nm or below (Sec. 2.2 and 8, Tab. 8.2
and 8.4). This circumstance justifies the assumption that an attraction between
two filaments in the presence of multivalent ions can only be mediated when the
minimal distance between two filaments is below a threshold distance on the or-
der of 1 nm. To illustrate this, we point out that the attraction only takes place for
those filaments which are in the same pixel of an image in our experiments. This
implies that two filaments have to approach closely until the attractive forces are
relevant. There are two mechanisms by which the filaments are brought together.
First, the filaments approach by diffusion. Second, flow of the surrounding buffer
brings them closer together. In contrast to flow, diffusion must be present.
To estimate the effect of diffusion, the distribution of the contour length of fila-
ments is investigated in detail for the experiments in the device T (Fig. 7.10). The
distribution of filament lengths reaches from 200 nm to about 20 µm. Since we
are only interested in an estimation of the diffusion effect, we consider all protein
filaments as 5 µm long filaments (average filament length). Initially, these fila-
ments are distributed homogeneously in the whole drop to a good extent (Sec.
5.1). For an initial configuration, the situation is similar to the case of filament
distribution in drops where there is no aggregation (Fig. 7.5a). From these im-
ages we determine a typical length scale of 1-2 µm as a minimal distance between
two neighboring filaments (Fig. 7.11a). For this estimation, we measure the min-
imal distance of randomly chosen neighboring filaments. This quantity gives
an estimate of the space in between two neighboring filaments and is therefore
considered as the diffusion length that the filaments have to overcome before at-
traction mediated by multivalent ions takes place. The diffusion time for a 5 µm
filament is less than one second on this length scale. Additionally, rotational dif-
fusion of filaments might be necessary so that two filaments can attach to each
other (Fig. 7.11b). In the upper limit of a rectangular angle between the two fil-
aments, the rotational time is 7 s. Overall it takes less than 10 s for two 5 µm
filaments to connect to each other. After this first contact, an aggregation ‘cas-
cade’ is expected: Two filaments associate along their contour length (‘zipping’)
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top view side view
e) flowing domains g) compaction
max. 90°
≈ 1-2 µm
b) rotational diffusion 
a) inter-filament  distance
protein edgedrop edge drop edge
c) aggregation prior to trapping
d) f) local attraction
threshold
asymmetric incident flow
Figure 7.11: Diusion and ow in the drops. a) Initial inter-lament distance.
b) Rotational diusion. c) Directly after drop production, the mismatch in the diusion
constant of small ions and the laments could lead to the concentration distribution as
sketched in the image. When the ions locally exceed the threshold concentration, networks
of laments can already form. d) An asymmetric shear ow around the trapped drop
evokes a circular ow in the drop. The internal ow patterns can also be more complex
leading to the ow of domains (e). The movement of the lament and their network is also
possible via compaction (f,g).
and a cluster of two filaments interact with filaments or other clusters. The exact
morphology of these clusters is unknown. However, the quality of cluster diffu-
sion is known. The diffusion constant of a cluster is most likely smaller compared
to the filament. Therefore, further network connection slows down over time. In
summary, the analysis of the diffusion time that is needed for the first filament–
filament connection provides an explanation for the onset of aggregation right
from the beginning of the drop trapping. This is represented by the decrease of
the convex hull directly after drop trapping (Fig. 7.7b). The deceleration of the
aggregation leads to shallower slopes of the convex hull curves over time (Fig.
7.7b).
Besides the diffusion process, other phenomena are important for the time scales
of the aggregation process in the trapped drops. When the three aqueous com-
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Figure 7.12: Illustration of ow in the drop interior. The raw data in these images
are highly smoothed (Gaussian lter) so that domains of clusters of laments are visible.
The intensities [a.u.] are then color coded. a) Example of a circular ow. (Images belong
to the image series as shown in Fig. 7.5). d) In this example, there is a more complex ow
eld leading to the movement of the domain in a non-circular way. The movement of the
domains is indicated by the arrows.
ponents are encapsulated into the drops, they also have a side-by-side arrange-
ment in the drops, until they are mixed in the serpentine or straight channel
(Sec. 5.1). This is shown in Fig. 5.6b. The mismatch of the diffusion constant
of the small multivalent ions (Dmi ≈ 10−9 ms−2) and the filaments (Dvimentin ≈
10−13 − 10−12 ms−2) might also be important (Sec. 5.1). As the small ions are
much faster than the filaments, they might distribute in the drop so fast that lo-
cally the ion concentration exceeds a threshold concentration in the region where
the filaments are located (Fig. 7.11c). Initially, the protein concentration in this
regions is three times as high compared to a homogeneous filament distribution
in the whole drop. Consequently, any inter-filament distances are three times
smaller, and any diffusion times take only 1/9 of the time that is found in the
approximations made above (Eq. 2.28). Therefore, the times for translation dif-
fusion are often below 100 ms. Due to this estimation, it is reasonable to assume
that the first filament-to-filament connections are formed from the very first mo-
ment of drop production. The aggregation morphology, as depicted in Fig. 7.11c,
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is also in agreement with the scaffold-like networks as shown in Fig. 7.5b/c. The
central backbone of the network has the dimension and the bending of the drop
outline. The shape might be influenced by this factor.
When the drops are situated in the traps, we observe flows in the drop interior.
These flows are visible, as the fluorescent filaments also act as tracer particles, in-
dicating flow velocity that is clearly not due to filament–filament attraction. We
expect the incident flow to the drop as the reason for this mechanism. For in-
stance, an asymmetric flow leads to a circular internal flow (Fig. 7.11d and 7.12a).
Besides the circular flows, we also observe more complex flow fields, in which
entire domains flow in different directions (Fig. 7.11e and 7.12b). These flows
are more pronounced in some drops than in others. They are independent of the
formation of vimentin networks. Consequently, this effect is independent of the
protein. Nevertheless, these internal flows influence the network formation, due
to the material transport that is associated with them. As already shown in Fig.
7.6, free filaments are transported by these flows towards the main aggregate
in the drop. There is a chance that these filaments stick to the main aggregate.
Consequently, these flows accelerate the time needed for aggregation. By track-
ing single filaments the flow velocity in different drops is estimated to be about
5 µm s−1. The individual filaments do not follow a regular flow pattern over
time. Therefore, this flow speed shows large deviations. Nevertheless, it deter-
mines the order of magnitude of time of this process. Thus, a single filament can
pass the whole drop diameter (100 µm) in 20 s. The average time that passes
until an unbound filament is attached to another filament increases over time as
the network aggregates. This decelerated aggregation can be attributed to the
fact that there are fewer binding partner per volume as the aggregation process
proceeds.
In addition to diffusion and flow phenomena, the third influence on the com-
paction process is the ability of network interiors to attract each other locally. The
overall attraction leads to the compaction of the entire network (Fig. 7.12f/g). An
example of this compaction is given in Fig. 7.6a-c. This process is interesting,
since a method of ‘self-stabilization’ is expected: The more compact the network
gets, the stiffer it becomes. As a consequence, the shrinkage rate of the network
volume decreases. In contrast to all other time scales, this process takes much
longer. We estimate that the compaction process proceeds over a time span of
about 100 s (see examples in Fig. 7.5b-e and 7.6a-c).
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process time scale [s]
interaction of ions and polyelectrolyte laments  1 (immediately)
aggregation prior to trapping (within 0.1-5
1-5 s after drop production)
lament diusion to next lament 110
cluster diusion >10 10
drop internal ow (≈ 5 µm/s) >20
network compaction >100
Table 7.1: Order of magnitude of the time scales of dierent processes involved in
the network formation.
Based on the consideration discussed above, we compare the different time scales
of the different processes in Tab. 7.1. In conclusion, the time scales of aggregation
are the result of several processes which in sum determine the value of the over-
all time scale. The early onset of filament aggregation is a result of the diffusion
properties of small metal ions and protein filaments. Importantly, the observed
aggregation is not due to flow in the drops leading to ‘entangled’ filament net-
works. This is excluded because there is also internal flow in the drops in the
presence of low magnesium concentrations (example in Fig. 7.5a). However, it is
not possible to identify a single process that determines the time scale. Nonethe-
less, at an early stage, diffusion and drop internal flow are important. When
a network is already established later on, the morphology of the network gets
more and more independent of these influences. Then, the stiffness of the net-
work is the most important factor. The estimates performed above depend on
the concentration of the filaments. When more filaments are present, the paths
to travel by diffusion are smaller and more binding partners are available for the
filaments. However, the network stiffness might also change drastically. When
the meshes of the network are smaller, the stiffness might also be higher.
7.4 Studies without drops
7.4.1 Vimentin studied on cover glasses
A complementary approach to study the interaction of vimentin and salt is to mix
protein filament solution and a salt buffer in a test tube and spread the mixture
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Figure 7.13: Vimentin studied on a cover glass. a) Diluted vimentin at assembly
buer conditions. b) The undiluted laments spread homogeneously over the cover glass.
The same homogeneous spreading is observed for low magnesium chloride (c) and low hex-
ammine cobalt (e) concentrations. d) For higher magnesium concentrations, long lament
bundles and network formation are observed. f) At 6 mM hexammine cobalt, the result
are fragments of vimentin aggregates. The side length of all images is 100 µm.
onto a cover glass (Fig. 7.13). For these experiments, the chemical composition
is the same as in the experiments with drops studied in the device T (Sec. 7.2).
Only for one experiment, illustrated in Fig. 7.13a, the concentration of vimentin
filaments is diluted 160 times compared to the concentration in the drops. This is
another way of checking that the filaments form no networks at assembly buffer
conditions. When the protein solution is poured onto the cover glass, the fila-
ments attach firmly and show absolutely no thermal fluctuations. To decrease the
influence of fluorescence from off-focus planes, the cover glasses in Fig. 7.13b-f
are flushed for a short moment with buffer (filament assembly conditions), then
epifluorescence images are taken. There is no evidence that the filaments attached
to the cover glass are removed through the washing step. Consequently, there is
a strong interaction between vimentin filaments and glass. The structures for the
conditions as given in b), c) and e) all show no filament aggregation. (b: filament
assembly conditions, c: cMg2+= 2 mM and e: cCo(NH3)3+6 = 0.2 mM). In contrast,
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at 10 mM magnesium ion concentration, distinct filament bundling and network
formation is observed (d). For cCo(NH3)3+6 = 6 mM, the outcome is challenging to
interpret (f): Some filament knots are visible, but overall no defined structures
are found. At least it is apparent that the trivalent hexammine cobalt ions have a
strong influence on the filaments at the given concentration.
The results obtained on the cover glasses are in agreement with the experiments
performed in drops (Sec. 7.1 and 7.2). The onset of aggregation corresponds to
the threshold of ion concentration that were also observed in the drops. Concern-
ing the morphology of the network structures, a difference is observed between
the experiments on the cover glasses and the drop experiments: The network at
cMg2+= 10 mM (Fig. 7.13d) has wider meshes and longer fibers in comparison to
networks found in the drops (Fig 7.5). This aspect is further discussed in Sec. 9.2.
7.4.2 Networks with vimentin mutants
The reason for vimentin filament aggregation in the presence of multivalent ions
are of fundamental importance. In the literature, the tail region of IFs is believed
to play a key role in the process of inter-filament attraction. [16, 25, 52, 63, 76, 77]
One hypothesis is that the tail region is essential for the formation of crosslinks
in networks. To investigate the role of the tail, we perform experiments with the
vimentin mutants ∆C411 and ∆C455.1 In these experiments, different vimentin
mutants are assembled separately following assembly protocol B (Sec. 3.1.3). The
vimentin mutant that is closest to the wild-type protein is labeled with Alexa 488
dye and both ∆C411 and ∆C455 are labeled with Atto647N. The static measure-
ments of vimentin networks on a cover glass are sufficient to investigate whether
the (partly) tailless vimentin mutants are built in the networks of vimentin. We
mix vimentin filaments with one of the two mutants ∆C411 or ∆C455, add mag-
nesium chloride dissolved in assembly buffer and image the resulting network
on a cover glass (see Fig. 7.14). These images show the inverted fluorescence
in grayscales for the channel of vimentin and the mutant. The filament length
of the mutant is different compared to vimentin, which might be due to differ-
ent protein concentrations (Sec. 3.1.3). The channels are merged to illustrate the
colocalization between vimentin and the mutant. In part, the local positions and
orientations of both filaments directly match (examples: arrows in Fig. 7.14a/c).
1Details on the mutants are documented in Sec. 3.1.1.
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Figure 7.14: Interaction of vimentin with vimentin mutants in the presence
of multivalent ions. The tail of the vimentin mutant ∆C411 (∆C455) is truncated and
lacks the last 55 (11) amino acids compared to vimentin wild-type. The merged channel
images in a)-d) directly indicate the high correlation in the network consisting of vimentin
(purple) and the vimentin mutants (green). The arrows show exemplary positions at which
a direct overlap between vimentin and the mutant is visible. The integration of the mutants
is obvious for the presence of magnesium (a-c), as well as for hexammine cobalt (d). In the
periphery next to the network aggregates (b and d) there are almost no laments. This
indicates the same anity of the mutants to be integrated into the vimentin network as
the vimentin laments themselves. All scale bars are 10 µm.
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The mutants are part of the networks in the presence of both magnesium ions as
well hexammine chloride. Next to the larger network aggregates (Fig. 7.14b/c)
there are neither vimentin filaments nor filaments of the mutants. Consequently,
the affinity of both proteins is the same to integrate into the network. The con-
clusion from these experiments is that the filaments of vimentin mutants, which
(partly) lack their tail, are also integrated into the emerging networks. A dif-
ference between the mutants ∆C411 and ∆C455 is not observed. This aspect is




Polyelectrolyte nature of vimentin
8.1 System parameter
Here, the electrostatic properties of vimentin filaments in the drops are discussed.
An important parameter is the charge of vimentin, which is a prerequisite for
the discussion of vimentin as a polyelectrolyte. For this purpose, we obtain an
approximation of the charge of vimentin by analyzing the acidic and basic groups
in the amino acid sequence of vimentin. [24] Dissociation of an acidic group A is
described by HA 
 H+ + A−. The degree τ = [A−]/[A] of dissociation is given by
the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation, considering the total concentration [A] =
[A−] + [HA] [78]:




Based on this equation and the pKa-values of each acidic or basic amino acid, the
N- and the C-terminus of the protein, the (partial) charges of the groups are deter-
mined at pH = 7.5.1 It has to be pointed out that this procedure constitutes only
an approximation to the charge of the protein at each amino acid side, since the
real pKa-values depend on the local environment of an amino acid. [31, 129] The
resulting approximation for the average charge of a vimentin monomer (amino
acid sequence in Sec. 3.1.1) is given in Fig. 8.1. Analyzing all charges gives a total
1Side-chain polarity, charge and pKa-values of the acidic or basic groups are: cysteine: acidic,
−e, 8.3; histidine: basic, +e, 6.0; aspartic acid and glutamic acid: acidic, −e, 4.1; tyrosine: acidic,
−e, 10.9; lysine: basic, +e, 10.8; arginine: basic, +e, 12.5; N-terminus: basic, +e, 8.0; C-terminus:
acidic, −e, 3.1. [19]
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head (1-77) rod (78-411) tail (412-466)
Figure 8.1: Charges along the amino acid sequence of vimentin. Approximation
of the averaged line charge of the wild-type vimentin monomer (pH = 7.5). The net charge
is −19 e.
net charge of the vimentin monomer2:
qvim = −19 e. (8.2)
Further, it has to be pointed out that all charges in the head region are positive
(the net charge is +12 e). These charges are part of the interaction between two
vimentin dimers. [117] The net charge of the tail region is −5 e.
Taking into account that a ULF consists of 32 monomers and the fact that each
ULF takes 43 nm in the mature filament [121], the average linear line charge λ of
a mature vimentin filament with 32 monomers in cross-section is
λ = −14 e
nm
. (8.3)
This leads to charge spacing b and charge density parameter ξ of (Sec. 2.2.2)
b = 0.0714 nm, (8.4)
ξ = 9.9. (8.5)
Under the assumption that all the net charge of vimentin contributes to the sur-
face charge of vimentin (modeled as a cylinder with radius R = 5 nm, see Sec.
2.2.2) the surface charge is (Eq. 2.16)
σ = 0.071 C m−2. (8.6)
2In a recent publication this value is also found. [60]
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For the interaction of a polyelectrolyte and ions in the solution, three length scales
are important, since they determine the counterion competition regime [105]:
• The Debye length (Eq. 2.8) in the range of (Tab. 8.2)
lD = 0.77...0.96 nm.
• The average distance lλ,z of a z-valent ion (energy kBT ) [105] from a charged
surface which is half the Gouy-Chapman length (Eq. 2.21):
lλ,z = 0.25 nm/z ≤ 0.25 nm for all valencies z.
• The polyelectrolyte radius R = 5 nm in comparison to lD, lλ,z shows how
planar the surface of vimentin appears (Sec. 2.2.2).
The relation lλ,z < lD implies that the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann Eq. is impor-
tant for the process, as its decay lλ,z is smaller than the length scale found with
the linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation as represented by lD (Debye-Hückel ap-
proximation). Additionally, both lλ,z and lD are much smaller than the vimentin
radius R. Therefore, the surface of vimentin has to be considered as planar. [105].
8.2 Manning Counterion condensation
When applying the theory of Manning (Sec. 2.2.2) to our system, it is found that
ξ is clearly higher than 1 and therefore counterion condensation is expected (Sec.
2.2.2). In comparison to F-actin and DNA, the ξ-value of vimentin filaments is
higher, and lower compared to MTs (see Tab. 2.3). In Tab. 8.1 the fraction Θ
of the vimentin filament charge compensated in the presence of only one bound
counterion type with valency z = 1, 2, 3, 4 is shown. Already the counterions
with minimal valency z = 1 are expected to neutralize approximately 90% of the
biopolymer ξ Θz=1 Θz=2 Θz=3 Θz=4
human vimentin 9.9 0.9 0.95 0.97 0.97
Table 8.1: Vimentin considered as `Manning polyelectrolyte'. Vimentin discussed
in Manning counterion condensation theory (Sec. 2.2.2). In analogy to Tab. 2.3, we give
the fraction Θ of vimentin charges that is compensated in the presence of ions with valency
z. Note that this concept considers each ion species separately and competition between
ions of dierent valency is neglected.
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charge of vimentin filaments. This result is expected as we find in Sec. 8.1 that the
surface of vimentin has to be considered as planar. The charge of planar surfaces
is always neutralized (Sec. 2.2.2 and [90]) and this explains why the Θ values are
almost 1 for any counterion valency. This is similar to microtubules (Tab. 2.3).
8.3 Competitive ion condensation
Potassium chloride is needed to initiate the assembly of vimentin to filaments
and to stabilize them later on (cKCl= 100 mM). In the phosphate buffer (2 mM),
sodium ions are present as well, which we neglect in the following as the likewise
monovalent potassium ions dominate the contribution of ions with this valency
(about 50 times higher in concentration). Secondly, multivalent ions are added
to our system when all aqueous components are encapsulated in the drops. This
provides us with a system in which we have two types of counterions of different
concentration that are in competition for the condensation onto the oppositely
charged vimentin surface. In the following we investigate this competitive bind-
ing quantitatively.
The competition of counterions is investigated following the concept of Rouzina
and Bloomfield (Sec. 2.2.3 and [107]). For this concept we use the counterion com-
petition regime for the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation in planar geometry
(Sec. 8.1). Following Sec. 2.2.3 and 8.1, we obtain the fundamental quantities of
our system as shown in Tab. 8.2. Based on these quantities, we apply the model
quantity value
KCl concentration cKCl = 100 mM
Mg2+ concentration range cMg2+ = 0...18.6 mM
Co(NH3)
3+




charge spacing b = 0.0714 nm
lament radius [97] R = 5 nm
ionic strength I = 0.100 ... 0.156 M
(0.100 ... 0.158 M)
Debye length lD = 0.96 ... 0.77 nm
(0.96 ... 0.77 nm)
surface charge σ = 0.071 C m−2
surface concentration of counterions ns = 1.47 M
Table 8.2: System parameter for polyelectrolyte analysis. Values in brackets apply
for all cases where Co(NH3)
3+
6 is used instead of Mg
2+.
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Figure 8.2: Quantication of ion competition on the surface of vimentin. The
calculated fraction ñs2 of multivalent ions in competitive binding with 100 mM KCl (bulk
concentration) for the most important bulk concentrations of 1 to 5-valent counterions (a-
e). Note that the x-scale changes from gure to gure by one order of magnitude (a-e). In
f) we give the bulk concentration nb2,50:50 at which the second cation has the same fraction
as the monovalent potassium ions. They follow a power law (Eq. 8.7).
given by Rouzina and Bloomfield as sketched in Sec. 2.2.3. Since the system vari-
ables are quantifiable here, the details behind the general parameter Y (Eq. 2.20)
are known and we ‘translate’ Fig. 2.7 to our system. In Fig. 8.2a-e, we compare
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the fraction ñs2 of cations of valency one to five that are in competitive bind-
ing to the potassium ions, which have a constant bulk concentration of 100 mM.
This fraction ñs2 changes as the bulk concentration of the corresponding cation
changes while the bulk concentration of potassium is constant. The di- and triva-
lent cations are of special interest here, since ions of these valencies were used in
our experiments (magnesium ions Mg2+ and hexammine cobalt ions Co(NH3)3+6 ).
An important point is the bulk concentration nb2,50:50 at which the fraction of the
monovalent and the z2-valent competitors have equal concentrations on the fila-
ment. Rearrangement of Eq. 2.20 with ñs1 = ñs2 = 0.5 and z1 = 1 reveals that










= 0.736 M× 0.136z2 . (8.7)
Since 0.136 is close to 0.1 this roughly means that when the valency of the second
competitive cation rises by one, the 50:50 share is reached one order of magnitude
lower. We point out that
nb2, 50:50 =
0.0136 M for Mg2+0.0019 M for Co(NH3)3+6 . (8.8)
We use these findings in the interpretation of experimental results in Sec. 9.2.2. In
the following, ‘nb2, 50:50’ is a quantity that gives the order of the bulk concentration
of the multivalent ions, at which the fraction of these ions becomes comparable on
the filaments, as then the number of the potassium and multivalent ions on the
filament is equal. However, the 50:50 fraction on the filament is just a selected
point and is considered as orientation for surface concentrations of the multiva-
lent ions.
At the threshold concentrations we find in the experiments for the onset of aggre-
gation (chapter 7), the fraction ñs2 of multivalent ions (Sec. 2.2.3) on the surface
of the polyelectrolyte is
ñs2 =
45% for 10 mM Mg2+33− 53% for 0.5− 2.4 mM Co(NH3)3+6 . (8.9)
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Consequently, ñs2 takes approximately the same values at the observed threshold
concentration for both the divalent as well as the trivalent counterions. This is a
main finding in the analysis of the competitive binding of potassium and multi-
valent ions. This aspect is further discussed in Sec. 9.2.2.
8.4 Robustness of the analysis
It is of interest whether and to which extent our quantitative analysis (Sec. 8.3)
of the polyelectrolyte nature of vimentin is robust towards inaccuracies. The sur-
face charge σ of vimentin filaments is an important quantity for this discussion.
It is connected to the radius of the filaments as well as the spacing of charges (Eq.
2.16). In our calculation the average of 32 protein monomers in the cross section
of the filament is considered (diameter 10 nm). However, a polymorphism of
the filament shape is reported. Along the filament there can be more or fewer
than the average of 32 monomers in one cross section. [52] Locally this leads to
a deviation of the filament diameter as well as charge. The outcome of this con-
sideration is shown in Tab. 8.3. This consideration gives the ‘deviation surface
concentration’ ns, dev of counterions. In the limiting cases, we find ns, dev = 0.5 ns
to ns, dev = 1.6 ns. Herein, ns is the surface concentration of counterions as con-
sidered in the calculation above, which assumes the average of 32 monomers at
a filament diameter of 10 nm. The lower bound is given by the uncertainty in
the filament diameter for filament segments of 30 monomers. We consider a lit-
erature value for the surface charge of vimentin. [139] However, the derivation
N D [nm] σ[10−2C m−2] ns, dev [M] ns, dev [ns] nb2, 50:50[mM]
32 10 7.1 1.5 1 14
30 9.8 ± 1.0 6.9 ± 1.4 1.4 ± 0.6 0.9 ± 0.4 27-10
37 10.7 ± 1.1 7.8 ± 1.6 1.8 ± 0.7 1.2 ± 0.5 19-8
45 11.6 ± 0.8 8.7 ± 1.2 2.2 ± 0.6 1.5 ± 0.4 12-7
32†  9.1 2.4 1.6 8
Table 8.3: Deviations in surface charge density. From the number N of vimentin
monomers per cross-section and the diameter (D) of the corresponding laments [52], we
determine the concentration ns, dev of counterions on the surface of vimentin in units of
the average surface concentration ns (Sec. 8.3). Additionally, the values in the last row
(†) give a literature value for the surface charge of vimentin. [139]. The nb2, 50:50-value is
calculated for a divalent ion (z2 = 2).
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of this literature value is not fully comprehensible. Therefore, we consider the
corresponding value as an upper bound. The impact of a different surface con-
centration of counterions is illustrated in Fig. 8.3. Regardless of the reason for
a change in the surface charge σ, the meaning of the change can be understood






× n1−z2s . (8.10)
Importantly, for relevant deviations, i.e. when ns, dev is close to ns, the changes in
nb2, 50:50 are not too large. The order of magnitude of nb2, 50:50 changes only sub-
stantially , if ns, dev gets markedly smaller. Despite the polymorphism occurrence,
it must not be forgotten that the common value of monomers is 32. [97] Therefore,
our calculations performed above are justified. For the literature value (Tab. 8.3)
the calculation gives nb2, 50:50= 8 mM. Consequently, also for this value the order
of magnitude is still the same as for our calculation (Eq. 8.8).
In our analysis, we neglected the contribution of the monovalent sodium ions






































Figure 8.3: The role of the surface charges. The eective counterion surface charge
concentration ns, dev is given in units of the calculated surface charge concentration ns of
vimentin for cKCl = 100 mM that is in competition with a divalent (a) or a trivalent ion (b).
The change in the surface concentration shifts the bulk concentration of the multivalent
ion (nb2, 50:50) at which it has the same surface charge concentration as the KCl ions. In
proximity to ns, e = 1, the shift in nb2, 50:50 is in both cases comparatively small.
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valent ions. The influence of the sodium ions is expected to be very small, as the
presence of 100 mM potassium chloride outnumbers the sodium ions. Addition-
ally, small drop volume changes due to drop growth or shrinkage are present in
the time course of the experiment (Sec. 5.2). This changes the bulk concentra-
tion of both potassium and multivalent ions slightly. Although the ratio of the
concentrations remains the same during drop volume changes (nb1, start/nb2, start =
nb1, later/nb2, later), the competitions of counterions changes a bit. This can be seen
















For example, when a drop with cMg2+= 10 mM shrinks over time and has cMg2+=
10.64 mM later on (as it is the case in Sec. 5.2), we find nb2, 50:50, later/nb2, 50:50, start= 1.13
or nb2, 50:50, later= 0.0154 M. Consequently, the effect of drop volume changes are of
the same quantity as effects of the polymorphism (Tab. 8.3).
8.5 Strength of counterion correlation
Based on the theoretical background presented in Sec. 2.2.4, we quantify the cor-
relation strength between counterions on the surface of vimentin by means of the
coupling parameter Ξ as defined by Eq. 2.23. We present the values in Tab. 8.4,
where we also show data for DNA (taken from [90]) and calculations for F-actin.
DNA has twice the surface charge of vimentin and as Ξ ∝ σ × z3, the correlation
parameter is twice as large for the corresponding valency z in comparison to vi-
mentin. For both systems, the counterions of valency 1 couple with a strength Ξ
that is close to 1 and therefore they are weakly coupling. For all higher valencies
Ξ > 10. Naji et al. find that this coupling strength can be sufficient to mediate
attraction between two polyelectrolytes (Sec. 2.2.4).
However, DNA does not condense in aqueous solutions in the presence of
counterions of valency 2 (Sec. 2.1.3). Consequently, this criterion taken alone
is not sufficient, likely because the resulting attraction mediated by ion correla-
tion is not strong enough. For vimentin, we find attraction in the presence of di-
and trivalent ions (Sec. 7). Our interpretation is that the number of strongly cor-
relating multivalent ions on the surface of the vimentin filaments is high enough,
once a bulk threshold concentration of the magnesium ions is exceeded. Then,
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biopolymer σ [Cm−2] R [nm] z µ [nm] Ξ












Table 8.4: Coupling parameter of ions for dierent biopolymers. Comparison
of vimentin, DNA and F-actin in terms of their surface charge σ, radius R, and Gouy-
Chapman length µ as well as coupling parameter Ξ for dierent valencies z. Data for
DNA are from [90]. Data for F-actin are calculated with the lament radius and charge
separations along the lament as found in [131].
the resulting force – mediated by magnesium ions that correlate strongly– is high
enough to mediate filament–filament attraction. Analogously, the same holds for
the trivalent hexammine cobalt ions. Details on this hypothesis are discussed
in Sec. 9.2.2. Additionally, we provide the coupling parameter for F-actin in
Tab. 8.4. For F-actin, Ξ is lower for divalent ions in comparison to vimentin and
DNA. Nevertheless, attraction of F-actin is observed in the presence of divalent
ions. [57, 131]
8.6 The tail of vimentin
Lin et al. performed rheology experiments on vimentin and hypothesized that the
last 11 residues of the tail of vimentin are the most important interaction domain
for divalent ions. [76] We consider this aspect within the context of the polyelec-
trolyte nature of vimentin. Vimentin has two flexible side arms (Fig. 2.4). The
head region is strongly integrated into the tetramer of vimentin. [51] Therefore,
only the tail can actually play an important role for inter-filament attraction in the
presence of multivalent ions.
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Note that in the literature, the first amino acid of the tail is not consistently de-
fined and here we discuss the amino acids 412 to 466 as the ‘tail’ (Sec. 3.1.1). We
consider a short and a long isolated part of the tail region, i.e. amino acids from
456 to 466 and from 412 to 466. Both segments have a net charge of ≈ -5 e (Fig.
8.1) and a contour length of approximately 1.5 nm and 7.2 nm, respectively. Con-
sequently, the prerequisite for an attraction mediated by positive ions is given by
this net negative charge.
To begin with, we assume a rod-like form for the tail fragments. In this case, the
Manning parameter is ξ=0.5 for long fragment of the tail and ξ=1.9 for the short
part (Eq. 2.12). This calculation is valid when the sidearm is elongated linearly.
Considering Eq. 2.15, it is expected that monovalent (divalent) counterions neu-
tralize 47% (74%) of the charge of the short part of the tail. For the long part of the
tail no neutralization is expected, as ξ=0.5 is too small for both mono- and diva-
lent ions (Eq. 2.14). However, a discussion of the competitive binding of mono-
and divalent ions on parts of the tail is most probably error-prone, as the tail is
highly flexible and therefore an assumption of a rod is likely to be not justified.
Consequently, the applied Manning theory might not hold for the tail fragments.
In addition, the diameters of the tail fragments are also not accessible, because it
is a single amino acid chain. Therefore, the attribution of a surface charge to the
flexible tail is challenging.
We consider that the net charges add up for the whole vimentin filament. When
we separate the charge contribution of the tail from the rest of the vimentin
monomer (amino acids 1-411), we still obtain a net charge of −14 e for the rest
of the protein monomer. As the tail-truncated vimentin still forms filaments (Sec.
7.4.2), we calculate the Manning parameter of the filaments that are built of tail-
truncated monomers: ξ=7.4. This calculation is the same for both mutants of
the tail-truncated vimentin. Therefore, the tail-truncated vimentin mutants have
a pronounced electrostatic character also without (parts) of the tail. It is still
very relevant for counterion condensation and competitive binding as the sur-
face charge of tailless vimentin is σ = 0.05 C m−2 and therefore still larger than
the surface charge of F-actin (Tab. 8.4).
In conclusion, electrostatic effects of this (partly) tailless vimentin are present. It
cannot be excluded that the tail plays an important role for attraction like it is
observed for neurofilaments. [16] However, when the head-rod complex of vi-
mentin is considered alone, it has a distinct polyelectrolyte character and there-
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fore is important for the interaction between vimentin filaments. This aspect is





The microfluidic devices C and T were used to answer specific questions on the
interaction of vimentin and multivalent ions. Here, we evaluate the overall per-
formance of these devices also with respect to general challenges in protein re-
search as well as alternative methods.
9.1.1 The benet of device C
Using device C, we successfully test the dependence of vimentin filament aggre-
gation on magnesium ion concentration. In these studies, we obtain data from
about 250 drops per experiment. Due to the conceptual idea of the experiment,
the contents of the drops are directly comparable.
A possible alternative microfluidic method could be realized using the device
from Schmitz et al. [109] In their device a multitude of drops all sharing the same
chemical composition (e.g. magnesium ion concentration) can be stored and stud-
ied in constrictions. For an optimal trapping of the drops, the flow has to be
turned off. [109] For vimentin, a stopped flow results most probably in clogging
of the channels in the drop production region (Sec. 5.3). Consequently, one device
can only be used to study the aggregation of vimentin at a single concentration
(Sec. 5.3 and 9.1.5). For the next study of the aggregation of vimentin at another
salt concentration, a new device has to be used. The result is that the experiment




In our device, the observation of vimentin filament aggregation at varying mag-
nesium ion concentrations is achieved in a single experiment. At the same time,
our method provides a high degree of comparability concerning the preparation
of the networks prior to imaging. All drops are produced within one minute in
the same device and then stored in the same row of constrictions. This concept is
very reliable.
Additionally, only a very small sample volume is needed to obtain data for 250
drops of tunable composition. From the startup of the device to the point where
all drops are stored in the drop storage, a minimum amount of 20 µL is needed,
when the experiments are carried out optimally. This very low sample con-
sumption is important for precious samples which are hard to obtain and large
amounts of the sample are not available. As the concept of the microfluidic de-
vice is rather universal, those precious solutions can also be studied in the device
C and examined for their interactions with chemicals.
An alternative for the creation of chemical gradients in drop trapping arrays was
published by Sun et al. after we had established the device C as a tool for vi-
mentin research in our lab. [126] This method is based on the trapping of drops
in an array. The trapped drops get transiently in contact with another drop. A
chemical is exchanged during this contact so that the concentration of that chem-
ical in the drop is tunable. The technique by Sun et al. has no obvious advantage
compared to the device C for the experiments we carried out with vimentin. One
drawback of their technique is that mixing of the drop content is achieved only by
diffusion. However, for vimentin a fast mixing as achieved in the moving-plug
like drops (Sec. 5.1) is essential due to mismatch of the diffusion constants of ions
and protein filaments (Sec. 9.1.4). Nevertheless, the device of Sun et al. enables
a new type of experiments that cannot be performed with device C: Vimentin
filaments could be encapsulated into drops at a magnesium concentration above
the threshold concentration for aggregation. Consequently, vimentin networks
would form. Subsequently, the concentration of magnesium could be decreased
in the drops again with the technique of Sun et al. This way, it could be tested
whether the network formation is reversible, as the magnesium concentration is
below the threshold at some point.
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9.1.2 The benet of device T
Studying the interaction of two substances can be a tedious task, when their in-
teraction takes place shortly after these substances are mixed. These experiments
have at least two requirements: Firstly, fast mixing between the two substances is
needed. This way the mixing process is not overlaid significantly to the interac-
tion process. Secondly, the content has to be imaged rapidly after the first contact
between the two substances. The features at the beginning of the interaction pro-
cess might be otherwise not observable. Additionally, there is often the need to
image the interaction for some time, i.e. minutes to hours, to capture the inter-
mediate states until the system is equilibrated. Our study of the interaction of
vimentin with multivalent salt meets these requirements.
A straightforward approach to investigate time dependent filament aggregation
is to mix assembled vimentin and the salt solution in a test tube. Mixing can be
achieved in this test tube (multiple in- and outtake with the pipette), and shortly
afterwards, the solution is deposited onto a cover glass. Then, the system is im-
aged on the microscope. The advantage of this approach is its simplicity. How-
ever, this experimental approach has disadvantages. First, the start point of the
interaction is not clearly defined. It is also not clear, when the solution is mixed
and at which performance, as it is highly improbable that the mixing is done each
time with exactly the same mixing scheme (at least as long as a human being ac-
complishes the task). Secondly, it will most likely take some seconds to deposit
the sample accurately on a cover glass and find the right focal plane with the mi-
croscope.
Vimentin filaments, in particular, exhibit another challenge: The protein filaments
stick preferentially to the surface of chemically untreated cover glasses (Sec. 7.4.1)
and become immediately static. A time lapse study on the same filaments is im-
possible. This is a fundamental drawback compared to the possibilities of the
device T. When the protein sticks on the glass surface, the interacting system
consists of the glass surface, vimentin and multivalent ions. The reason for this
behavior could be the polyelectrolyte nature of vimentin (Sec. 7, 8 and 9.2). For
polyelectrolytes, the interaction with charges on surfaces [18] is a phenomenon on
its own. [47] Although at least a slight distortion of the results by the cover glasses
is expected, vimentin can also interact with the ions prior to the attachment to the
glass surface. Consequently, the images on the glass surface are still meaningful.
However, for the determination of the persistence length Lp of vimentin, the in-
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teraction with the hard surfaces has influenced the results compared to filaments
that are not attached to surfaces (filaments on surface: Lp ≈ 1 µm [87, 110], non-
attached filaments: Lp ≈ 2 µm [93]). This example demonstrates the potential
influence of an attachment of the filaments to a surface.
In contrast to test tube experiments, the device T has – like the device C – gen-
erally no problem of protein interaction once the protein is encapsulated in the
drops. Instead, for the device T, the aggregation is influenced by the drop inter-
nal movement (Sec. 7.3). These internal flows emerge on the basis of the incident
oil flow to the trapped drop. They influence the morphology of the vimentin
networks as well as the time scale of aggregation. The influence of drop internal
flow to networks in the drops is also known for other systems than vimentin. [42]
Nevertheless, in our system, the drop internal flows are not a reason for filament
attraction, since filament aggregation is not observed in drops that show pro-
nounced drop internal flow in the absence of multivalent ions.
In drop-based microfluidics, the drop internal flows are at least at the very be-
ginning present. Already during the pinch-off mechanism of the drops, drop
internal flow is intrinsic. [134] There are also internal flows in the drops when
they move with contact to a channel wall. This principle is used in our devices
for mixing. Song et al. present a method for time-resolved imaging of a chemical
reaction in drops. [118] In their approach the reaction of different solutions starts
as soon as the chemicals get in contact in the drops. Then the reaction is followed
as the drops are guided through a long channel. Imaging at different positions
along the channel captures different time points of the chemical reaction inside
the drops. Their system is convincing due to its simplicity and therefore relia-
bility. However, for our studies their system would have important drawbacks.
First, the drops that move along a serpentine channel are constantly in contact
with the channel walls. Therefore, there is a permanent drop internal flow, which
is considerably higher than any flow that occurs in the trap of the device T. Addi-
tionally, the content of a resting drop is also considerably easier to image. Images
with filament details like in Fig. 7.5 would be very difficult to obtain from drops
that move along a channel. For this reason, the device T is tailored to image vi-
mentin in the drops. The microfluidic concept applied, however, is still general
and is likely to prove crucial for the rapid imaging of other (biological) systems
that can be encapsulated in drops.
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9.1.3 Time-stability of salt concentrations
In an ideal case, the concentrations of the chemicals in the drops do not change
over time. However, there are three factors that have an influence on the concen-
trations over time. In Sec. 5.2, we quantify the presence of drop shrinkage and
growth in our system. This quantification shows that the change in concentration
of magnesium is negligible. A way to prevent drop shrinkage would be to use
water-impermeable device materials (see also Sec. 2.3.2).
In addition to the changes of the chemical concentrations by drop volume changes,
there are also transport phenomena between drops. In dependence of the sys-
tem parameters such as oil, surfactant type, concentration as well as the type of
chemicals in the drops, material exchange between drops is reported. For in-
stance, in experiments with drops with a fluorocarbon oil and Krytox-based sur-
factants, a substantial exchange of the fluorescent dye resorufin is observed. [116]
For a drop emulsion system that is comparable to the system we use (Sec. 3.3),
Gruner et al. find a significant magnesium ion exchange between neighboring
drops on the order of one hour when the magnesium concentration difference
between the neighboring drops is initially 200 mM [48]. In the device C, the max-
imum concentration difference of two neighboring drops is≈ 1 mM. Considering
the much smaller difference in the magnesium ion concentration in neighboring
drops, the exchange of magnesium should be much smaller than in the experi-
ments of Gruner et al.
In addition to this estimate that magnesium exchange between neighboring drops
in our experiments can be neglected, we analyze our data for any evidence that
magnesium ion exchange between the drops affects our results. Once the vi-
mentin filaments have aggregated into a static state in the device C, we do not
observe any changes of that stage over time. For instance, a direct comparison
between drops above the magnesium threshold of 10 mM shortly after the pro-
duction of the drops and after 405 min shows no qualitative differences in the
networks (Fig. 5.4a/b). If there was a massive transport effect of magnesium,
after 405 min the network morphology would also change drastically. Our obser-
vation time of the networks starts a few minutes after drop storing and lasts for
≈ 120 min. This range of observation time is due to the imaging sequence we use
(Fig. 9.1).
As a result of this imaging technique, our data also contain a ‘time axis’. This
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Figure 9.1: Order of the imaging process in device C. We image the drop positions
in the experiments in the device C (Fig. 4.3) with a dened order. The imaging sequence
positions are 1,2, ... ,64.
phology is plotted against the drop number (Fig. 7.2c/g). Due to the imaging
technique along the serpentine-like shape of the drop storage (Fig. 4.3), the time
point of imaging of the drops does not increase linearly with the drop number.
Instead, the imaging time for about four drops is sketched by the following con-
cept: The drops with the numbers (1,2,124,123) are imaged together (position 1
in Fig. 9.1), then position 2 (3,4,122,121),... until the last image at position 31
(61,62,63,64) of the lower double channel is taken. Subsequently, the drops in
the top double channel are imaged starting with position 34 (127,128,250,249),... .
Following this time axis along Fig. 7.2c/g, there is absolutely no dependence on
time. Instead, the drops follow the course of the initial magnesium concentration
only. In a worst case scenario, the magnesium concentration is leveled out over
all drops over the course of time. Especially the drops with a magnesium con-
centration that is initially below the vimentin aggregation threshold of 10 mM
should take the overall average magnesium concentration of 10 mM over time.
Consequently, the filaments in these drops should aggregate over time. However,
drops that are imaged at these late times show no aggregation (Fig. 7.2: in c: drop
number ≈ 200-230, in g: ≈ 200-250). The conclusion from this observation is that
any magnesium exchange processes between the drops are so small that they do
not influence our results.
For the device T, the observation times are typically below 10 min (Fig. 4.6). Ad-
ditionally, over longer times (typically 30 min) all produced drops have the same
composition. Consequently, exchange phenomena in these experiments are also
negligible.
In conclusion, the drop volume changes only have a small influence on the con-
centrations in the drops. However, the interaction of the protein and the multiva-
lent salt takes place from the very beginning on (Sec. 7.3). Therefore, it is reason-
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able to use the initial salt concentration values for the discussion of the polyelec-
trolyte nature of vimentin and the competitive binding of the ions in chapter 8.
9.1.4 Eects of mixing and inhomogeneity in concentration
For any interaction of two substances which is concentration dependent, mixing
effects are important, since inhomogeneities have the potential to influence the
outcome of an experiment. To a large extent, these inhomogeneities are inherent
in the system. Whenever two substances are mixed – at least in the very first
moment – the concentration might differ locally from the intended equilibrium
concentration. There are cases in which this problem can be overcome. For ex-
ample, caged compounds are used that release one chemical everywhere in the
solution, after mixing is perfect (see Sec. 10). Another example is the shrinkage
of drops, so that the chemicals homogeneously reach a critical concentration. [57]
However, these cases are the exception rather than the rule.
In our microfluidic drops, we also face a concentration inhomogeneity in the very
first moments, as we compose the drops of three different components. Small
ions are not an issue as their diffusion constant is comparatively large and in the
order of 10−9 m2/s (Sec. 5.1). The slowest diffusing components in our system
are the semiflexible vimentin filaments that have an approximate mean contour
length in the order of 5–10 µm. The result is a diffusion constant of≈ 10−12 m2/s.
Consequently, the diffusion constants of the two substances in the drops have a
mismatch of three orders of magnitude. When a homogeneous mixing should
be achieved, the fast diffusing substance (small ions) must diffuse into the slow
diffusing one (protein). For example, this is found for experiments with ker-
atins. [63] In microfluidic channels with one aqueous component the staggered
herringbone mixer can also be used to achieve faster mixing. [125] Even in this
case, however, a small path always remains, which the molecules have to over-
come, before final mixing is achieved. And again, the mismatch in the diffusion
constant will be important. For two substances between which the interaction
takes place fast – in our case the interaction of multivalent ions and vimentin –
this can lead to inhomogeneities. For slow interactions, this might not be a chal-
lenge at all. In another microfluidic flow focusing based technique used in our
group, we also exploit the fact that the ions diffuse into the very slowly diffusing
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protein. Thereby the interaction is studied in a system where the protein concen-
tration is homogeneous in a microfluidic ‘jet’ in which small ions diffuse into. [26]
Our approach to achieve mixing is based on the movement of the plug-like drops
in either straight or serpentine channels. In both cases, the mixing of the chemi-
cals greatly outperforms mixing of the content in resting drops (Sec. 5.1). Given
this inherent overlay problem of mixing time and interaction time, the mixing in
our drops works well. We sometimes observe vimentin morphologies that can be
assigned to inhomogeneities in the drop (Sec. 7.11c). Nevertheless, the mixing in
the drops should be considered a benefit of the microfluidic technique, since al-
ready with drops that have contact to a straight channel the mixing is established
in an uncomplicated way and the outcome is, except for minor mixing inhomo-
geneity, good.
9.1.5 The challenge of protein aggregation in small channels
Experimentally, we present microfluidic devices which were designed for a spe-
cific task. The key steps of these tasks are: drop production, drop mixing and
trapping. The devices we have tailored (chapter 4) prove to be suited for this
purpose and work very well for uncritical aqueous solutions, like fluorescent dye
solutions or small particles. However, the challenge is the ambitious goal of these
microfluidic tools: to study an aggregation process inside the drops. When the
protein is finally encapsulated in the drops, the system performs very well be-
cause the drop encapsulation reduces the sticking of protein to PDMS or glass
surfaces to a large extent. This is an important advantage, as we found no sur-
face coating of comparable performance for vimentin (see also [92]). For F-actin,
surface coatings on cover glasses seem to be much more efficient. [57] This might
be related to the lower surface charge of actin (Tab. 8.4).
A problem arises before the protein is encapsulated in the drops. At this stage,
there is no surfactant layer that shields the proteins from absorption to the chan-
nel walls. Additionally, the metal ions that mediate the attraction between the
filaments are very small and therefore diffuse fast (Sec. 5.1). Therefore, protein
aggregates can grow fast, before being encapsulated, and the channels in front of
the drop production often clog during the experiments. Applying the staggered
fluid approach (Sec. 5.3) during the device startup, this situation was already
considerably improved. Nevertheless, we did not find a method that guarantees
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the success of an experiment.
Looking at this problem within a wider context, this is a general problem when
the system length scales are of the same size as the aggregating system. This is
often the case for filamentous systems in microfluidic environments. A possible
solution to this problem might be the tool of droplet fusion by electrocoalescence
(see also Sec. 10). [112] Using this technique, drops that contain multivalent salt
could be fused with drops that contain vimentin filament solution. This way, the
interaction could be shielded from the microfluidic channel walls. This would
reduce the stickiness of the protein in the channels.
An advantage of the problem of channel clogging is that it is easily recognized.
Once the protein channel is clogged, the fluorescent protein clog is directly visi-
ble and irregularities in the drop production are recognizable. These irregulari-
ties can be, for instance, the absence of protein in the drops, polydispersity in the
drops size or irregular drop production. Therefore, the diagnosis is precise and
we start over with another device, in case of channel clogging. When there is no
clogging, the microfluidic tool applied to vimentin fulfills its purpose. In sum-
mary, it is not easy to get the devices running. But when the challenges are met,
the microfluidic devices provide access to filament observation that is otherwise
not accessible (Sec. 9.1.6).
9.1.6 Are microuidic drops just miniaturized test tubes?
In order to conclude the discussion on microfluidic drops as a tool for protein
study, we evaluate the most important advantages and disadvantages found in
our study.
A drawback of the drops for the study of vimentin is that the microfluidic tech-
nique somehow dictates the experiments. In particular, we adjusted our protein
concentration in the drops to the possibilities of the microfluidic technique. For
instance, Lin et al. perform rheology experiments at a vimentin concentration
that is about ten times higher than in our case. [76, 77]. However, at such a high
concentration the encapsulation of the drops in our devices would lead to se-
vere channel clogging before the protein is encapsulated in the drops. Possibly,
a study in much larger microfluidic drops could solve the problem. Neverthe-
less, many other techniques like electron microscopy, rheology or atomic force
microscopy also have limitations concerning the protein concentrations. For in-
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stance, in rheology the concentrations have to be comparatively high, whereas
the concentrations in electron microscopy or atomic force microscopy are low.
The second conceptual problem is that drops are not necessarily isolated contain-
ers (Sec. 9.1.3). In our case, the impact of these effects does not affect the results,
but generally, the properties of the emulsion system have to be chosen carefully
to be compatible with the system studied in the drops.
These drawbacks are overcompensated by the unique advantages drop studies
provide:
Most importantly, we exploit their ability to shield the drop content from the
channel walls. This is the best way we know of to prevent vimentin filaments
from sticking to the surfaces. The mixing performance of the drop interior is su-
perior to conventional mixing in test tubes. The confinement provided by the
small drop volume is important, as the size of the drops fits to the length of fil-
aments and clusters of filaments. Additionally, the confinement is relevant as
it mimics the cellular environment. It is possible to define the composition of
the drops in a precise way and the overall possibility to manipulate these tiny
amounts of samples. These are examples for the high controllability that drops
offer. Images taken rapidly after drop composition and over time in the same
experiment are only accessible by a drop-based technique.
9.2 Interaction of vimentin with multivalent ions
In our experiments, we directly image the influence of multivalent ions on vi-
mentin filaments with respect to concentration, time and valency of the counter-
ions. Furthermore, we investigate the polyelectrolyte nature of vimentin fila-
ments. In this section, we compare experimental observations with theoretical
concepts. This sheds light on the understanding of the fundamental principles
that the interaction of multivalent ions and vimentin filaments implies.
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9.2.1 Filament networks
In both the experiments with the device C and with the device T, we find a thresh-
old concentration at cMg2+= 10 mM, upon which the filaments form networks. In
the literature, the molar ratio (MR) that is given as the ratio of magnesium con-
centration to the protein concentration is discussed for vimentin in the presence
of divalent salts. [69, 76] For rheology experiments with vimentin, a threshold of
network stiffening is observed at cMg2+= 4 mM (MR=205, cvimentin=1 mg/mL) and
the divalent ions are interpreted as ‘cross-linkers’. [76] Microrheology studies find
an influence of cMg2+= 2 mM (MR=105, cvimentin= 1 mg/mL). [69] For both studies,
the threshold concentration is below the threshold we find, but still on the same
order of magnitude. There are differences in the preparation method for these
systems, as for instance another buffer and sodium chloride instead of potassium
chloride is used for filament assembly. Consequently, it is difficult to give a rea-
son for this deviation. When we assume that the preparation does not influence
the system, the deviation might have its origin in the different techniques used to
study the system. In fluorescence microscopy, we are able to observe morpholog-
ical changes of the filaments directly. However, it is imaginable that the attraction
between the filament becomes stronger at cMg2+= 2 mM or 4 mM, but when this
does not lead to visible changes in fluorescence microscopy, our method is in-
sensitive to these changes. However, with rheology, this kind of inter-filament
attraction might be measurable.
In our experiments with the device C and the device T, we find the same thresh-
old concentration of magnesium ions for the onset of aggregation. However, as
the protein concentrations differ between these two experiments, the molar ratios
differ: At the threshold concentration of cMg2+= 10 mM for the onset of aggrega-
tion, the molar ratio is MR ≈ 2600 in the device C and MR ≈ 7400 in the device T.
This is a large difference compared to the MR values of the rheology experiments
(205 or 105, respectively). From the polyelectrolyte point of view, we consider
the interaction of magnesium ions with an individual filament. We expect that
potassium ions and magnesium ions compete to bind to the surface of vimentin
filaments due to the polyelectrolyte nature of the protein (Sec. 2.2.3). In our rather
dilute polymer system (device C: vimentin concentration 0.2 mg/mL; device T:
0.07 mg/mL) the large difference in the MR value might therefore be irrelevant,
when the interaction of ions and the vimentin filaments is seen in this way. As a
result, the large difference between the molar ratio in the device C and device T
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is expected to be of minor importance. However, when the protein concentration
is much higher, it is reasonable to expect other forces to be important. In the dis-
cussion here and in the following, we concentrate on the polyelectrolyte aspects,
as it is of relevance to vimentin. However, it cannot be excluded that other forces
of entropic origin such as depletion forces or hydration forces, are of importance.
This may also be the origin of the deviation of our experiments and the rheology
studies. But due to its high surface charge (chapter 8), the polyelectrolyte nature
of vimentin and electrostatic processes are important.
The morphologies of the vimentin networks all show the same trend (Sec. 7).
At low ion concentration, the filaments fluctuate freely. Therefore, they spread
all over the drops. When a threshold concentration is exceeded, a network of
filaments emerges. This network becomes more compact over time. The net-
work morphologies show some heterogeneities, which are likely due to randomly
occurring drop internal flows (Sec. 7.3). Basically, we observe scaffold-like or
point-like network morphologies. In comparison to the structures we observe in
drops (Fig. 7.13e), the networks on the cover glasses are more elongated. An
explanation are the drop internal flows, which are circular in the closed drop vol-
ume. When a straight bundle emerges, the tip of this bundle might be somehow
bended in the presence of a circular flow. As a result, the overall appearance of
the networks is more roundish. This effect is also an example for the nature of the
filaments we observe: Given a magnesium or hexammine cobalt ion concentra-
tion above the threshold, they appear as sticky filaments that attach to each other,
when they are in contact. Possibly, there is a reorganization of two filaments
that have attached at one point along their contours to a more aligned arrange-
ment, leading the interaction into an energetic minimum. We clearly observe that
filaments which are integrated into networks lose their pronounced thermal fluc-
tuations (example in Fig. 7.6). The explanation is that two filaments attract each
other and become a bundle or an aggregate of undefined structure. For bundles
the persistence length is larger compared to the individual filaments. [79] This
explains why the fluctuations of the networks of filaments are much smaller than
for individual filaments. The emerging networks are also densified over time.
This compaction process is the slowest process in the system (Tab. 7.1). A pos-
sible explanation is the process of energy minimization that includes very small
reorganization steps in the network. However, these local energy minimization
processes lead to a stabilization of the entire network. This way, the network is
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trapped in some cases in a more scaffold-like configuration (example Fig. 7.6). In
other cases, the compaction process does not have to overcome such a strong bar-
rier. Therefore, very small networks emerge (Fig. 7.8), which lead to very high
protein concentrations in the network structure (cvimentin, network ≈ 30 mg/mL).
The persistence length of 2 µm of vimentin filaments [93] is likely to act as a bar-
rier against further compaction of the networks at some point.
An important point in these processes is that we do not observe transient cluster-
ing of the filaments. It is imaginable that several filaments form a cluster which is
spontaneously decomposed by the influence of thermal energy, for example. The
reason for this might be that above the threshold the range of attraction forces
between the filaments is in general very small (order of magnitude: one nanome-
ter), but the forces are strong. When the threshold concentration could be met
extremely precise, this transient cluster formation might be observed. However,
we do not observe this state in our experiments. The attraction mechanism of the
filaments appears more like double faced adhesive tape, which is of very short
range for attraction, but once established, a connection is strong.
An important aspect in our experiments might be the existence of network com-
paction. A comparison to the behavior of F-actin is relevant: Huber et al. demon-
strate that in drops actin filaments form networks at comparable ionic conditions
as in our experiment. [57] However, when the expansion range of the networks
is compared, there is a fundamental difference. In their example images [57], all
F-actin networks occupy the whole drop volume (drop dimension ≈ 100 µm). In
contrast, vimentin filaments show a distinct compaction behavior and over time
the occupied volume in the drop gets far below the whole drop volume. The
larger persistence length of F-actin (≈ 13 µm [70]) compared to vimentin fila-
ments (2 µm [93]) might be an important factor in this process.
9.2.2 The onset of aggregation
For our experiments with the device C and the device T, we find threshold con-
centrations for magnesium and hexammine cobalt ions upon which the interac-
tion between the vimentin filaments changes qualitatively. For our system pa-
rameters (Sec. 8.1), we find experimentally a cation bulk threshold concentration
of 10 mM for divalent magnesium ions. For trivalent hexammine cobalt ions, the
threshold is below 2.4 mM, likely between 0.5 mM and the latter value.
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The problem of the onset of inter-filament attraction is easily described: There are
two charged filaments that have the same net negative charge. In vacuum these
two filaments would repel each other. [22] What is the reason for the attraction
between filaments in a buffer, when a minimal threshold concentration of multi-
valent ions is present? Considering the discussion on the polyelectrolyte nature
of vimentin in chapter 8, the question is what happens in the system at these
thresholds. The threshold concentrations found experimentally are compared
to the bulk cation concentrations at which both potassium and the multivalent
ions have the same share (‘50:50 share’) on the filament (Eq. 8.8). The magne-
sium threshold concentration or the hexammine cobalt threshold concentration
are very close to the concentrations at the 50:50 share (Eq. 8.9).
On the basis of the strong correlation between multivalent ions (Sec. 2.2.4 and
8.5), it is clear that monovalent ions alone cannot mediate attraction. When mul-
tivalent ions condense onto the filament, attractive forces emerge. As these forces
increase with the concentration of multivalent cations on the filament surface,
it is likely that this attractive force has to exceed a certain threshold. This way,
the attraction force becomes significant compared to the thermal and repulsive
forces. Although it is not clear why the share of potassium and the multivalent
ion should be 50%, it is clear that the number of condensed multivalent ions is im-
portant in this case. Given this comparison between theory and our experimental
results, we raise the following hypothesis:
The attraction mechanism leading to the aggregation of vimentin filaments
is based on the correlation of multivalent ions which are condensed onto the
filaments. In the presence of a significant amount of monovalent cations, the
multivalent ions are in competition to the monovalent ions and their fraction
on the filament increases with an increased bulk concentration of the multiva-
lent species. A higher fraction on the filament is more easily achieved, when
the valency of the multivalent ion species is higher. To mediate effective at-
traction, the population of the multivalent ions on the filament has to exceed
a critical concentration.
The hypothesis is based on the picture of two filaments that are considered below
and above the threshold concentration (Fig. 9.2). The hypothesis is built on the
following line of arguments. Rouzina and Bloomfield as well as Naji et al. point
out the importance of correlations between ions in the process of macro-ion at-
traction. [90, 106] The correlations of the ions in the proximity to the surface of
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c) attraction in correlation hole
potassium ions
multivalent ions
a) below threshold b) above threshold
attraction not strong enough
strong correlations lead to attraction
2D-layer 
Figure 9.2: Hypothesis for the existence of a threshold concentration. a) When
the monovalent potassium ions on the vimentin laments dominate the population of
counterions, the result is that any small attractive forces between the laments do not
lead to (permanent) lament attraction (comp. Fig. 2.8c). The population of the multiva-
lent ions on the surface of the laments increases as the bulk multivalent ion concentration
increases. b) Above a threshold concentration, the correlation ability of multivalent ions
dominates the interaction of the counterion population on the laments. This leads to the
attraction of two laments that come close to each other, as an attractive force emerges
(comp. 2.8d). c) In the conguration of a 2D layer of the magnesium ions between the
laments (see also Fig. 2.8d), the eective interaction partner of the ion is the oppositely
charged surface of the neighboring lament. (See also Sec. 2.2.4 and references therein.)
the polyelectrolyte are the main reason for inter-filament attraction. [106] For an
effective attraction mechanism, a two-dimensional arrangement of the screening
counterions in front of the polyelectrolyte is crucial (Fig. 2.8d and 9.2). [106] A
prerequisite for the establishment of a two-dimensional layer of counterions is
the strong coupling between the ions. [90, 106] The coupling strength increases
with the valency of the ions (Tab. 8.4). The lower the bulk magnesium concen-
tration, the lower the magnesium concentration on the surface of the filaments
(Fig. 8.2). Below a threshold concentration of magnesium ions, there are either too few
magnesium ions to establish an effective two dimensional correlation layer or the absolute
number of these ions in the correlation layer is too low.1 (Fig. 9.2a). Consequently,
the attraction between two filaments that approach each other randomly by dif-
fusion is too weak to be permanent.2 These two filaments move apart by random
thermal motion. In contrast, in a situation where the bulk concentration of mag-
1Here, we write statements that are part of our hypothesis in italics. The other statements in
this paragraph are directly taken from literature or direct conclusions from literature. [90, 106]
2As already pointed out in Sec. 7.3, the range of attraction forces is in the nanometer range.
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nesium ions is high enough, there are lots of magnesium ions in the proximity
of the surface of the polyelectrolyte (Fig. 8.2). When these two filaments meet,
there are enough ions to correlate and form a 2D-layer between the two filaments (Fig.
9.2b). Then each relevant multivalent ion ‘sits’ in a correlation hole of this layer,
being bound to one surface and experiencing an attraction to the surface of the
other filament (Fig. 9.2c). [90] As a consequence, attraction is established between
the filaments and they permanently stick together. A cascade of filament connection
events leads to network formation (Sec. 7).
The argument can be transferred to counterions of higher valency, like trivalent
hexammine cobalt ions. For these counterions, the ion fraction required on the
surface of vimentin for filament aggregation is the lower, the higher the valency
of the counterions (Eq. 8.7, Fig. 8.2 and [107]). Consequently, the onset concen-
tration decreases as the valency of the multivalent counterion increases. This is
consistent with the experimental finding that the onset concentration of trivalent
hexammine cobalt ions is roughly one order of magnitude lower as for divalent
magnesium ions (Eq. 8.9).
In the context of DNA condensation, it is often argued that there has to be a
certain percentage of the DNA charge neutralized before condensation occurs
(≈ 90%). [131] This concept implies a consideration of the polyelectrolyte as a
cylinder, since a planar surface is always neutralized by bound counterions. [90]
The pure calculation for vimentin by the Manning theory as given in Tab. 8.1
predicts that bound monovalent ions alone already neutralized 90% of the fila-
ment charge. However, for potassium concentrations, which are reasonable for
filament assembly and stabilization, no network formation or filament bundling
is observed. Therefore, we think that the close look into the competitive binding
and the interpretation of our experimental results – as we have done – is a rea-
sonable way to understand, why vimentin filaments are aggregating.
A very recent review supports parts of the concept which we present here. It also
points out the importance of competitive ion binding to biopolymers and correla-
tions between multivalent ions for the bundling of charged biopolymers. [60] In
studies on fd or M13 viruses, which also have distinct polyelectrolyte properties,
it is found that the competitive binding of mono- and divalent ions is impor-
tant for the onset of bundling of the viruses. [132] The importance of competitive
binding between mono- and multivalent ions for the onset of aggregation is also
found for DNA. It is believed that the ion profiles around the DNA molecules are
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related to the onset of aggregation. [30] As for these polyelectrolytes the concen-
tration of the multivalent ions in the vicinity of the polyelectrolytes is shown to
be important for the onset of aggregation, this result is likely to be valid – at least
on a qualitative level – also for vimentin. This effect supports the hypothesis we
state for the onset of aggregation for vimentin.
It is also of interest to investigate findings on F-actin within the scope of our hy-
pothesis. The concept of competitive binding of ions to polyelectrolytes is a com-
mon situation, as buffers of biological samples often contain a significant amount
of monovalent ions, which are part of a standard buffer. [105] Like for vimentin
in our case, there are other studies of F-actin in which both monovalent and mul-
tivalent counterions are present.
At a potassium chloride concentration of 150 mM, Tang et al. find bundling of
F-actin [131] for divalent ions at threshold concentrations that depend on the spe-
cific ions, not only on the valency of the ions. The thresholds found for F-actin
bundling are 5.5 mM for cobalt ions (Co2+), 7 mM for manganese ions (Mn2+),
20 mM for calcium ions (Ca2+) and 27 mM for magnesium ions (Mg2+). The au-
thors hypothesize that ionic radii and hydration of ions contribute to this effect.
From the polyelectrolyte discussion of this phenomenon, this is a conceptually
plausible interpretation of their data, as there is also a link to competitive bind-
ing of polyelectrolytes that considers ionic radii. [107] For trivalent hexammine
cobalt, the threshold is a found at cCo(NH3)3+6 ≈ 3 mM. Consequently, this thresh-
old is also below the threshold of all divalent ions studied in the system. For vi-
mentin, this is also the result we observe experimentally. Additionally, it is qual-
itatively expected based on the polyelectrolyte nature of the proteins (Fig. 8.2).
For counterions of valency five and higher (oligomers of arginine, histidine and
lysine), the aggregation threshold concentration for F-actin bundling decreases
markedly with increasing valency. We expect this trend also for vimentin fil-
aments and it is qualitatively consistent with the expectation on the threshold
concentrations in dependence on ion valency (Fig. 8.2).
Tang et al. also investigate the onset of F-actin bundling in dependence of the
potassium chloride concentration. Bundling is observed at cCo(NH3)3+6 ≈ 0.9, 1,
2 and 3 mM for potassium concentrations of cKCl= 30, 50, 100 and 150 mM,
respectively. Their explanation is based on a consideration of the ionic strength
of the system. [82,131] The observed trend is the same as we would expect by the
application of our hypothesis: When the concentration of the monovalent ions is
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increased, the concentration of the trivalent ions has to be increased as well to be
significant on the polyelectrolyte. In another publication, Tang et al. state that it
is a general behavior that, when the ionic strength (often determined mainly by
monovalent ions) is increased, the threshold concentration of the cationic bundling
agent also has to be increased for an onset of aggregation. [130] Therefore, the
findings of Tang et al. are in good agreement with our hypothesis. Huber et al.
find in their study on F-actin that the threshold concentration of magnesium ions
for an onset of actin aggregation also increases as the potassium concentration in-
creases. [57] Angelini et al. study actin at cKCl= 100 mM. The network formation
onset is observed at cBa2+= 6 mM, and further different phases of the networks
are observed at higher ion concentrations. [5]
In summary, the competitive binding of monovalent and multivalent ions in close
vicinity to polyelectrolytes is expected to be of general importance. Studies on
other polyelectrolytes support our line of arguments that our hypothesis is based
on. When we apply our hypothesis to the observations found in the literature
as well as to the findings on vimentin as we just discussed, overall a consistent
picture evolves.
9.2.3 Assumptions for the polyelectrolyte nature
In chapter 8, we investigate the polyelectrolyte nature of vimentin. The model we
use is based on several assumptions, which are discussed here.
In order to calculate the surface charges of vimentin for a given pH value, the
charges of the amino acid sequence are analyzed. In this analysis, we work with
textbook values for the pK-values, which are typical for the amino acids in the
protein. However, this has to be seen as an estimation, as the exact pK value
depends on the exact environment of each amino acid (Sec. 8.1). Additionally,
we neglect any charges that the fluorescent label can carry. Due to the fact that
not all of the protein monomers are labeled, the influence of the label charges is
small. Neglecting these small influences, the calculations have a general mean-
ing for vimentin filaments and are not specific for our experiments. All charges
from the amino acid sequence lead to a net charge of each vimentin monomer.
The resulting line charge density of the filaments is then assumed to be homo-
geneous. However, there is the pronounced positively charged head region (Fig.
8.2) which could, for instance, be a reason for an inhomogeneous line charge.
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Recent computations on the electrostatic potential maps of vimentin filaments
also suggest small stripes of positive charges in the otherwise negatively charged
vimentin surface. [60] For our model, however, we assume that charge inhomo-
geneities level out. This simple approach is considered as the favored one within
the mathematical model as the fine details of charge distributions on the surface
of a polyelectrolyte could only be accounted for by numerical approaches. [105]
We show that moderate deviations from the calculations of the surface charges
do not change the central statements we make (Sec. 8.4). As a result, we assume
a cylinder-like structure of vimentin, like it is established in a polyelectrolyte dis-
cussion of DNA, F-actin and microtubules in the literature (Sec. 2.2).
Vimentin is a semiflexible polymer with a persistence length on the order of
2 µm [93], but the length scales relevant for binding of counterions is in the
range of nanometers (chapter 8). Consequently, the assumption of vimentin fil-
aments as a stiff rod in the discussion of the polyelectrolyte nature is justified.
In summary, the model we apply to vimentin has its weakness and strength in
its simplicity: On the one hand, all details of the protein filaments are averaged
out. On the other hand, only with this simplification, we are able to apply the
formalism of Rouzina and Bloomfield to describe the polyelectrolyte nature of
vimentin. [105, 107]
With the mathematical descriptions of Rouzina and Bloomfield, the competitive
binding of a multivalent salt and a monovalent salt on the charged surface of vi-
mentin is discussed. [105] There are possibilities to account for more details of
the system, such as a consideration of ion radii or the consideration of ion species
of low concentration (Sec. 8.3) that are also in competitive binding to the sur-
face of vimentin. [107] However, already the most simple system that considers
the competition of two assumingly point-like ion types is capable to describe the
system to a good extent. In dependence on the ionic strength of the solutions,
the radius of the polyelectrolyte and the Gouy-Chapman length, the mathemati-
cal regime of the application of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation has to be deter-
mined (Sec. 8.1). [105] For each set of system parameters (type of polyelectrolyte,
ionic strength,...), the correct mathematical regime has to be chosen. That is why
we cannot simply apply our formalism to the studies of F-actin as discussed in
Sec. 9.2.2.
The detailed analysis of Rouzina and Bloomfield suggests that the effective ge-
ometry (planar vs. cylindrical) of a polyelectrolyte should be chosen based on
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the system parameters. [105, 107] Applying the Manning theory to vimentin, we
see that the planar geometry is of relevance. Regardless of the exact mathemat-
ical description that is needed to consider the competitive binding of ions, their
qualitative statement will be the same, although the quantitative results may dif-
fer moderately. For instance, when in a polyelectrolyte system the bulk concen-
tration of a divalent ion in addition to a monovalent concentration is increased,
the fraction of multivalent ions on the surface of the filament increases. Conse-
quently, it is reasonable to compare our findings for vimentin also to other studies
(Sec. 9.2.2).
Our discussion on the onset of aggregation (Sec. 9.2.2) is based on calculations
that refer to the non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation. [105] We extend our line
of argumentation with the concept of strong coupling. With this extension, we
take the correlations between ions into account, which are intrinsically neglected
in the formalism of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation (Sec. 2.2).
The discussion of the polymorphism of vimentin (Sec. 8.4) leads also to an inter-
esting finding. The polymorphism of vimentin filaments describes the fact that
the number of monomers in the cross-section of a unit-length filament (ULF) can
be different from the average of 32. [52] In the vicinity of each ULF (length in
filament is 43 nm), a competitive binding of the ions is expected (Fig. 8.3c/d).
When the ULFs are all the same in the filament, an assumingly infinitely long
N = 28 N = 32 N = 36 N = 44
nb2, 50:50= 16 mM nb2, 50:50= 14 mM nb2, 50:50= 12 mM nb2, 50:50= 9 mM
b) attraction
no attraction
z2 = 2, at nb2 =  ?
a) z2 = 2
Figure 9.3: Implications of the polymorphism of lament building blocks. a)
Dierent lament fragments of N monomers are given (aspect ratio is to scale, length is
the length of a ULF in the lament: 43 nm). For z2 = 2 the corresponding nb2, 50:50 values
indicate that on the surface of each fragment type, the competitive binding is dierent
(formalism explained in Sec. 8.3). This could be an interesting phenomenon as for laments
with changing monomer numbers along the lament, the translational invariance in the
polyelectrolyte is broken. b) Given certain salt conditions, this could mediate lament
lament attraction only at certain regions (illustrated with a hypothetical lament). These
regions are known for lamentous systems as `sticky patches'.
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filament would be translational invariant along its contour. Therefore, the inter-
action with ions and also the attraction mechanisms to other filaments would be
the same everywhere. However, in a filament with polymorphism, this symme-
try is broken. Therefore, sticky patches for the attraction of different filaments
among each other could emerge due to the polyelectrolyte nature of ULFs. This
aspect is illustrated in Fig. 9.3. This is of interest for the cross-linking positions in
biopolymer networks. There are two types of bonds to be distinguished: ‘Tran-
sient bonds’, at which filaments can connect everywhere along their contour, and
‘sticky patches’, where a connection is only established at specific positions along
the contour. [144]
9.2.4 The role of the tail
The role of the tail of intermediate filaments is discussed comprehensively in the
literature. [16,25,52,63,76,77] The importance of the tail for inter-filament attrac-
tion has been shown for neurofilaments. [16] In this study, the electrostatic in-
teraction of the neurofilament tails is considered to mediate attraction in a hand-
shake like fashion. No explicit role of multivalent ions is considered there. In
comparison to vimentin, there is a large difference in the length of the sidearm.
[77] Whereas the vimentin tail counts 55 residues, the neurofilament sidearms
count 155, 526 or 690 residues, depending on the type of the neurofilament pro-
tein that is considered. [16] The large difference in the sidearm length suggests
that the sidearm is more important to neurofilaments than to vimentin. Never-
theless, a shorter length alone does not have any implication on the importance
of the sidearm to vimentin.
In the experiments, mutants of vimentin that lack the last 11 or 55 amino acids of
their tail are also built into the networks of full length vimentin (Sec. 7.4.2). We do
not observe any difference in the aggregation behavior between the mutant and
the full length vimentin within the resolution of fluorescence microscopy. The
conclusion is that a hand-shake mechanism – like it is known for neurofilaments
– is not necessary to establish a connection to these mutants. However, we can-
not measure whether the interaction force is the same for the mutants as for the
full length vimentin. This may explain the rheology results which attribute the
decrease of the elastic moduli to the lack of parts of the tail. [76]
We give a detailed analysis and discussion of the polyelectrolyte properties of
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the tailless vimentin mutant in Sec. 8.6. In this discussion we find that the tail-
less mutant of vimentin itself has pronounced electrostatic properties. From the
electrostatic point of view, filament attraction is reasonable also without the tail
(Sec. 8.6). Based on our experiments as well as the polyelectrolyte discussion,
we cannot assign a crucial role to the tail regions for the establishment of inter-
filament cross-links in the presence of magnesium ions. Additionally, the fact that
a mutant consisting of head and rod only can mediate attraction underlines the
importance of the polyelectrolyte nature of vimentin.
9.2.5 Implications for the cytoskeleton
Our results show the influence of multivalent ions in a purified system in which
the number of components is reduced to a few ‘players’ like the buffer system,
protein monomers, a monovalent salt as well as a multivalent salt component.
Compared to the gigantic number of ‘players’ in the cell (Sec. 2.1.2), the com-
plexity of our system is considerably reduced. Nevertheless, the few compo-
nents show an elaborate interaction that we image directly and also discuss by
the consideration of competitive binding. We determine an aggregation thresh-
old of 10 mM for magnesium ions in our experiments. A direct comparison to
the available magnesium concentrations in the cell is also available (on the order
of 0.8 mM; Tab. 2.2). At times, these intracellular magnesium concentrations are
likely to be locally higher than 0.8 mM. Within this context, a direct transfer of
our results to the cell is challenging. As we already reviewed in Sec. 2.1.2, the
ionic budget of the cell is fundamentally used for regulation mechanisms of the
cell. Therefore, it remains challenging to explain, how networks of cytoskeletal
proteins can be regulated directly by small metal ions. Our results shed light on
the properties of the intermediate filament vimentin in a fundamental way. Like it
has been shown for other fiber-forming cytoskeletal proteins, it has distinct poly-
electrolyte properties. The importance of the polyelectrolyte nature of cellular
components is pointed out by Janmey et al. for situations like cell death, where
these cellular components are spilled into the extracellular environments. There
are examples in which the DNA or F-actin form aggregates in the extracellular
space and their polyelectrolyte nature leads to complex behavior in extracellular
fluids, in which counterions are present. [60] This example shows the general im-
portance of the electrostatic behavior of filament systems like vimentin. As ions
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are everywhere in an organism, the possibility to establish non-specific binding
mediated by small ions is omnipresent. These small ions belong to the fastest
diffusing particles in the cell and therefore they have the potential to mediate cy-
toskeletal reorganization in a fast way. It has to be further explored, under which






When drop-based microfluidic experiments are compared to experiments on cov-
er glasses, both strategies have advantages and disadvantages. One idea would
be to combine some of the advantages of both systems. The striking advantage
for experiments on the cover glass is their simplicity. One striking advantage of
the drops is that they prevent the protein from sticking to the channel walls. The
combination of both would address a similar concept as the technique from Hu-
ber et al. (without the shrinkage aspect). [57] The oil-surfactant phase is deposited
on a cover glass and the protein solution as well as the salt are injected into the
oil phase. This method is experimentally simple and sticking of the protein to the
glass might be prevented.
However, this approach alone would not solve the issue of the superposition of
network formation and the mixing process of the multivalent salt and the fila-
ments. For this reason, caged ions could be used. The concept of this exper-
imental approach includes that divalent ions are released from another caging
molecule upon the irradiation with light. [40] Once the mixing of all components
in the drops is perfect, the release of the ions is triggered by light. Then the in-
teraction of these divalent ions with the filaments could be investigated without
any influences of the mixing of the drop content.
The hypothesis we raise on the onset of aggregation and therefore also the ori-
gin of network formation (Sec. 9.2.2) is in good agreement with our experiments.
However, several experiments could further confirm the proposed mechanism as
cause for the observed threshold and attraction mechanism. Experiments with
ions of higher valency are needed, like the tetravalent spermine ions, which are
known for DNA condensation. [21] Following the hypothesis presented in Sec.
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9.2.2, the onset of aggregation for a tetravalent ion in competition with potassium
chloride should be about an order of magnitude smaller compared to hexammine
cobalt.
Complementary, the importance of competitive ion binding could also be tested
for different bulk potassium chloride concentrations, since the filament assem-
bly should not be influenced by a variation of the bulk concentration to a certain
extent. [117] Then the competition between the ions on the surface of vimentin
is different and the onset of aggregation should take place at another bulk con-
centration of multivalent ions. Additionally, the influence of the ion radii could
be studied with other divalent ions like calcium or manganese. Like it is ob-
served for F-actin, the ionic radii should influence the thresholds for aggregation
slightly. [131]
The mechanism we propose as explanation for the onset of aggregation implies
that there is a certain threshold concentration of multivalent ions. It would be in-
teresting to find out whether the network formation is reversible. When the bulk
concentration of the multivalent ion is initially high enough so that the filaments
attract, then a decrease of the bulk concentration afterwards should reverse the
network formation. This concept assumes that the filament entanglement is not
so strong that the filaments remain entangled in the aggregate. This could be
tested in a device, in which a drop that contains a vimentin network is coalesced
with a drop that contains filament assembly buffer (no multivalent salt) only (de-
vice design like in [42]). During the fusion process of the two drops, the bulk
concentration of the multivalent salt solution is diluted. A second method for
this reversibility test could be realized with the device of Sun et al., in which the
multivalent ion concentration in drops can also be decreased (Sec. 9.1.1).
The exact arrangement of the counterions in a bundle of vimentin filaments could
also be investigated by X-ray diffraction studies. In the study of Angelini et al.,
the organization of counterions in front of F-actin bundles was measured, show-
ing that the ions form a density wave in front of actin. [5] If this detailed data
was available for vimentin, this could elucidate the role of divalent ions during
bundling for vimentin in detail.
Complementary to the experiments with vimentin, an investigation of other in-
termediate filaments in the presence of multivalent ions is important. This way
the polyelectrolyte properties of intermediate filaments might turn out as a gen-




In this study, we developed microfluidic devices that provide the basis for a con-
trolled manipulation of drops. These microfluidic tools enable us to study in
detail the aggregation behavior of vimentin filaments in the presence of multiva-
lent ions.
We designed the ‘device C’ to investigate the aggregation with respect to changes
in the salt concentration. The method is suitable to study the aggregation of vi-
mentin filaments in about 250 drops in parallel at different magnesium chloride
concentrations. The drop content can be tuned precisely and all drops are treated
the same concerning mixing characteristics and trapping of the drops. The high
controllability of the drop content emphasizes the reliability of this microfluidic
tool.
We designed the ‘device T’ to resolve the aggregation behavior of vimentin fila-
ments in the presence of multivalent ions with respect to time. This device meets
the challenges to image the content of the drops both rapidly after the first contact
of salt and vimentin as well as over a relevant time window of about 10 minutes.
Already 1 to 5 seconds after the initial contact of salt and protein, the content of
the drops is imaged. Therefore, our technique provides access to the early stages
of the filament aggregation process. Additionally, the concept of this device in-
cludes the possibility to perform serial time-lapse studies as the content of the
next drop can be imaged, once the time-lapse study on its predecessor is finished.
This allows a high sample throughput.
For both the device C and the device T, the drops are used as shielding contain-
ers for vimentin filaments. Vimentin filaments firmly bind to cover glasses – re-
gardless of the presence of multivalent salts. By means of encapsulation of the
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proteins into drops, this interaction is suppressed by the oil-surfactant layer in
between the protein filaments and the cover glass. Therefore, the drops are not
only a system for which the sample volume is reduced by several orders of mag-
nitude compared to conventional pipetting-based experiments (reduction from
micro- to picoliters). Instead, the drops provide highly necessary features for the
study of proteins. This shielding effect of the oil-surfactant layer between the
protein solution and channel walls is the most effective solution we are aware of.
The universal designs of the device C as well as the device T allow for manifold
uses. Only slight modifications of the method, if any, will be required to use the
devices also for other systems. For instance, F-actin and other intermediate fil-
aments like desmin or keratins could be tested for the dependence of network
formation on salts or chemicals. The testing for concentration effects of a chemi-
cal as well as time-lapse studies are general challenges in research. Therefore, we
expect also various applications in the research fields beyond cytoskeletal pro-
teins, such as cell research or drug discovery.
In the microfluidic drop experiments, we directly image the interaction of vi-
mentin filaments and threshold concentrations of salt ions for the onset of ag-
gregation. The experiments with both the device C and device T show that mag-
nesium ions induce aggregation of vimentin filaments to networks. The prereq-
uisite for the network formation process is a critical threshold concentration of
magnesium ions of about 10 mM. Below this threshold concentration the fila-
ments show thermal motion only. They fluctuate continuously within the drops.
Consequently, any attractive inter-filament force that is mediated by the magne-
sium ions is – if existing – too small to lead to a permanent association of the
filaments. Therefore, thermal motion dominates this process. However, we ob-
serve the formation of filaments to networks above this magnesium threshold
concentration.
The dynamics of this network formation process are accessible in the device T. For
a magnesium concentration above the threshold, we find that the network forma-
tion process starts immediately when the filaments and ions get in contact. From
this perspective, the accessible observation time in device T meets the time scales
that are relevant for the network formation of vimentin. Most other techniques
used for the studies on cytoskeletal proteins in the presence of multivalent salt
provide measurements on the equilibrium state of the proteins. The advantage of




The time scale of aggregation is determined by the interplay of different diffu-
sion processes. Directly after the productions of the drops, we estimate that small
magnesium ions are distributed all over the drop. Consequently, it is consistent
that the aggregation process starts early, when the interaction between the fila-
ments is mediated by these ions. Our investigation of the polyelectrolyte proper-
ties of vimentin leads to the conclusion that the range of forces is approximately
one nanometer or below. Therefore, a prerequisite for an inter-filament attraction
is the close proximity of neighboring filaments. Two filaments can come close by
diffusion. Consequently, this filament diffusion determines also the time-scale of
aggregation. Additionally, flows can accelerate the aggregation process, as they
transport filaments. These annealing mechanisms are important, only then the
forces between two filaments are present. This principle evokes the picture of
filaments that become sticky in the presence of multivalent ions by short-ranged
attractive force.
The small ions lead to the formation of sophisticated vimentin networks. When
the networks of filaments have already established, its inherent stability slows
down morphological changes in the networks. For further morphological changes,
small internal reorganization processes of the filaments are expected to be neces-
sary. The stabilization process of the network also explains that the compaction
of the networks is slow compared to early network formation processes. Never-
theless, the density of the filament in the networks can increase drastically. Our
experiments therefore attest that small ions have the potential to mediate a very
strong overall interaction between vimentin filaments.
In addition to our experiments performed with divalent magnesium ions, we
also tested the aggregation behavior of vimentin in the presence of the trivalent
hexammine cobalt ions. These ions also lead to aggregation of vimentin, once
a threshold concentration is exceeded. However, the threshold concentration of
about 0.5-2.4 mM is roughly one order of magnitude lower compared to mag-
nesium ions. This behavior is understood within the context of the competitive
binding of ions to filaments (see below).
On a more fundamental level, we identify the polyelectrolyte nature of vimentin
as the reason for the aggregation in the presence of multivalent salts. We raise the
hypothesis that the competitive binding of counterions to vimentin filaments is
the reason for the existence of a threshold concentration for the onset of aggrega-
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tion. This model is appealing, as it provides a quantitative criterion for the onset
of aggregation. At the onset of aggregation, the fraction of multivalent ions on
the vimentin filaments reaches a critical value. Due to the ability of multivalent
ions to effectively correlate, they form a two dimensional layer, which leads to
the attraction of two vimentin filaments.
The order of magnitude of the threshold concentration found in the experiments
and by the theoretical calculation agrees well. The experiments show that the
threshold concentrations for aggregation are smaller for multivalent ions of higher
valency. This aspect is found in our studies as well as in the literature. The cor-
responding effect is directly found in competitive binding, where the fraction of
the multivalent ions on the surface of the filament also depends strongly on the
valency of the multivalent counterion.
The investigations of the polyelectrolyte properties of vimentin introduce a new
aspect to the discussion of the role of the vimentin tail. The analysis of the poly-
electrolyte nature of tail-truncated vimentin filaments suggests that – from the
polyelectrolyte point of view – the tail is not important to mediate the interac-
tion between vimentin filaments in the presence of magnesium ions. Instead, we
find that it is possible for vimentin to mediate attraction without the tail, since
the head-rod complex of vimentin itself has distinct polyelectrolyte properties.
This theoretical analysis corresponds to our qualitative analysis of composite net-
works of vimentin and tail-truncated vimentin.
In conclusion, magnesium and hexammine cobalt ions are capable to mediate
strong aggregation effects on vimentin filaments. The onset of aggregation medi-
ated by multivalent ions is also reported in the literature for other biopolymers.
We present a hypothesis that has the potential to explain this onset for vimentin
filaments and possibly also for other fiber-forming cytoskeletal proteins in which
the standard buffers used for filament formation contain monovalent salts. Mul-
tivalent ions are then added and the aggregation sets in once a critical concen-
tration is exceeded. Further studies should be carried out with a focus on the
competitive binding of counterions. We suggest to apply the basic principle of
the calculation presented here for vimentin to other biopolymers to obtain a pre-
diction for the onset of aggregation. For vimentin, the calculations for the onset
of aggregation and the experimental findings are consistent. This agreement un-
derlines the importance of the polyelectrolyte nature of vimentin filaments. The




aq 1, aq 2, aq 3 aqueous component 1, 2 and 3 that compose the aque-
ous drops (Fig. 4.1 and 4.4)
ATP adenosine triphosphate
BSA bovine serum albumin
CCAL Creative Commons Attribution License
device C device to test for concentration dependence (Sec. 4.1)
device T device to test for time dependence (Sec. 4.2)
DTT dithiothreitol
EDTA ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid





CI conserved intensity: parameter for convex hull analy-
sis (Sec. 6.2.3)
IF(s) intermediate filament(s)
IFAP(s) intermediate filament associated protein(s)
MAP microtubules associated proteins
MT(s) microtubules
MWCO molecular weight cut-off




TRIS tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane
ULF(s) unit length filament(s) (basic building blocks of vi-
mentin filaments)
‘vimentin’ vimentin mutant with an amino acid sequence very
close to human vimentin wild-type (see Sec. 3.1.1)
Most important symbols
Here, the most important symbols are listed. The meaning of a symbol that is not
listed becomes clear from the context of its occurrence in the text. If applicable,
typical values for our experiments are provided.
∆C411 mutant of wild-type vimentin protein, see Sec. 3.1.1
∆C455 mutant of wild-type vimentin protein, see Sec. 3.1.1
Θz fraction of filament charge screened by counterions of
valency z
λ linear charge density of a polyelectrolyte (Fig. 2.6; for
vimentin filaments: −14 e
nm
(Eq. 8.3))
µ Gouy-Chapman length (Eq. 2.21); values for different
biopolymers: Tab. 8.4
ξ ‘Manning parameter’: charges per Bjerrum length,
ξ := lB/b (Eq. 2.12). Vimentin filaments: ξ= 9.9 (Eq.
8.5)
Ξ electrostatic coupling parameter (Eq. 2.23); values for
different biopolymers: Tab. 8.4
σ surface charge density (vimentin: 0.071 C m−2)
σI standard deviation of intensity values in a drop (Sec.
7.1)
b spacing of charges along a ‘linear’ filament (Fig. 2.6)
(vimentin filaments: 0.0714 nm (Eq. 8.4))
cCo(NH3)3+6 bulk concentration of hexammine cobalt ions
(typical: 0...9.6 mM)
cinit initial concentration
cKCl bulk concentration of potassium chloride
(always: 100 mM)
cMg2+ bulk concentration of magnesium ions
(typical: 0...18.6 mM)
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csyr concentration in the syringe
Co(NH3)6Cl3 hexammine cobalt-III-chloride
e elementary charge
E penalty function (Eq. 6.3)
D or DX diffusion constant (of X)
kB Boltzmann constant
lB Bjerrum-length (in water at room temperature
0.71 nm)
lD Debye-length (typical: ≈ 1 nm)
L distance or filament length
Lp persistence length (vimentin: ≈ 2 µm [93])
MgCl2 magnesium chloride
N number of experiments / number of protein
monomers in the filament cross section
nbi bulk concentration of the ith ion species. For example,
used synonymously for cCo(NH3)3+6 , cMg2+ or cKCl in the
discussion of competitive ion binding.
ni local concentration of the ith ion species
nsi concentration of the ith ion species of valency zi on the
surface of a polyelectrolyte
ñsi nsi normalized to ns: fraction compared to all counter-
ions of the ith ion species on the surface of a polyelec-
trolyte
ns concentration of counterions in close vicinity to a
polyelectrolyte (vimentin: 1.5 M)
Pe Péclet number (Eq. 2.29)
R radius of a biopolymer (vimentin: 5 nm)
t time
td delay time
tk time point, when the kth drop is collected
T temperature (typical: room temperature)
uX flow velocity (channel average) of the component X .
(device C: Tab. 4.1, device T: Tab. 4.2)
Vr(t) drop volume at time t normalized to Vr(t = 0)
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Y quantity that parameterizes ‘bulk’ concentrations in
competitive ion binding (Eq. 2.20)
zi or z valency (of the ith ion)
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